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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Meny, in a first grade classroom in Malawi has just finished her reading assignment at home 

for the day. Her teacher has been working closely with a group 

of teacher educators from the Ministry of Education, Science and 

Technology and the University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA). 

her head teacher (principal), the mother group at her school and 

others in her country to make sure that she has books to read in 

her classroom. Together, these adults provided her school with 

over 4,000 books for children her age to read- and Mercy loves 

the books! Not only does she have hundreds of titles to choose 

from, those books have characters that look like her, have 

experiences like her and are about topics in which she likes to 

read! More importantly, those books have lots and many girl 

characters doing things Mercy recognizes (such as taking care of babies) and things she herself 

would like to do when she grows up (be a doctor)! Mercy can't wait every day for her teacher to 

ask the children to join with their reading group-her teacher reads to her class on some 

occasions while on other occasions. Mercy gets to read books to her teacher. Not only does she 

get to read the books, Mercy is excited because she gets to do other activities with the books, too. 

such as writing activities. singing, drama and collecting data from home as she learns to make 

connections between her home and school. Mercy also enjoys the "talking walls" that her 

teacher has created for her-often Mercy and her friends get to hang the stories they write and 

the pictures they draw on the classroom walls for others to see. Mercy feels important when she 

does that and is excited about coming to school each day, as are her friends in other classrooms 

in her school! Mercy's teacher tells the children that through these activities, they are building 

"literacy skills (phonemic awareness, phonics, alphabetic principle, fluency, comprehension and 

writing)" but what Mercy likes best is being able to tell people that she can read! 

The University of Texas at San Antonio 
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The books that Mercy enjoys and the instruction her teacher delivers were part of a 

concerted effort by the Textbooks and Learning Materials Program at the University of Texas at 

San Antonio (also know as Read Malawi). Read Malawi was a holistic early grade reading 

intervention aimed at a) resourcing schools with complementary reading materials and b) 

training for teachers and school leadership. The United States Agency for International 

Development (USAID) supported the program through a partnership with the Malawi Ministry 

of Education, Science and Technology (MOEST). Literacy experts at the University of Texas at 

San Antonio and the Malawi Institute of Education designed and implemented the program, 

representing the cooperative agreement 

and sub-awards held by those respective 

institutions. The focus for the program 

was on grades I, 2 and 3 and was 

undertaken in the context of a broader 

effort at resourcing schools and 

classrooms with complementary reading 

materials, teaching materials and 

training for the teachers through a model 

Figure 1. Goals of Read Malawi 
I. Assist MOEST in developing a culture of 

reading and writing in its schools 
2. Assist USAID in achieving its goal of 

improved reading skills for 100 million 
children in primary grades by 201 5 

3. Develop high-quality learning and teaching 
materials for children in standards I, 2, and 3 

4. Develop and implement a research-based, 
complementary reading program 

5. Scale up the Read Malawi program and te t 
its efficacy 

6. Strengthen partnerships between 
researchers and universities and local and 
foreign governments 

7. Build capacity with Malawian partners 

of direct coaching. Figure I illustrates the goals of the program. 

To that end, the work of the program involved three cycles. Phase I was the development 

phase and included the design and development of the teaching and learning materials in the 

program. Phase II involved the implementation! feasibility trial, including the training of teachers 

and school leaders and community mobilization around the intervention. Finally, Phase III was 

The University of Texas at San Antonio 
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the efficacy trial, including a national rollout of the program to schools across the country. We 

explain the highlights of the program in the sections below. 

Complementary Learning 

Materials. As part of the program, each of 

the participating schools received over 

4, I 00 complementary reading books 

(guided reading and read alouds), posters, 

alphabet books and accompanying 

teachers' guides. We designed the guided 

reading books for the learners to read with 

Premises of development of Read 
Malawi complementary reading books: 
• Complement the national curriculum 
• Both expository and narrative in nature 
• Grade appropriate 
• Focus on topics that are interesting to 

children and important to a society 
(Sailors, Martinez, Villarreal & Kinnear, 
2013) 
• Strategically promotes gender equality 

(Holmes, Wallace & Sailors, 2010) 
• Incorporate ICT into the material 

development process. 

teacher support; the guided reading books .-l~ ••• 
were much shorter in word density than read alouds. The guided reading books utilized patterns 

of vocabulary control, word repetition and picture support to assure learner success. We linked 

each guided reading book to a read aloud book topically or thematically. The vast majority 

(90%) of the books was fiction and drew on oral folktale traditions in Malawi. Additionally, the 

books supported the crosscutting themes found in the 

Figure 2. 

Because the accessibility of texts is essential to 

successful reading encounters with young and beginning 

readers (Hiebert & Sailors, 2008; Hoffman, Roser, Salas, 

Patterson, & Pennington, 2001), the books were carefull 

leveled for learners in ways that balanced the decoding 

Figure 2. Crosscutting 
themes of materials 

• Gender education and 
equity 
Expository texts 
Health and health 

demands of the text (e.g., word difficulty, regularity) and support features of the text (e.g., 
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repeated phrases, picture support). Curriculum specialists at the Malawi Institute of Education 

(M IE) worked with the US-based development team to guarantee that the books were of the 

highest instructional value. The team designed and followed a set of quality indicators for the 

development, revision and editing of the books. Each school received 4,122 learning materials as 

described in the table below. 

Table 1. Learning materials received by each school 
Type of material 
Read Aloud Books 
Guided Reading Books 
Alphabet Books 
Overview Guide 
Teacher's Guides 
Big Books 
Alphabet Posters 
How to Care for Books poster 
Water Sources poster 
Grand Total 

Chichewa 
1200 
1200 

120 

ISO 
20 
4 

English 
600 
600 

SO 
6 

90 
10 
4 
4 
4 

4, 122 

Each book strategically supported the direct teaching of reading strategies and skills, 

including word identification and fluency and ongoing, active comprehension strategies 

following Almasi's (2003) outline (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Reader's Use these Strategies and Skills when they are Reading 
1. Use pictures to suppor t word reading. I. Think about how characters change 
2. Look for repeated patterns in texts 2. Make predictions 
3. Read with expression 3. Make inferences and draw conclusions 
4. Keep reading and come back to an 4. Ask questions as they are reading 

unknown word 
5. Ask, "Does this make sense? Does this 5. Create visual images as they are reading 

sound right?" 
6. Use "chunking" for unknown words 6. Make j udgments about characters 
7. Look for patterns inside words 7. Take action based on what they value 
8. Use common letters and sounds for S. Learn new word meanings trom context 

unknown words 
9. Summarize as they read 

The University of Texas at San Antonio 
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Figure 4. One image howing inclusivity of 
children with di abilitie . 

We also translated and printed materials for children who are hard of seeing, at the 

request of the MOEST. In fact, we translated and printed 6,000 large print books; 18,900 braille 

books; 2,700 audio CDs of books; and 1,350 audio CDs of teacher guides. In addition to printing 

books for children with disabilities, Figure 4 shows our inclusivity of the appearance of these 

children in our materials for normally developing children. 

Instructional Model. We developed a research-based instructional model that would 

combine the pedagogical practices in Malawi with those that supported in Western literature 

related to beginning readers and active teaching practices. Specifically, our model followed the 

pedagogical beliefs that (a) writing instruction reinforces reading instruction; (b) reading 

instruction capitalizes on languages children speak when they come to school (in order to 

transition them to metropolitan languages); (c) reading is developed through the use ofa print 

rich environment for beginning readers; and (d) frequent classroom-level assessments support 

reading instruction and reading development (Hoffman, Sailors, Makalela & Matthee, 2009; 

Sailors & Hoffman, 2010; Sailors, Kumar, Blady & Willson, 2013). 

We based our instructional model on the premises described in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Critical Features of the Read Malawi Instructional Model 
Feature Targeted Skills 

Teacher uses a variety of tools to scaffold Phonological & phonemic awareness; 
connections between oral and written Decoding; Word Recognition. 
language. 
In guided/shared reading the teacher 
gradually releases responsibility to 
readers/learners and manages tasks and 
activities of readers/learners. 
Teacher uses the litera te environment to 
scaffold connections between home/school and 
life skills connections. 
Teacher uses Read Alouds as an instructional 
practice to purposefully scaffold 
comprehension of text. 
Teacher provides learner with opportunities to 
personally respond to Read Aloud and Guided 
Reading books in creative ways. 
Teacher creates opportunities and 
expectations for learners to read 
independently at home and school. 

Word recognition· Strategic reading; 
Fluency; Comprehension. 

Culture of reading; Links to other 
curriculum areas: Li fe Skills. 

Strategic reading; Comprehension; 
Vocabulary; Appreciation. 

Comprehension; links to other 
curriculum areas: Expressive Arts. 

Fluency; Comprehension; Appreciation; 
& Culture of reading. 

Support Materials for Teachers. Complementary reading materials alone cannot teach 

children to read. Effective teachers are also an essential element of effective instruction. For 

teachers to be able to fully implement a reading program, they must have support for that 

implementation, including teachers' guides (Buckler, 2011). The prevalence of teachers' guides 

appears to assist teachers in knowing what to do with learning materials (e.g., textbooks) in 

developing countries (Craig, Kraft & du Plessis, 1998). For example, McGinn and his colleagues 

(McGinn, Warwick, & Reimers, 1989, as cited in Nannyonjo, 2007) suggested that teachers' 

guides should provide teachers with pedagogical suggestions, recommend activities for 

classroom use and diagnostic tests to inform instruction. Farrell (1989) also noted that a well-

designed guide is a very effective form of in-service teacher training. 

The University of Texas at San Antonio 
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We created several supporting materials for teachers as part of the program. These 

materials included teachers' guides and an overview guide. In summary, the following guided the 

design of the teachers' guides and overview guide developed under Read Malawi : 

• Complementary reading materials were linked in pairs (Guided Reading, Read Aloud) and 

were connected with one teachers' guide; 

• Teacher's guides linked directly to the national curriculum and provided teachers with 

innovative ways of developing literacy skills (phonemic awareness, phonics. alphabetic 

principle, fluency, comprehension and writing) and motivation to read; 

• Teacher's guides linked directly to the 

content/subject areas in the Malawi National 

Primary Curriculum, including maths, life skills, 

and natural sciences. Thus, we integrated reading 

and writing into the content areas (see Figure 6); 

• Teacher's guides were written in prescribed ways, 

using language that suggested particular 

implementation of the plan; 

Figure 6. Read Malawi 
complementary reading 
materials connected to other 
core subject areas. 

• Teacher's guides used a patterned systematic approach. Once teachers grow accustomed to 

the patterns in the lesson plans, they implemented them independently; 

• Teacher's guides supported Second Language practices and showed teachers how to move 

learners from their first language (mother tongue) to a second language; 

• Teacher's guides ensured that teachers were spending between 180 and 240 minutes per 

week on reading instruction; 

• The teachers' guides connected the complementary reading materials to the core textbooks; 

The University of Texas at San Antonio 
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• The teachers' guides emphasized skills and the 

development of children who love to read (see 

image from the Overview Guide in Figure 7). 

We designed the overview guide as an overview of the 

program; it spelled out the key components of the program. 

Professional Development Workshops. Realizing 

that the complementary teaching and learning materials 

cannot occur without proper support for teachers, we 

Figure 7. Building a culture of 
readers in Malawi 

developed a model of support for program implementation that was inclusive of traditional 

workshops and classroom-based coaching. In a series of three workshops, teachers learned 

methodologies on how to implement language and literacy lessons using the complementary 

books. The workshops were focused on the content of the program, including (a) organizing and 

planning for the implementation; (b) scaffolding the understanding of the connections between 

oral and written language; (d) shared and guided reading to develop strategies in word and 

sentence fluency; (e) building a print rich literate environment; (t) read alouds to build strategic 

comprehension; (g) reader response and cross cultural connections and (h) promoting 

independence and a culture of reading. We based the workshops on structural and core features 

of effective professional development workshops for teachers (Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, 

& Yoon, 2001) and our previous work (Sailors & Price, 20 10). Pilot school teachers attended a 

total of three workshops: two that were facilitated by members of the implementation team 

(UTSA, UTA and MIE faculty) and a third that was facilitated by the head teachers, in 

conjunction with Primary Education Advisors. These three workshops spanned an eight-day 

period. PEAs, trained by the Core National Training Team, trained national rollout teachers. 

The University of Texas at San Antonio 
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Three teachers from each school attended these workshops; these teachers became lead teachers 

for training the other teachers at their schools. 

Classroom-based Coaching Support. In addition to the traditional workshops, the 

teachers in this study received classroom-based coaching from several different sources. We 

drew upon existing structures within the Malawi school system to provide teachers with 

classroom based, directed coaching. First, we asked head teachers to oversee the implementation 

of the program (including the oversight of the books) and were asked to visit each implementing 

teacher's classroom on a regular basis. Second, we asked Primary Education Advisors (PEAs) to 

work with the principals and teachers in focusing a portion of their monthly school visits on the 

implementation of the program. Third, we asked teachers to work together in creating lesson 

plans during their weekly grade and/or department level team meetings. Fourth, pilot teachers 

received direct coaching support from external coaches. Finally, we encouraged teachers and 

school leaders to be creative in finding ways to implement the program successfully. We also 

employed the use of teacher education specialists at the MI E to support teachers in the Zomba 

area. 

Community Involvement. A program that draws from the expertise inside the 

community is a program that will succeed. For the community component, our team drew from 

expertise and experiences in implementing community-based and mobilizing programs in 

Malawi as part of our implementation model. CRECCOM, a Malawian-based, Non-Government 

Organization, conducted the majority of community-mobilization work. The goal of this 

component of the model was to strengthen community involvement and participation towards 

promotion of a reading culture. This organization assisted in sensitizing the community to the 

books and pedagogy of the instructional model. Community based activities within the model 

The University of Texas at San Antonio 
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included (a) Theatre for Development; (b) awareness/sensitization meetings; (c) Mother Groups; 

(d) volunteer assistants; (e) Role Modeling; and (f) school incentive packages to name a few . 

Capacity Building. In addition to working toward ensuring that high quality 

complementary books would find their way into the hands of learners and their teachers, we were 

also part of a systematic effort to build capacity with our partnering institutions in Malawi. In all, 

we worked to build capacity within the curriculum development team at the MIE, with authoring 

educators, with local artists and layout teams, with the MIE research team, with the local 

printers, with classroom teachers, school administrators and Primary Education Advisors and 

community members. 

We engaged in a series offormal capacity building activities, conducted primarily in 

Malawi but periodically in other African countries and in the US, including structured workshops 

and informal interactions within and across our teams. I n addition to these formal inputs, our 

extended team engaged in thousands of informal inputs, too numerous to list. These informal 

inputs occurred over the 18-month development period and included telephone calls (weekly, 

during the high peak period of the program) and daily email interactions between program 

coordinators. There were weekly development meetings that occurred within development teams 

at each of the various sites and weekly email interactions between development cross-site team 

members. We also interacted with each other during the various conferences we attended, 

holding meeting at the end of each day for overall impressions and connections to our work. 

Finally, we engaged in informal team building activities that centered on international education 

and cultural practices. 

Evidence-based Practices. We used a variety of research methods to explore various 

aspects of the program. For example, using qualitative methods, we documented the capacity 

The University of Texas at San Antonio 
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built at two points in the program, including Phases I and II (development of materia sand 

implementation, respectively). We also documented the (a) accomplishments, successes and 

challenges of the Read Malawi program and (b) the collaborative nature of the program with our 

partners in Malawi. 

We examined the effects of the program on learner achievement in several quasi-

experimental studies, including (a) measurement of growth overtime with the children in the 

pilot study and (b) the results of the learner outcomes for the national study of the rollout of the 

program. We documented both the cost effectiveness of the program when compared to business 

as usual practices and the short and long-term cost benefits of the program. 

Using descriptive and inferential statistics, we examined the effects of the program on 

teacher practices including (a) a study that examined the changes in teacher's practices and 

beliefs and perceptions as a result of classroom-based coaching; (b) a study that documented the 

classroom predictors of learner achievement; and (c) changes in teacher's practices in the 

national sample. We also examined the roles of the head teachers and community participation in 

the program. 

Finally, we documented through a case study approach the ways in which on high-

implementing school overcame its challenges to implement the program. All research reports are 

available at www. utsa.ed u/readmalawi. 

Overall Accomplishments. There were many project accomplishments within the Read 

Malawi program. Over the course of the program, we developed numerous teaching and learning 

materials, including the following: 

Complementary reading materials. We developed 90 Guided Reading and 90 Read 

Aloud titles (in both Chichewa and English) for Standards 1,2, and 3. These books had a focus 
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on life skills (health promotion; entrepreneurship; and moral, personal, physical and social 

development) and an emphasis on crosscutting themes such as environmental and societal 

concerns and girl empowerment. We developed two alphabet books, one in English and one in 

Chichewa to support early literacy instruction. 

Teacher support materials. We developed the Read Malawi Overview Guide, 90 

Teacher's Guides and the Training Manual for Implementation. 

Science and literacy posters. We worked carefully with our partners at Project Wet to 

develop four posters: the Water Cycle, How to Care for Books, English Alphabet Poster and 

Chichewa Alphabet Poster. 

Materials/or children with seeing disabilities. We translated and printed materials for 

learners who are seeing-impaired, including 6,000 large print books; 18,900 braille books; 2,700 

audio CDs of books and 1,350 audio CDs of teacher guides. 

Total materials designed, printed and developed. In total, we designed, developed, 

printed and worked with the MOEST to deliver 5,297,231 teaching and learning materials. 

Bookfloods. We delivered these learning materials to more than 1,300 educational sites 

across the country, including primary schools, teacher development centers, teacher training 

colleges and schools for the disabled. 

Revisions 0/ National Core Materials. We funded the revisions of nine core learning 

area textbooks for Standard 4, including Life Skills, English, Chichewa, Expressive Arts, 

Mathematics, Bible Knowledge, Social & Environmental Sciences, Religious Education, and 

Agriculture, Science and Technology. 

Inclusion 0/ Instruction Classroom Technology (ICT). We worked closely with Intel 

Teach ® to contextualize and incorporate the Inte/® Teach Getting Started and Inte/® Teach 
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Elements programs into all public Teacher Training Colleges (TIC) in Malawi. Additionally, we 

developed e-Labs at the Blantyre and Lilongwe TTC and partner labs at their respective 

demonstration schools. We trained 32 lecturers and countless learners in the use of Intel® Teach 

materials. 

Teacher training/or implementation o/materials. Together with the Core Read Malawi 

Training Team. we trained over 8,000 teachers, head teachers and PEAs in Malawi on how to 

o use the early grade reading materials. 

Community mobilization. We worked with our partners in Malawi to train over 390,000 

community members on promising practices to support schools during the implementation of 

innovative literacy programs. Those community members then created (on their own) over 1,700 

reading centers to support their home literacy efforts. 

Sustainability. We sustained the program by the inclusion of complementary reading 

materials in the National Primary Curriculum. We worked out a final plan for the resourcing of 

the remainder of the schools. We created a culture of readers in schools and in the community 

through community mobilization. Moreover, we offered a program to the government of Malawi 

that was not only cost-effective, but a cost benefit as well. Finally, in order for printing of the 

books to continue in Malawi, we ensured that the MIE held the copyright of all teaching and 

learning materials. 
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1.0 MALAWI 

A long, narrow, land-locked country, Malawi is one of the rnost densely populated 

countries on the planet. Of the rnore than 16 rnillion people who live in Malawi, a striking 

nurnber (80%) lives in the rural areas of the country. The vast rnajority of Malawians (73%) lives 

below the poverty line (defined as less than international poverty line of US $1.25 per day) and 

are subsistence farmers. Farnilies in Malawi are large, with a fertility rate of 5.35 children per 

o Malawian wornan. The current life expectancy at birth is 52 years of age (Central Intelligence 

Agency, 2012; Klugrnan, 2011). 

Statistics dernonstrate struggles for a better life in Malawi: 44.4% of Malawians are not 

expected to live past the age of 40; 20% live without access to an irnproved water source; and 

16% of children under the age of five are underweight. Over 85% of the population, lives in the 

rural cornrnunities and these living conditions influence thern the rnost (Central Intelligence 

Agency, 2012). The overall Hurnan Developrnent Index for Malawi (cornbined healthy lifestyle, 

education and having a decent standard of living) ranks the country 171 out of 181 countries with 

data (Klugrnan, 20 II). Only 61 % of the adult population (ages 15 and older) is literate (Macro 

International, 2008). 

Schooling in Malawi rernains a concern for rnany. In a systern where schooling becarne 

free under the Free Prirnary Education Policy, the Governrnent currently supports alrnost four 

rnillion learners in prirnary schools (Grades 1-8) (DOEP, 2011), which is a huge increase in the 

nurnber of children attending school since the onset of Education for All (Macro International, 

2008). However, education in Malawi is not cornpulsory; only 91 % and 80% of children (in rural 

and urban areas, respectively) attend school. With 5,225 schools to support, the governrnent of 

Malawi has 37,142 classroorns; 84% of these classroorns are perrnanent while the rest are 
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temporary (DOEP, 2011). The government currently employs 51,529 teachers, providing for a 

described learner to teacher ratio of 76: 1 (and learner to trained teacher ration of 92: 1) (DOEP, 

2011). However, it is common to see 125 first grade children in a room no larger than 400 square 

feet with one classroom teacher. 

Other issues exacerbate the situation, such as teacher qualification. Malawi faces a lack 

of qualified teachers, with an underrepresentation of female teachers in primary schools (DOEP, 

2011) even though female teachers tend to display better results than their male colleagues 

(World Bank, 2010). There is little connection between the numbers of teachers allocated to a 

school by the Malawi government and the number of learners in a school (World Bank, 2010). 

Teacher attrition is a serious issue (Macro International, 2008) as is teacher turnover, which is 

"profound and overwhelming even by Sub-Saharan Africa standards" (Kayuni & Tambulan, 

2007, p. 89). 

In addition, many classroom level challenges exist in Malawi. For example, in spite of 

the fact that instructional time has been shown to have a significant and positive impact on 

passing rates in Malawi, the official schooling time is not always respected; it is estimated that 

20% of teaching time is lost, much of this due to teacher absenteeism (World Bank, 2010). 

o Lessons are primarily rote-centered (Croft, 2002), and teachers continue to teach using the 

"Iecture-and-copy-notes," approach (MOEST, 2003, in Nampota, Thompson & Wikeley, 2009) 

sometimes referred to as "orchestrated" (Williams, 2007) instruction. 

Finally, as in other Sub-Saharan African countries (Alidou et aI., 2006; Sailors, Hoffman 

& Matthee, 2007), Malawi faces challenges associated with learning materials. Even though core 

textbooks have proven effective in raising achievement (Lockheed & Verspoor, 1991), there is a 

lack of core textbooks in Malawi. Although the Malawi government has a one textbook per 
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learner policy (under the National School Textbook policy), the reality is that there are 

approximately 2.25 learners per Chichewa textbook in the primary schools (DOEP. 20 II). 

Finally, similar to most other Sub-Saharan Africa countries (UNESCO. 2008), there is a scarcity 

of complementary reading materials in Malawi classrooms (Macro International, 2008; Williams, 

2007). 
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2.0 PREPARATION/BRIDGING PERIOD 

Goals 

The goal of the bridging phase was to gain support from major stakeholders and to 

collaboratively develop a scope of work in Malawi. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

A UTSA team traveled to Malawi twice (January and February 2009) to explore the 

potential for a partnership with the Malawian MoEST, to meet an initial cross-section of 

stakeholders and develop a scope of work for proposed work under the TLMP with Malawi. The 

team had critical meetings with stakeholders who would be direct recipients of products from the 

proposed program. These meetings took place in the capital city of Lilongwe as well as cities in 

the southern region, including Blantyre and Zomba. The USAID/Malawi educational team 

carried out the logistical aspects of the meetings and attended the meetings. Throughout both 

trips, the UTSA team was able to spend time with the USAID/Malawi education team, learning 

about educational activities in country and brainstorming ways that UTSAlMalawi TLMP could 

learn from previous projects and make connections to those projects. In addition to the requested 

meetings by UTSA, the USAID/Malawi team also made suggestions as to organizations and 

individuals that the UTSA team should meet with during these country visits. The meetings 

established relationships that led to a fruitful proposal. 

ProcesslProcedures 

We used a collaborative in-country process in preparation of the proposal. We met with a 

variety of stakeholders during the two preparatory site visits. Primarily, the team met with the 

Principal Secretary of the MoEST, Mr. Bernard Sande. Various directorates, including Basic 

Education, Higher Education, Teacher Education, Educational Management Information 
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Systems (EMIS), Secondary Education and the Special Needs Unit, attended the first meeting. 

The director of planning was out of the country during the first site visit, but the team met with 

him during the second site visit. We conducted another set of meetings with the Assistant 

Director of Teacher Education, the Director of EMIS (who was appointed to serve as the TLMP 

director in the MoEST) and the Director of Planning. During our first visit, the USAID 

introduced us to the Materials Management Technical Working Group (made up of membership 

from the various directorates within the MoEST), briefly explaining the purpose of the visit and 

seeking advice on the planned agenda. At this and other meetings, the UTSA team sought to 

understand how the TLMP could support the priorities and policies of the Government of 

Malawi, specifically the MoEST. All meetings were positive and gave the UTSA team insight 

into the priorities of the educational aspects of the government of Malawi. 

Following the January visit, the UTSA emailed a five-page proposed summary of a scope 

of work to the MOEST; the Ministry responded with general comments on the provisioning of 

complementary materials, the evaluation of peAR and the continued professional development 

of teachers. They also responded with comments on suggested components of the program and 

answered UTSA's lingering questions. The document was indication of the beginning of 

ownership of the program on the part of the MoEST. 

The UTSA team met on three occasions with the key collaborator of the proposal, the 

Malawi Institute for Education, the driving force behind material development in the country. At 

our first meeting, we illustrated the work that we did in the UTSAlSouth Africa TLMP and 

brainstorm the potential for the TLMP in Malawi. The second and third meetings were to work 

out a preliminary scope of work and budget. In attendance at these meetings were the Director of 
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PCAR and literacy specialists. The meetings were invaluable in understanding the processes and 

procedures for design, publication and distribution of learning materials in Malawi. 

The team also met with Chiefs of Party for other USAI D/Malawi sponsored projects, 

including the Primary School Support Program (PSSP), Malawi Teacher Training Activity 

(MTT A), Malawi Education Support Activity (MESA), Implementing Education Quality (IEQ) 

and Girls Attainment of Basic Literacy Education (GABLE). The colleagues were willing to 

share lessons learned and a commitment to ongoing work together. The UTSA team also met 

with other various organizations for exploratory purposes, including the director of Peace Corps, 

the director of the National Library Services and the executive director of the Book Sellers 

Association of Malawi. 

Additionally, the UTSA team met with the Director of the Creative Centre for 

Community Mobilization (CRECCOM). During this meeting, all parties agreed to ongoing 

conversations about the critical role ofCRECCOM in the implementation of the Read Malawi 

program as well as the role of UTSA in capacity building with CRECCOM. The team met with 

the deputy secretary from the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) during the 

first visit in order to connect with other donor organizations that were working in the area of 

textbooks and learning materials development and/or curriculum development. The team met 

with the Development Partners at their monthly meeting during the second visit, where we 

presented and proposed the program. The DP provided general feedback and thoughtful 

responses. Representatives from JICA (Japan International Cooperation Agency), CIDA, D1FD, 

UNICEF and USAID/Malawi attended at the meeting. Throughout these conversations, it 

became apparent that the UTSAIMalawi TLMP was going to be a part of a concerted effort to 

improve the educational experiences of primary school learners. As a result, the UTSA was 
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committed to working with the various stakeholders in Malawi to cater to the priorities of the 

Malawian government. 

Additionally, the UTSA team reached out to the faculty at Virginia Tech (VT) who had 

previously worked on the USAID/Malawi sponsored Global Development Alliance, visiting on 

several occasions with Drs. Jerry Niles, Josiah Tlou and Patricia Kelley. Drs. Tlou and Kelley 

continue to maintain a healthy and productive relationship with Malawi and the UTSA wanted to 

capitalize on it. The VT team offered ongoing support to UTSA as the TLMP took shape and got 

started. 

It also became obvious that the UTSA would have to plan for activities that would 

address capacity with the in-country printers. On several occasions, others told us that the 

government sends jobs outside of Malawi (for example, the PCAR curriculum was sent to Cape 

Town); as a result, printing is finished in a timely manner. Others told stories of printers simply 

not completing jobs or subcontracting the jobs to printers in I ndia. Overall, all colleagues voiced 

concern over the capacity of printers in their current state, especially related to management. 

Finally, the team visited a local printer in Lilongwe in order to get a sense of printing capacity in 

Malawi. It was obvious that the printer had machinery that could print the materials, but there 

was a concern about the ability to print the sheer quantity of materials needed in year one as the 

printer had only one machine and stapling was done by hand. 

Successes 

We successfully submitted the proposal and USAID funded it. A scope of work was 

developed and our team began plans for hiring project personnel and staff. The MIE began to set 

up a TLMP office in their facility. Additionally, there was also an unanticipated outcome during 

this period-several schools in the USA approached us about the use of some Ithuba materials in 
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schools with children from refugee families. We used some of the English versions that we 

printed and sent them to these schools. Stories about these unanticipated successes during this 

period are included in the appendix. 

Challenges/Lessons Learned 

The challenge of finding a printer that has capacity for ajob this large in country has 

become evident at this time. It is under consideration to split the print jobs between a local 

o printer and another printer that can handle the large quantity. 

At the time the Read Malawi program was starting, there were many challenges around 

the issues of capacity to carry out certain tasks. For instance, although at the beginning the 

program used curriculum developers who had been writing books for children for many years, 

many of them had, however, not written complementary books for early grade reading. In 

addition, some, especially serving and pre-serving teachers had never written complementary 

books for children. Many ofthese teachers had never used a computer in their lifetime. This 

became a big challenge because these potential writers did not know where to begin from to 

write a book. 

An additional area of capacity challenge that the program experienced was in the area of 

book evaluation. The Malawian counterparts reported that they did not posses skills in textbook 

evaluation. We saw this as a challenge because there were plans to produce many books in the 

Read Malawi program, which would require expert review and judgment. In addition, there were 

plans for the program to assist the Government of Malawi to evaluate and revise the primary 

curriculum and reform (peAR) language and literacy books. 
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Capacity 

We addressed plans for capacity building opportunities during the Bridging phase. These 

included working with local printers and working with the CREECOM, MOEST and MIE. 

Additionally, capacity building of development team members and book evaluation was 

addresses in the previous section. 

o 
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3.0 MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Goals 

Quality of materials was an important goal of the Read Malawi program. Therefore, our 

main priority was to develop high quality reading materials for young and beginning readers. 

During our development process, it was important to our team that we preserve the Malawian 

culture in our work. It was important to us that the books not only represent the lived experiences 

of children in Malawi, but also those same books value and maintain the various cultures in 

Malawi. Our second priority was to develop high quality, prescribed teachers' guides that would 

assist teachers in implementing the reading materials with their children. Our third 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Our work on the Read Malawi program was collaborative and involved several 

directorates in the MOEST, including the (a) Directorate of Inspectorate and Advisory Services, 

(b) Directorate of Planning, (c) Directorate of Basic Education, (d) Supplies Unit and (e) the 

Directorate of Teacher Education and Development. Implementing partners included the Malawi 

Institute of Education (MIE), two Teacher Training Colleges (TICs) (Lilongwe and Blantyre 

TTC), the Creative Centre for Community Mobilization (CRECCOM) and local communities 

and schools. Key collaborators in the United States included the University of Texas at Austin 

(UTA) and the University of California at Berkeley (UCB); the Institute for Economic 

Development at UTSA; and RealeStudios. Private-public partnerships in the Read Malawi 

Program included the Intel® Corporation, two designers in South Africa (Malindi Art and I.H. 

White Design) and two printers, one in Malawi (Kris Offset) and one in South Africa (Uniprint). 
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Overview of the Process 

The development, revising and editing team (DRET) consisted of the MIE with the 

UTSA and UT Austin providing short-term technical assistance. We organized the first 

complementary reading material development workshop at the Malawi Institute of Education 

with ten participants. Seven of these participants were Malawians. The other three were 

Americans. However, nine other members in the USA participated in the workshop online. 

This was primarily a training workshop for the Malawian team members that we took 

through the process of book development for the read aloud books. During this workshop, we 

accomplished several tasks. These include creating a Criteria Chart for Read Aloud books, which 

focused on message/theme, content, aesthetic/response qualities, genre, craft and design 

parameters. We presented these elements, discussed them and field-tested them using existing 

stories from Malawi. We created guidelines for the read aloud and guided reading books. We 

created an Analytical Frame for the read aloud book development. Additionally, we trained the 

Malawian team members on the use of the RealeWriter program; each team member wrote a 

"Me Book" using the program as part of the training and experience building. 

We also created our working book development teams. We divided the team members 

into working sub-teams and created three teams that each included Malawian and American 

members. We assigned partnerships to contain one Malawian and one American for each book. 

We did this to ensure a Malawian always had the opportunity ensure the book was appropriate 

for Malawian children. We used the "Me Book" to introduce team members to each other and 

form a long distance bond. 

Revision of existing materials. The first set of read alouds developed consisted of stories 

that the MIE already had available as there had been previous attempts by the MIE to write 
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complementary books for children. These stories became one source for drafts of books we used 

in Read Malawi. The other set of stories came from a collection of stories that children who 

participated in the Literacy Across the curriculum (LAC) wrote. However, MIE did not publish 

the stories because the project ended. These books became the MIE's collection of unpublished 

stories. The final source of stories was a collection of stories that some members in the Language 

Arts Department at the Malawi Institute of Education had compiled. From these three sources, 

the literacy material development coordinator chose stories. The Development, Revising and 

Editing Team (DRET) then developed these stories into Read Malawi books. 

The development process began during the first DRET workshop with the team members 

in Malawi collaborating with team members in the USA. We gave each member a story for 

practice development purposes. The group members analyzed the stories using the Analytical 

Framework for read aloud book development. The Malawian team members practiced translating 

the stories into Chichewa. We presented and discussed the instruments used during the field-

testing of stories (e.g. illustration changes form, the observer's notes and the summary form) 

before the stories were field-tested at a primary school. The Malawian team members practiced 

how to field-test their stories. We field-tested using standards 1,2 and 3 learners at the Domasi 

Government Primary School. Each group field-tested at least one of the books. 

We used field-testing to determine if the book was interesting to learners and written on 

an appropriate reading level for the target audience. Two team members worked together to field 

test each book. The author would introduce the book to the reader, watch over the reader as 

he/she read the book, and take notes about the reader's response. The note taker recorded the 

comments of the reader and the accuracy of the reading, comprehension and rate oftluency. 

Procedures varied for books field-tested in English versus those in Chichewa. For books written 
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in both English and Chichewa. the author began the field-testing by setting the purpose for 

reading, previewing and predicting with the children. The author then read the book aloud to the 

children and encouraged a shared response to the book. Finally, in the case of guided reading 

books, the learner read the book aloud. 

This workshop provided an opportunity for practicing the development process and fine-

tuning communication procedures between partners in Malawi and the USA. We developed 

several books during the course of the workshop. We developed additional books between 

partners after the workshop ended. 

Deve/opment of new Read Ma/awi materials. For this process within the program, the 

development team consisted of the DRET. The development team followed a materials 

development process in which classroom teachers served as authors. Through a series of writing 

workshops in Blantyre and Lilongwe Teacher Training Colleges (TIC), Malawian educators (in-

service and pre-service teachers, MOEST officials, TTC Lecturers, and MIE curriculum 

specialists) learned to write high quality complementary reading materials that focus on 

connecting to subject areas. The first workshops took place in Lilongwe. We held three more 

workshops in Blantyre. Authors used a combination of their lived experiences and topics that 

interest learners as a basis for the books. Authors used both Chichewa and English when writing 

their stories; authors grounded their stories in both narrative text and expository text structures. 

We based the workshops on elements of writing instruction that would connect to reading 

instruction. The first part of the workshop focused on the gathering and telling of stories. Each 

author created two stories for consideration. They learned to document and describe experiential 

events and expert self-knowledge of interest to children. During the second workshop, authors 

revised one of their books and began draft illustrations. They were encouraged to keep their 
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audience in mind through craft mini-lessons. Included in these mini-lessons were the topics of 

content, word choice and imaging decisions. Some authors choose to actually draw illustrations 

for their book while others wrote a caption describing the illustration. 

Between the second and third workshop, we sent the books to the DRET (Development, 

Revision and Editing) team. This team consisted of 22 professional educators from the Malawi 

Ministry of Education (MIE), the University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) and the University 

of Texas at Austin (UTA). The material development coordinators in Malawi and San Antonio 

oversaw the DRET team jointly. There were three sub-teams within the DRET. The team leader 

for each team was responsible for assigning books to members ofhis/her team as well as keeping 

everyone on track to meet deadlines. Each of the three teams consisted of Malawian educators, 

American educators and American graduate students in education. The team leader would assign 

a book to a Malawi/US pair of writing partners for further development. The pair would take 

turns editing and revising the story, providing feedback to each other. Writing partners would 

share stories through email using Microsoft word. The US members had to be sure to save the 

document in an older version or the Malawian computers would not be able to open it. Some 

writing partners chose to use track changes as a way to communicate while others simply made 

changes on the document. We left it up to the partners to decide what worked the best. Some 

stories required extensive revisions while others only needed editing. The DRET members were 

always conscience to keep the story intact as much as possible. 

In the third workshop, authors field-tested their fully developed stories and draft 

illustrations with learners in classrooms. We used the same field-testing protocols as described 

earlier. From this field-testing, the development team was able to account for the comprehension 

of the story, the engaging qualities of the story (and illustrations) and the word choice within the 
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text with regards to the accessibility factor. We collected the field-testing documents on each 

story and edited the book further, if necessary. Authors received certificates of participation at 

the end of the third workshop. 

Development of books into instructional materials. Finally, the development team, with 

the field-testing data in hand, employed a unique process by which to develop the highest 

instructional quality stories for literacy and subject area instruction. The development team 

o aligned the books with the national curriculum and designed teachers' guides that offer a 

prescribed methodology tied directly to the national curriculum. Under the development team, 

high quality complementary reading materials were carefully leveled for learners at different 

levels in ways that balanced the decoding demands of the text (e.g., word difficulty, regularity) 

and support features of the text (e.g. repeated phrases, picture support). Each of the learning 

materials passed through a rigorous review and development process that insured the highest 

standards for content, language and design and accessibility features . 

Image and book layout development Local artists designed and developed the images. 

Typically, a read aloud book had between 7 and 10 images that were fully colored. The guided 

reading books always had 10 full-color illustrations. A South African artist, Mr. Vusi Malindi, 

provided short-term technical assistance in order to build capacity amongst the Malawian art 

team. Mr. Malindi spent much time teaching the artists techniques for drawing children and 

especially children's facial expressions. The program director approved all images. 

An in-house publishing unit at MIE worked closely with key implementing partners. This 

unit had a carefully structured system for ensuing that the materials move through their proper 

channels in a timely manner and that they were of the highest quality. The legal aspects of 

publishing included the careful attention to issues of authorship and copyright, held by the MIE. 
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Authorship was part of the inherent motivational plan within the development team and teachers 

maintained authorship of the books they wrote. 

Development o!teacllers' guides. The teachers' guides were linked directly to the national 

curriculum and provided teachers with innovative ways of developing literacy and subject area 

skills and were intended to help teachers learn to use the materials. We developed the teacher 

guides in both English and Chichewa. We did this so the English teachers' guide would coincide 

with the portions of classroom lesson time spent on English and the Chichewa teachers' guides 

would coincide with the portion of classroom lesson time spent on Chichewa. We wrote the 

teachers' guides for English complementary books with close attention to support Second 

Language practices, employing the services offaculty members at UTSA who specialize in 

second language acquisition and instruction. 

The development process of the teacher guides was similar to the book development. The 

same DRET worked together to create high quality teacher guides. We paired a Malawian and an 

American educator to work together in developing a teachers' guide. Once again, these 

interactions took place via email exchanges. We paired the read aloud books and guided reading 

books together based on theme prior to the teacher guide development. The DRET team was 

responsible for choosing appropriate reading strategies based on the content and structure of the 

books. 

Once the team developed their teacher guide, they sent it to the materials development 

coordinator for further scrutiny. We hired a consultant to assist the materials development 

coordinator with the final revisions of the teacher guides. At this time, the consultant (in 

conjunction with the material coordinators and the program director) examined minute details of 

the teacher guides. This included referring to the final versions of the books to check that pages 
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numbers and words referred to in the teacher guides were still appropriate. Once the material 

development coordinator approved the final version of the teacher guide, he sent it to the 

program director for final approval before desktopping. 

Quality assurance of teaching and learning materials. The Read Malawi Quality 

Assurance Review Team reviewed all Read Malawi materials (books and teachers' guides) to 

assure that these books met the standards for quality set forth by the MOEST. Table 2 represents 

the quality criteria we applied to the materials. 

Table 2. Quali Criteria for Read Malawi Learnin Materials 
Focus Element 

Message/ 
Theme 

Content 

There is an important message for the youth of Malawi offered in the text that 
relates to their personal lives and an envisioned society. 
The text offers a positive role model for good decision-making. 
The author leaves space for the reader to infer the positive message in the text. 
The topic for the text is engaging for the target age group. 
The content and context are culturally relevant to life in Malawi. 
The central character is close to the age of the learners who will be reading the book. 

Aesthetic/ 
Response 
Qualities 

The book invites home to school and school to home connections. 
The text offers the potential for relevant Life Skills curriculum connections 
appropriate to the target age group. 
The book invites learners to inquire and explore their physical and social world. 
The book takes every opportunity to feature acts of literacy. 
The text has the potential to evoke a strong aesthetic response (e.g. laughter, 
empathy). 
The author surprises and satisfies the reader. 

The text invites a variety of response forms (e.g., drama, art, innovations on the text, 
writing). 

Genre 
The text uses an interesting and effective genre format (e.g., narrative, folk 
tale/traditional story, Predictable text). 
There is effective use of genre elements (e.g .• non-fiction : accuracy, explanations, 
graphic supports). 

While the materials had undergone various levels of quality assurance (including 

development at high quality material development workshops, fie ld-testing, interactions with 

books by an international team of curriculum specialists, and editing and page proofing by highly 
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qualified language editors), the review conducted by this Review Team was the final point for 

quality control of the books. Members of the Review Team used the rating scale in Figure 8 for 

each book. 

Figure 8: Rating Scale for Quality Criteria 

5 = Strongly agree with the statement; 

4 = Agree with the statement; 

3 = Accept the statement; 

2 = Disagree with the statement; 

I ::: Strongly disagree with the statement. 

Once books were approved by the Review Team, the program coordinator and program 

manager presented the books to program stakeholders (MOEST, USAID/M and USAID) for 

final signatures as per the Cooperative Agreement. After we collected all signatures, we sent the 

camera-ready files to the printer. 

Establishment of leT e-Learning Labs. We worked closely with Intel® and a local 

business to establish two e-Learning Labs-one at the Lilongwe Teacher Training College and 

one at the Blantyre Teacher Training College. The labs included 49 adult computers for each of 

the 2 TICs as well as 50 "Classmates" laptop computers for use of smaller children's hands. 

Additional equipment included specialized secured charging carts, servers, and networking of all 

of the equipment. We hired Ultinets to provide these services. We collaborated with Intel® 

(headquarters in South Africa) on the background and plan for these labs, who worked with other 

USAID funded programs to create similar labs in other countries. We assigned the TTCs as 

stewards of this equipment. Ultinets reported on the completed labs on a website: 
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htt ://WW\\ .ultinets.net/news/item/5-read-malawi-teacher-trainin '-colle e-20 II.htm!. 

Additionally. we worked closely with Intel Teach® to contextualize and incorporate the 

Intel® Teach Getting Started and Intel® Teach Elements programs into all public Teacher 

Training Colleges (TIC) in Malawi. Twelve Malawians worked with Intel to contextualize the 

Intel Teach® materials to the Malawi context. 

A workshop on the training of the Core Intel Trainers who would be responsible for 

train ing other teachers at the Teacher Training Colleges and the Demonstration schools 

facilitated by Intel's Education Specialist from South Africa. Eighteen lecturers from all the six 

TTCs, 12 Primary School Teachers from each of the six demonstration schools, representative 

from the Ministry of Education, and a representative from the MIE attended the workshop. The 

four-day workshop started with theoretical part of the Intel Teach® Manual. The second halfof 

the workshop focused on how to use technology in the classroom. The facilitators employed a 

combination of whole-group and small-group discussions where participants engaged with the 

manual and apply to their daily work in the classroom. 

Dr. Timothy Yuen attended and observed the Core Training Intel Teach® workshop on 

behalf of the TLMP. Mr. Andre Christian led the workshop; he represented Intel in 

Johannesburg. There were several challenges during the workshop, including several blackouts. 

When this occurred, Andre was unable to use the projector for several hours at a time. Attendees 

attempted to follow along by relying on the visuals in the textbooks and using their laptops. 

Additionally, there was limited access to outlets for the laptop plugs. Attendees took turns with 

plugging in their laptops. Another issue was that two of the laptops brought in by the local 

distributor did not have the appropriate power supplies. Again, attendees just shared their power 

supplies. 
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Attendees seemed very motivated and self-guided during the activities. There was a wide 

range of tech skills among the attendees. Though it seemed that most attendees were proficient or 

very proficient in using the software (e.g., PowerPoint, Excel, Word), a few attendees were 

struggling with clicking and dragging. Another issue was that attendees had varying versions of 

Office. Attendees helped each other out on completing some of the projects and they were eager 

to take what they have learned from the workshop back to their TDCs to disseminate what they 

o have learned to their regions' teachers. 

Despite the blackouts, the workshop moved along at a very good speed and they were able 

to end shortly after lunch on the last day. Attendees presented some of the projects they created 

to the whole class. The attendees were extremely grateful for the training and thanked 

Andre/Intel, UTSA/Read Malawi and especially USAID. There were 32 participants in 

attendance during the core training workshops; all but one received a certificate of participation 

for the workshop. All TTCs in Malawi received copies of the Intel® Teach programs and were 

asked to install the software and train others at their campuses. 

Revision of National Primary School Curriculum: Standard 4 Textbooks. The Ministry 

of Education, in collaboration with the Malawi Institute of Education, embarked on a major 

reform of the National Primary Curriculum called the Primary Curriculum and Assessment 

Reform (PCAR). The MOEST implemented the new curriculum in all primary schools in 2007 

(standard I) with the final standards (4 and 8) implemented in 20 I O. Because MOEST did not 

pilot the instructional materials, it became necessary to revise the instructional materials in order 

to meet the needs of the teachers and learners who use the materials. The Read Malawi project 

provided financial support for the revision of the standard four materials in 2012. This financial 

support allowed for the materials to reviewed, refined, illustrated, typeset and edited. People who 
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participated in the process involved local universities and teacher training college lecturers, 

primary school teachers and local government and NGO officials. Institutions that were 

represented in the process included the Domasi and Chancellor Colleges, TTCs, primary schools, 

Montfort SNE College, Malawi Institute of Education, Islamic Infonnation Bureau, Department 

of Management Affairs and directorates from the MOEST (Inspectorate and Advisory Services, 

Basic Education, MANEB and the Ministry of Gender). 

The Standard 4 review focused on the following learning areas: (a) English; (b) Numeracy 

and Mathematics; (c) Chichewa; (d) Expressive Arts; (e) Life Skills; (t) Social and 

Environmental Sciences; (g) Agriculture, Science and Technology; (h) Bible Knowledge; and (I) 

Religious Education. The materials under review included the teachers' guides, leamer's books 

and syllabi for each learning area. The team conducted the review process April 30 - May 12. 

2012. 

The UTSA sent a consultant to Malawi to build capacity with the review team. The work 

of the consultant focused on aligning the materials with the national standards. The refining of 

the materials took place between August 20 - 31,2012. Members of the refining team included 

people who had reviewed the materials and the authors ofthe materials. The refining included a 

careful attention to the illustrations and their relevance, similar to the process used in the Read 

Malawi books. The team correlated the materials (teachers' guide, leamer's books and syllabi) 

with each other. Finally, the facilitator of the review (Mr. Davie Kaambankadzanja) handed the 

materials over to the MIE designers, editors and typesetters. 

Products 

We developed 90 Guided Reading and 90 Read Aloud titles (in both Chichewa and 

English) for Standards 1,2, and 3. These books had a focus on life skills (health promotion; 
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entrepreneurship; and moral, personal, physical and social development) and an emphasis on 

crosscutting themes such as environmental and societal concerns and girl empowerment. We 

developed two alphabet books, one in English and one in Chichewa to support early literacy 

instruction. We also developed the Read Malawi Overview Guide, 90 Teacher's Guides and the 

Training Manual for Implementation. We worked with Montfort Press to translate and printed 

materials for learners who are seeing-impaired, including 6,000 large print books; 18,900 braille 

o books; 2,700 audio CDs of books and 1,350 audio CDs of teacher guides. We printed 7,479 

training manuals. 

In all, we printed and delivered 5,297,231 learning and teaching materials. 

We worked closely with Project Wet and the MIE to design four posters. Project Wet 

hired a printer in South Africa to print the posters; Project Wet then shipped the posters to 

government warehouses across Malawi with the assistance of the Read Malawi team. The team 

then distributed the posters to schools that received Read Malawi books. In all, Project Wet 

contributed 75,000 posters to our program. 

Through the assistance of Read Malawi, the MIE was able to revise the following core 

materials: (a) Standard 4 English teachers' guides, leamer's books and syllabus; (b) Standard 4 

Chichewa teachers' guides, leamer's books and syllabus; (c) Standard 4 Numeracy and 

mathematics teachers' guides, leamer's books and syllabus; (d) Standard 4 Expressive Arts 

teachers' guides, leamer's books and syllabus; (e) Standard 4 Life Skills teachers' guides, 

leamer's books and syllabus; (t) Standard 4 Social and Environmental Sciences teachers' guides, 

leamer's books and syllabus; (g) Standard 4 Agriculture, Science and Technology teachers' 

guides, leamer's books and syllabus; (h) Standard 4 Bible Knowledge teachers' guides, leamer's 
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books and syllabus; and (i) Standard 4 Religious Education teachers' guides, leamer's books and 

syllabus. 

Challenges/Lessons Learned 

Due to logistical problems beyond the control of the program, activities at the Malawi 

I nstitute of Education essentially began in January 2010 instead of September 2009. This delay 

put a lot of pressure on program implementers both in the USA and in Malawi to have the books 

ready for implementation in schools. In order to overcome this delay, the program implementers 

fast tracked materials production through use of workshops. A series of workshops were 

organized in Malawi to draft, field test, illustrate, desk top, edit, page proof and review the books 

before they were sent to printers. We produced and printed the books in sets. 

Power interruption at the MIE where the majority of activities took place was a major 

challenge to the successful implementation of the program. The primary concern of the team was 

the loss of power due to energy issues in the country. There were days when there was no power 

at all. These experiences threatened smooth progress on the drafting, revision, editing and desk 

topping activities of the learning and teaching materials. It also delayed the sending of images 

and texts to head office for feedback approval. In addition, power outages in Malawi added to 

delays in electronic communication, document transfers as well as limited phone service. 

In order to overcome this challenge, images had to be sent using scanners of private 

vendors in Zomba. Similarly, the staff of the in-country office in Malawi had to travel to Zomba 

to send email messages to the UTSA team. As a result, the Read Malawi provided MIE with a 

generator in order to support the program activities and make sure that there were no 

interruptions during power outages. Furthermore, Read Malawi funded a wireless Internet 

facility at the Malawi Institute of Education campus. This gave the Malawian Team Members an 
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opportunity to work from home at night (the broadband covered the entire campus) instead of 

working after hours in the office. 

At the time the Read Malawi program was starting, there were many challenges around 

the issues of capacity to carry out certain tasks. For instance, although at the beginning the 

program used curriculum developers who had been writing books for children for many years, 

many of them had not written instructional reading materials for early grades. In addition, some, 

especially serving and pre-serving teachers had never written instructional reading materials for 

children. Likewise, many of these teachers had never used a computer. As a solution to this 

challenge, we trained the authoring teachers how to write stories for early grade reading in a 

series of workshops. 

An additional area of capacity challenge that the program experienced was in the area of 

book evaluation. The Malawian counterparts requested assistance in textbook evaluation. We 

saw this as a challenge because there were plans to produce many books in the Read Malawi 

program that would require expert review and judgment. In addition, there were plans for the 

program to assist the Government of Malawi to evaluate and revise the primary curriculum and 

reform (peAR) language and literacy books. As a solution to this potential challenge, the 

o program contracted the services of a faculty member at UTSA to travel to Malawi to assist in the 

development of an evaluation instrument that we then applied to the core national textbooks 

during the revision process. 

Field-testing was also an important element in the production process of instructional 

materials. The Read Malawi program planned to produce one hundred and eighty titles for 

standards 1,2 and 3. Therefore, we anticipated that the timing offield-testing (in a book 

development process that was quite complex) would be time consuming. In order to overcome 
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this challenge, we asked the writers to field-test their books during the development workshops. 

After field-testing the book, and using the comments her partner took and his or her own 

judgment of the learners' reaction to the book, each writer revised his or her book. 

Nearly all the illustrators recruited to illustrate the books for Read Malawi described 

aspects of capacity building they wanted the program to address. Many of them could not draw 

correctly a child at different stages. Some only knew how to draw cartoons. This became a 

challenge to producing quality materials with quality images. As a strategy to overcome this 

challenge, we contracted with a South African consultant, Mr. Vusi Malindi, to conduct training 

workshops for illustrators. Mr. Malindi conducted the first training workshop with Malawian 

illustrators at the MIE. During this training, Mr. Vusi Malindi and a team from Project Wet in 

Montana, USA, worked closely with the Read Malawi illustrators at the MIE to build capacity 

among the illustrators. This included the development of a critical eye aimed at improving the 

quality of artwork and to encourage working together and sharing of skills. 

I n order for the facilitator to know the levels of artistic competencies among the 

participants, we asked each artist to bring their artwork to the workshop. Then workshop started 

with a perspective, looking at what the illustrators had already done. Then the facilitator 

provided basic exercises related to the way artists see things in real life. In addition, the artists 

looked at using aerial perspective to see things from the ground. 

The facilitator also asked participants to draw various sceneries with children in them. He 

discovered that most of them had problems with children's faces. Therefore, the facilitator drew 

a chart of children from 2 years to 13 years of age in order for the illustrators to take note of 

changes in character features. After a few days of theory, the facilitator asked participants to try 

different images with different expressions, for example, anger, happiness, fear, sadness and 
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laughter. The purpose of this exercise was to help the illustrators to learn to match certain 

feelings in images to the portrayal of those images within the Read Malawi stories. The 

workshop also dealt with general anatomy, which helped with body and space proportion. 

We followed this initial workshop with two other training workshops. 

Another challenge we noted concerned the teachers' guides, specifically the inconsistency 

across the guides early in their development. For instance, titles for various steps in the teachers' 

guides were different. Furthermore, time proposed for each step was different from one teachers' 

guide to another. Similarly, the page numbers were also different between teachers' guides. This 

inconsistency was a big challenge for teachers during pilot implementation. In addition making 

the teachers' guides consistent in format and making sure that the numbers matched the final 

version was a big challenge. As a solution to this challenge, the program hired the services of an 

outside editor, Jo Lowe, to clean up and harmonize all teachers' guides in order to bring 

consistency across them and ensure ease of use by the teachers. This extra step was a large time 

factor in development. 

Initially, we initially wrote all the teachers' guides in English. However, we felt that the 

teachers' guides for Chichewa books should be in Chichewa so that teachers remain in 

compliance with government's language-in-education policy. Therefore, we translated the 

teachers' guides for the Chichewa books into Chichewa. However, during the translation there 

were many challenges that the program experienced. For instance, in some teachers' guides the 

translators used wrong orthography for Chichewa. In addition, other teachers' guides were too 

long to fit the four-page space. As a solution to this challenge, the program had eliminate text 

from some guides so there is conformity and consistency between them in terms of number of 
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pages and information on each page. In addition, we harmonized the translations using official 

Chichewa orthography. 

Another challenge that we noted during the implementation of the Read Malawi program 

related to book design issues. We discovered the need to build capacity for this area at the MIE. 

For instance, the files prepared by the MIE designers had many issues. These ranged from 

improper image resolution and image positioning, to name a few. In addition, the book designers 

were unable to prepare files that were suitable for both Uniprint and Kris Offset. Furthermore, 

the designers could not properly design teachers' guides for the printers. As a solution to this 

challenge, and due to the urgency of this design element, the program decided to send one of the 

designers from the MIE to attend a specialized training in South Africa, as the design expert 

from South Africa (Heath White) could not make it to Malawi in a timely manner. We thought 

this would ensure that there is a proper layout and design of books before we sent them to the 

printers. Thereafter, the consultant traveled to Malawi to train the remainder of the desk toppers 

to prepare print files up to international standards. 

Capacity 

We developed capacity at a number of different levels through various workshops, 

including development workshops (Table 3, with the DRET). 

Table 3. Capacity with Development, Revising and Editing Team 
Dates Name of Workshop Number of 

5 - 13 Jan 
2010 
6 - 28 Apr 
2010 
6 - 9 June 
2010 

Developing High Quality Read Aloud 
Stories 
Developing High Quality Guided 
Reading Stories 

Consumption of research on high 
quality materials in Africa 

Table 4 illustrates capacity with authoring teachers. 
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12 

24 

3 

40 
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Table 4. Ca with Authorin Teachers 
Start Date 

17 -23 March 2010 
17 - 21 May 2010 
24 - 26 May 2010 

12 - 14 July 2010 

Name of Workshop 

Telling and Gathering Stories 
Telling and Gathering Stories 
Revising and Field Testing 
Stories with Learners 
Revising and Field Testing 
Storie with Learners 

Table 5 illustrates capacity with illustrators. 

Table 5. Ca with Illustrators 
Start Date Name of Workshop 

19 - 25 May 2010 Improving illustrations 
through observations 

12 - 16 July 2010 Medium, texture and high 
quality illustrations 

30 Aug - 4 Sept 2010 Self assessment and reflection 
in our art 

Number of 
Participants 
51 
38 
53 

38 

Number of 
Participants 
6 

6 

6 

Finally, Table 6 demonstrates the capacity built as part of the Intel@ Teach contextualization 

workshops. 

Table 6. Capacity with Teacher Training College Lecturers (related to 
Intel® Teach) 
Name of Workshop 

Contextualization 
workshop 

Core Trainers Intel 

Sustainability 

Purpose of training 

Contextualize the Intel Teach 
program to the Malawi context 

TOTAL (Count 
of participants) 
12 

Train Core team on roll out of 32 
Intel Teach at each of the 6 
TICs 

We developed best practices throughout the development process. Through the capacity 

built with the developers, authors, illustrators, designers and printers in Malawi, future programs 
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will have a strong foundation to develop additional reading materials and/or print existing 

materials. 

4.0 PRINTING AND DELIVERY 

Goals 

This section describes the goal of printing and delivering over 5.2 million learning 

materials and teacher guides while remaining within our timeline. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The Read Malawi program manager coordinated the successful printing and delivery of 

the vast number of materials with the assistance of the program coordinator and material 

development coordinators. Regular conference calls took place between the two international 

teams and both printers, Uniprint (in South Africa) and Kris Offset (in Malawi). We hired a 

customs agent, as the process for clearing goods at the borders was increasingly difficult. The 

Institute for Economic Development at UTSA conducted capacity building workshops with local 

printers in Malawi. 

ProcesslProcedures 

Because the MOEST wanted books in schools by the time the new school year started, 

we had to rethink the printing of all materials in Malawi. With such a large order and under such 

tight time constraints, printing all materials in country was not possible. Therefore, we printed a 

portion of the materials in South Africa and shipped them to Malawi. 

The technology used at the Uniprint (South Africa) and Kris Offset (Malawi) was vastly 

different. The program had to remain flexible in order to meet both printers' specifications. For 

example, files were burned to a disk and hand delivered in Malawi while they were transferred 

electronically to South Africa. Additionally, Uniprint sent hard copies of proofs to the US via a 
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courier services. However, a person was required to proof the colors as they came off the 

machine in Malawi. A significant difference between the two printers was the layout and bleed 

requirements for desktopping. The materials development coordinators had to ensure that the 

desktopper knew exactly which printer each title would be delivered to in order to desktop it with 

the correct layout and bleed requirements. 

To ensure proper packaging, we required Uniprint to deliver their materials to the Malawi 

printer (Kris Offset) for packaging and delivery to schools. The MOEST requested that we create 

a detailed packaging plan as to protect the materials and so the schools would know exactly what 

materials they were to receive. We worked closely with Kris Offset to design such a packaging 

plan. 

We worked closely with Montfort Press to translate a select number of the read aloud and 

guided reading books into Braille, large print and audio books. Additionally, we translated the 

corresponding teachers' guides into audio form, too. 

Successes 

Over 5.2 million books and teachers' guides were printed and successfully delivered to 

1,272 education sites across the country. Additionally, the Braille materials were printed and 

o delivered to 31 sites across the country that supported teachers and children who are hard-of-

seeing. 

Challenges/Lessons Learned 

Uniprint printed the largest number of the Read Malawi books and because we needed 

delivery of the books on time to Malawi, we saw this as a challenge. There were delays in 

transporting the books from South Africa. Partly, this was a result of some logistical problems at 

the port of departure in South Africa and the port of entry in Malawi. As a result, the 
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implementation of the program, especially during the pilot phase began before the books had 

arrived. As a solution to this challenge, we hired a consultant to assist with clearing of books at 

the port of entry in Malawi. 

We had also anticipated that government trucks would deliver all materials and that the 

program would cover only the expenses of drivers and gas. We hired Kris Offset to kit and 

transport all the books to pilot schools and eventually, government warehouses for the remainder 

o of the schools. 

When the first lot of books arrived in Malawi from South Africa, the program staffers 

noted a few challenges. These challenges included missing pages in a small number of books, 

wrong cover pages, damaged books and shortages on some titles. Uniprint stepped up 

immediately and remedied the issue by replacing the books. In addition, Uniprint increased its 

quality control measures at the request of the program. 

Additionally, each of the two printers had different formatting requirements such as 

margins, layout and bleed. As a solution, Ms. Heath White contracted to change the formatting 

of the books (from Kris Offsets' to Uniprint's standards). This allowed us to remain within the 

time line. Additionally, the materials development coordinator was able to carefully track all 

book titles so the desktoppers knew exactly which way to prepare individual titles. 

Capacity 

Heath White contracted to build capacity with the MIE design team. On one occasion, 

Mr. Sanderson Ndovi traveled to South Africa to participate in a training workshop. 

Additionally, Ms. White traveled to Malawi to hold additional workshops with the entire MIE 

team. She trained the team in best practices in design and layout. Furthermore, she provided 

many tips on how to work with the design program. 
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In addition, we organized two training workshops aimed at building capacity for the 

Malawian printers. The Institute for Economic Development (lED) at the University of Texas at 

San Antonio facilitated these workshops. Two printers from the Malawi Institute of Education 

attended the first of the print capacity building workshops in Blantyre, Malawi. Our partners at 

the lED conducted a second capacity building workshop for printers in order to follow up on the 

first workshop held in September 20 10. This workshop was a great success as it built on the 

areas that covered during the first workshop. Participants to the workshops came from various 

printing companies such as the Malawi College of Distance Education, Uniprint, Kris Offset, 

Fattani Press, Government Printers, Montfort Press and Montfort College for Special Education 

and the Malawi Institute of Education. In addition, two members representing USAID attended 

at this workshop. 

The following table documents the various capacity building workshops conducted under 

the Read Malawi program: 

Table 7. Develo ment worksho s with rinters 
Start Date Name of Workshop 

21 - 22 Sept 2010 

6 - 7 Dec 2010 

Sustainability 

General management 
principle and best practices 
Project management 

Location 

Blantyre, Malawi 

Domasi, Malawi 

Number of 
Participants 
18 

22 

Through the comprehensive capacity building activities with the designers and Malawian 

printers, they are adequately prepared for any future materials development programs. The skill 

level with both of these groups has vastly improved. 
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5.0 IMPLEMENTATION 

Goals 

In order for the Read Malawi program's implementation to be successful, local educators 

must take ownership in the program. Additionally, community involvement is crucial to the 

long-term sustainability. We met these goals through teacher training and community-

mobilization, as described below. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

We initially provided joint support for the professional development workshops (UTSA 

and MIE). The UTSA team provided initial instruction during the workshops, which were 

eventually a continuous MIE activity. Additionally, the MIE was involved in program 

monitoring to ensure proper implementation. The MOEST played a large role during both the 

pilot and national rollout phases of the program. Finally, CREECOM provided expertise in 

gaining community involvement and support. 

ProcesslProcedures 

Effective teachers are an essential element of effective instruction. Many teachers in 

Africa began their career in teaching eager to contribute to the growth of their society. For some, 

that eagerness continues throughout their career. For others, de-motivating factors (such as large 

class sizes, low pay, increased workloads and the uneven implementation of credit schemes) 

impede their desires. The Read Malawi implementation model addressed classroom teachers' 

motivation through professional development, including their participation in the authoring of 

high quality literacy materials, and their training in the implementation of the complementary 

reading materials. 
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Identification of National Core Training and Monitoring Teams. We identified a 14-

member team of national core trainers that included PEAs, Head Teachers and teachers from 

pilot schools in Zomba and MIE officers. These core trainers were those who had shown good 

mastery of the Read Malawi instructional model during the pilot phase. Figure 9 is the list of 

those who participated on the Core Training Team. 

Figure 9. Core Training Team Members 
Member Organization 
.. Mr. Davie Kaambankadzanja MIE 
Dr. Cecilia Kamlongera MIE 
.. Ms. Margaret Chilimanjira MIE 
Mr. Nehru Banda PEA, St Paul 's Zone, Zomba Rural 
Mr. Davie Kadawati 
Mr. MacOwen Ligomeka 
Ms. Vera Thengo 
.. Mr. Henri Chilora 
Mr. Foster Gama 
Ms. Mphatso Makhumula 
Mr. J ames Kalongonda 
Mr. Benet Sanuwedi 
Ms. Anna Chipoya 
Mr. John Kadzombe 
* Denotes a team leader 

Head teacher Machinga Demonstration Primary School 
Head teacher, Mtimawoyera Primary School 
Teacher, Pol ice Primary School 
MIE 
MIE 
PEA, St Anthony Zone, Zomba Rural 
PEA, Chimwalira Zone, Zomba Rural 
Head teacher, Havala Primary School 
Teacher, Havala Primary School 
Teacher, Nsondole Primary School 

The trainers went through a rigorous training facilitated by the UTSA team to ensure that 

every core team member understood the whole concept of the instructional model and would be 

able to deliver it to the people who were getting Read Malawi instructional model for the first 

time. The core trainers used a training manual, titled the National Primary Curriculum: Read 

Malawi Training Manual for Complementary Books as part of their training. They also learned 

how to use the National Primary Curriculum: Read Malawi Delegates' Notes for 

Complementary Books. These manuals accompanied nine training videos specifically made to 

assist core trainers deliver the same message to the trainees. These videos carried the same 

message from the manual. 
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The Core Team organized into three teams, one that would serve the North, one that 

would serve the Central and one that would serve the South. These teams were lead by 

curriculum experts at the MIE who were on the original Read Malawi program development 

team. Faculty at the UTSA and UTA supported the Core Training Team workshop . The core 

team then trained the PEAs, SEMAs and TTC lecturers using the National Primary Curriculum: 

Read Malawi Training Manual/or Complementary Books and the National Primary Curriculum: 

Read Malawi Delegate's Notes/or Complementary Books. The participants also learned to 

incorporate the training videos into the training sessions. 

Core National Monitoring Team. We also trained a National Core Monitoring Team, 

one that would oversee the monitoring of implementation of the national rollout workshops. The 

members of the Core Monitoring Team appear in the Figure below. 

Figure 10. National Monitoring Team for Teacher Training Wor kshops 
MIE Members MOEST Members 
Mr. 0 Kaambankadzanja 
Dr. Susuwele- Banda 
Mr. Mhlanga 
Dr. F Kadyoma 
Ms. M Chilimanjira 
Mr.FGama 
Mrs. E Chinguwo 

Mr. R. Agabu 
Mr. Mughandira 
Mrs. D Kapaula 
Mr. Jere 
Mr. Mdangwe 
Mrs. C Saiwa 
Mrs. C. Mussa 

Preparing/or the Roll Out: Training/or the PEAs, SEMAs, and TTC Lecturers. 

National Roll Out began with training at six different workshops across Malawi in early August 

2011. The National Core Training Team trained PEAs, Divisional Senior Methods Advisors and 

Teacher Training College lecturers from across the country. In total, there were five sessions: 

one in the Northern Region, two in the Central Region and two in the Southern Region. The 

training lasted for five days at each center. In the opening remarks at all the training venues, the 
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participants were urged to take the workshop seriously and to encourage teachers in their zones 

to make use of the Read Malawi complementary books so that they do not gather dust on the 

shelves. Children should make use of the books to acquire literacy skills that are currently 

lacking in the country. 

Participants at these workshops were reminded that as they engaged in this training, they 

would be asked to play two roles: The first role is that of "student" who is deepening their 

understanding of literacy processes and literacy instruction. The second role is that of 

"facilitator." PEAs were expected to take this module back to their zone and train head teachers 

and teachers in schools where Read Malawi was implemented in national rollout of the program. 

Training for National Roll Out: Head Teachers and Teachers. The MIE in 

collaboration with the MOEST conducted training workshops for primary school teachers and 

Head Teachers as part of the national roll out. The workshops took place in November 2011 in 

the North, South and Central Regions of Malawi. The PEAs facilitated the training workshops in 

their respective TDCs. In all, we trained 8,286 educators (5,670 primary school teachers and 945 

head teachers) in Malawi on the methodological classroom use ofthe teaching and learning 

materials. 

Head Teachers and teachers who attended the national training workshops were reminded 

that the MOEST believes that in order for learners to grow as readers and writers, they must have 

teachers who understand the reading process and who use research-based instructional practices. 

Additionally, attendees learned to employ the research-based practices of the Read Malawi 

program with their core textbooks and across the subject areas. This was a strong message to 

send to participants. 
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The goal of the workshop was to properly train teachers in Standard 1,2 and 3 and their 

Head Teachers on how to use the books for literacy development in conjunction with their core 

textbooks. 

The workshop included the following, 

• Presentations of key areas; 

• Demonstrations of big ideas; 

• Practice in groups and pairs (microteaching). 

We designed the National Primary Curriculum: Read Malawi Delegates '- Notes/or 

Complementary Books specifically for the national roll out workshops (based on lessons 

learned from the pilot study). The first eight modules (I to 8) focus on training in the Read 

Malawi program. The last two modules (9 to 10) focus on Head Teacher's monitoring and 

support of the implementation of the program in schools. Figure II illustrates the units found 

in the training modules. 

Figure 11. Training Module Units 
Module I: The Making, Caring For, and Sharing of Read Malawi Books 
Module 2: Organizing and Planning for Teaching in Read Malawi 
Module 3: Scaffolding the Understanding of the Connections between Oral and Written 

Language 
Module 4: Shared and Guided Reading to Develop Strategies in Word and Sentence Fluency 

I 
Module 5: Building a Rich Literate Environment in the Classroom Using Home-to-School and 

School-to-Home Inquiry 
Module 6: Read Alouds to Build Strategic Comprehension 
Module 7: Reader Response and Cross Curriculum Connections 
Module 8: Promoting Independence and a Culture of Reading 
Module 9: Preparing for Read Malawi in Our School 
Module 10: The Roles and Responsibilities for Head Teachers and Primary Education Advisors 

(PEAs) in Read Malawi 

Ongoing Monitoring 0/ Implementation o/tlle Program. Research on implementation 

revealed some of the qualities of programs and support systems that can lead to successful 
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adoption. Teachers are more apt to adopt programs that address a specific need within a context 

than programs that are generic in nature. Programs that are of quality features and meet high 

standards, programs that incorporate instructional practices that are developmentally appropriate 

and teachers often times adopt programs that introduced with effective training and support. 

Additionally, programs that are flexible and dynamic are often times adopted by teachers. It is 

this last feature that was the focus for the implementation of Read Malawi at a national level. 

To that end, the MIE and UTSA worked collaboratively to devise and develop a 

monitoring plan that was inclusive of monitoring instruments that would assist the Monitoring 

and Evaluation team (M&E) in deciding whether the degree of implementation of the program 

was acceptable (or not) at a school level. We believe that one part of flexibility in a program is to 

allow for (even encourage) variation in the ways in which they implement the program to make it 

effective for their learners. We identified the variations ranging from "not acceptable" (e.g., 

omitting one of the activities) to "basic" (indicating that they are mostly following the guide) and 

"optimal" (teachers who go far beyond the basic expectation) (e.g., incorporating the words from 

the Word Wall into a spelling program; working with learners to write their own books). We 

combined the critical components plus the variations to create an implementation assessment 

tool. 

In order to properly monitor and evaluate the implementation of the program, we 

designed a set offonns that would capture and operationalize the major components of the 

instructional model, following the Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (Hall & Hord, 

1987). Educational refonn efforts over the past three decades used CBAM to guide educational 

refonn and to monitor the fidelity of treatment in research studies. The three major components 

of the CBAM model include, 
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a) Stages of Concern (SoC), a validated questionnaire that documents the point of view of 

the participants in the study, especially concerns of individuals around self, task and 

impact of the innovation on learner learning (to chart the movement or non-movement of 

individuals toward implementing the innovation as percentile scores). Employed school-

based support, social network sites and/or traditional workshops meet individual's 

concerns. 

b) Levels of Use (LoU), a validated focus interview with branches sensitive to the levels of 

use of the innovation by individuals in relation to the original innovation (to determine 

use/non-use as categorical data). 

c) Innovation Configuration (IC) is a systematic way of documenting the observable ways 

in which an innovation is used. Innovation Configurations identify the critical features of 

the program. Our team identified the six critical features of the Teacher's Guides (Le., 

those that must be in place) and created a checklist to capture those critical features. 

To that end, the MIE and UTSA team collaboratively designed and developed the 

monitoring instruments intended to capture the implementation of the program, as listed and 

summarized in Figure 12 below. We initially designed the instruments during the pilot study and 

then revised them for the National Roll Out. 

Figure 12: Monitoring and Evaluation Tools 
Artifact Analysis Intended to capture the texts in the classroom, including core textbooks, 

complementary reading materials and instructional aides teachers create 
for and with learners. 

Critical 
Components for 
Head Teachers 
Learner 
Interviews 

Intended to capture the ways in which the materials are distributed, the 
accounting system for the books and the storage; the ways in which the 
Heads support the teachers; and the communication with the PEAs. 
Intended to capture the understandings of the learners in the class. 

Levels of Concerns Intended to capture the concerns of teachers so that those concerns 
of Teachers could be addressed through the various support mechanisms of the 

program. 
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challenges and issues that are societal but that could become a part of the Read Malawi 

community mobilization component of the program. These challenges included 

• Limited access to materials by learners 

• High learner Iteacher ratio 

• Lack of ownership of programs which leads to poor implementation 

• Low literacy rates among the children 

• School not accountable to the community 

• Lack of motivation 

• Ineffective care and security of books 

• Poor linkages of community to school 

• Lack of community empowerment to provide assistance in reading and writing to 

children 

• Attendance problems, and 

• Lack of community interaction with schools. 

As a solution to this challenge, the program contracted the services of a local NGO in 

Malawi, CRECCOM, to assist in mobilizing the community to take a keen interest in owning and 

supporting the implementation the program. When CRECCOM joined as a partner in Read 

Malawi, the results were phenomenal. Community members began to take a keen interest in, and 

supported the education of their children at home as well as at school. For instance, they 

mobilized children to attend school every day; they brought back to school those girls who had 

dropped out. The communities also supported schools with materials and construction of 

temporary classrooms. 
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Capacity 

We worked closely with teacher educators at the MIE to develop capacity among the 

teachers across Malawi to properly implement this early reading program. The following is a list 

of implementation workshops provided to teachers during the pilot and national rollout phase. 

Table 8. 1m lementation Worksho s with Teachers 
Name of Workshop 

Implementation of the Read Malawi 
Instructional Model 
Implementation of the Read Malawi 
Instructional Model 

Implementation of the Read Malawi 
Instructional Model 

Implementation of the Read Malawi 
Instructional Model 

Implementation of the Read Malawi 
Instructional Model 

Implementation of the Read Malawi 
Instructional Model 

Implementation ofthe Read Malawi 
Instructional Model 

Core Trainers and Monitors 
workshop for national 
Implementation of Read Malawi 

PEAs Training workshop on 
Implementation of Read Malawi 

Teacher training workshops 
(national) 

CPD Training Workshop 
for 30 Efficacy schools 
CPD Training Workshop 
for 45 schools 

The University of Texas at San Antonio 

Purpose of training 

Head Teacher and PEA Support for 
Implementation 

PEA, Head Teacher and Teaching 
implementation of Read Alouds 

PEA, Head Teacher and Teaching 
implementation of Guided Read Alouds 

Head Teacher and PEA Support for 
Implementation 

PEA Support for HT and Teacher 
Implementation 

PEA and HT Support for 
Implementati on 

Pilot Teacher workshops in Zones 
(Mponda TDC and St. Anthony's TDC) 

Training of National Core Train ing 
Team on rollout procedures 

National training of all PEAs associated 
with Read Malawi materials 

National training of all teachers in 
schools receiving Read Malawi 
materials - 315 TDCs + 6 Public TTCs 
Continuous Professional Development 
for implementing teachers 
Continuou Professional Development 
fo r implementing teachers 
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Participant 
count 
30 

107 

116 

40 

14 

38 

113 

16 

352 

6572 

213 

326 

62 



The following table captures key activities undertaken with the communities that 

surrounded the pilot schools in Zomba. 

Table 9. Communi mobilization activities durin national rollout 
ACTIVITIES 
Staff briefing and planning 
meeting 
Project introductory meetings 
with district heads, extension 
staff and other stakeholders 
including Traditional 
Authorities (T As), and Group 
Village Heads (GVHs) 
Develop and refine monitoring 
instruments 

Develop and refine training 
materials for change agents 

Training change agents (PEAs, 
CDAs) 

Community-based sensitizations 
and mobilization meetings. 

Community-based Workshop 
and Training to build their 

REMARKS 
33 staff members oriented on project- developed work 
plans 
4 district team members District Community 
Development Officer (DC DO), Assistant District 
Community Development Officer (ADCDO), 2 District 
Education Managers (DEMs) and 2 Traditional 
Authority leaders (T As) were briefed 

3 instruments for School Management Committees, 
Mother Group and village heads developed and refined. 
To be used in Year 3 
Content emphasized on 
• Project objectives 
• Community Mobilization and involvement in 

creating an environment that can encourage and 
promote the culture of reading. 

• Theatre For Development (TFD) findings 
• Community-based workshop process 
• Participatory methodologies reviewed 
18 participants and district team officials 

• District Education Manager (DEM) 
• 1 District Community Development Officer 

(DC DO) 
• 8 Primary School Advisors (PEAs) 
• 8 Community development Assistant (CDAs) 

Participated 
At the end of the training each zone developed three
month work plans (May - July 2011) 
CRECCOM and government extension facilitated 
meetings that identified groups that would enhance 
community penetration. 

• 213 community leaders, 
• 210 mother group members, 
• 210 SMC/PTA members 
• 210 volunteer assistant teachers identified. 

The capacity building exercise benefited 843 members. 
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• Mother groups 

• Village heads 

• SMCslPTAs 

• Peer Outreach Workers 
(Volunteer Assistant 
teachers) 

Theatre for Development 
Training for school/community 
drama groups on action 
research and drama 
performances 

Comm unity-based Initiatives 

School Incentive Package 
procurement & distribution 

• 210 mother group members (200 female and 10 
males) 

• 213 community leaders, (76 female, 137 males) 

• 210 SMCIPTA members (76 female and 134 
male) 

• 210 volunteer assistant teachers have been 
trained (94 females and 116 males) 

8 drama clubs from 4 zones, reaching 93 local actors (43 
female and 50 male), were trained on participatory 
drama. The group conducted performances at school 
and in villages and reached out to 9678 (3919 males and 
5759 female) community members through 42 
performances over a period of 3 months in four zones. 

Establishment of7 reading centres in 3 zones so far. 
(St. Paul's, St Anthony and Nsondole zones) 
reaching 150 children during the school holiday 
Formulation of village by-laws on initiation 
ceremonies, children's presence at market during 
classes, early and compulsory enrolling for school
aged children 
Improved record management of children's school 
attendance by School management Committee 
(SMC) in St. Anthony and St Paul's 
Income Generating Activities (IGAs) by mother 
group in St. Paul's zone. So far they have raised 10, 
000.00. 

Each school received the following package: 49 
notebooks, 20 pencil sharpeners, 200 balloons and 5 
rulers. 

The following table represents the activities conducted by CRECCOM during the 

national rollout of the program: 

Table 10. Community mobilization activities during national rollout 

Activity Remark 
Organize and facilitate change agents 5 sessions, reached 150 change agents 
training sessions 
Orientation meeting for PEAs for 315 4 15 reached for 31 4 TDCs 
TDCs 
Facilitated community based 369 reached 
interventions: workshops for mother 
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groups 
Facilitated community based 497 reached 
interventions: workshops for SMC/PT A 

Facilitated community based 475 reached 
interventions: workshops for community 
leaders 
Conducted Theatre for Development Reached 402 actors who in tum, reached 
training sessions for local drama groups 25,595 attendees 
Facilitated community based 690 reached 
interventions: workshops for teachers 
Facilitated community based 438 reached 
interventions: workshops for volunteer 
literacy instructors 
Role model initiatives 

School incentive package 
Organize and facilitate sustainability 
meetings 
Develop monitoring instruments 
Document project case studies 
Collect baseline and post performance 
data 

5 exchange visits 50 role models utilized 
15 role models utilized during open days 
30 SIPs distributed 
2547participants reached 

Done 
Done 
Done (in April and August) 

Conduct monitoring Done 
Participate in stakeholders meetings in Done in Malawi, Botswana and USA. 
Malawi and USA 

Sustainability 

Local educators are the ones who remain with the program long after it has ended. 

Therefore, in order to ensure that there is sustainability of the best practices in the program, local 

educators and practitioners needed to understand and own the program right from the beginning. 

The involvement of the community worked to the advantage of the Read Malawi program as 

young mothers in the community assisted in mobilizing children to attend school. These mothers 

also supported their schools with resources such as temporary shelters as classrooms and acting 

as resources persons for certain topics in the curriculum. 
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Levels of Concerns 
Head Teachers 
Levels of Use of 
Teachers 
Observation 
Checklist and 
Summary 

Intended to capture the concerns of Head Teachers so such concerns 
could be addressed through the program's various support mechan isms. 
I ntended to capture the varying degrees of use of materials by teachers 
within a stated threshold. 
An innovation configuration intended to capture the way in which 
classroom teachers implemented the innovation. 

The figure below shows the members of the National Monitoring and Evaluation Team. 

Figure 13. Members of the National M&E Team 
HG Chilora MIE 
E Chinguwo (Mrs.) MIE 
JMP Kalongonda PEA, Zomba Rural district 
Mr. Mughandira DIAS Northern Education Divi ion 
Foster Gama MI E 
Donna Namaona DTED 
J Kankuza DI AS Headquarters 
N Banda PEA, Zomba Rural district 
Margaret Chilimanjira MIE 
Dorothy Matiti DIAS Headquarters 
Catherine Saiwa DIAS Headquarters 
Mphatso Makhumula PEA, Zomba Rural district 

Findings of Monitoring: Succe~'ses of Implementation in Select National Roll Out 

Scltools. The following are some of the successes that the team observed: 

a) Availability of Read Malawi materials- In all the schools that the monitors visited, the 

Head Teachers indicated that they had received all materials for the program, such as Read 

Alouds and Guided Reading Books, the ABC Books, Posters and Teacher's Guides. 

b) Implementation of Read Malawi Instructional Model- In all the schools that the 

monitors visited, teachers had started using the Read Malawi Instructional Model. In addition, 

the program has been time tabled in most of the schools. 
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c) Learners' enthusiasm about the books-The teachers indicated that learners enjoy 

listening to the stories and in some instances learners cheered when the teachers brought the 

Read Malawi books to the class. The learners also participated actively in the lessons. 

d) Gratitude over visit-All the schools expressed their gratitude over the visit and 

acknowledged that the visits had been helpful to them. They requested more of such visits. In 

some zones PEAs were present. 

o e) Classroom practices-We observed teachers teaching all prescribed steps in the Read 

Malawi Teacher's Guide correctly. 

j) Artifacts-Word Walls were available in some classes. In addition, there was evidence 

that learners were adding words on to the Wall. 

g) Safety of books-The monitors observed that books were kept safely in the head 

teacher's offices in most schools, using either lockable cabinet files or were stored in hard 

cartons. 

h) Care of books-The monitors observed that children washed their hands before 

touching the books in many schools. In addition, the monitors observed that teachers had covered 

books with a transparent plastic paper in many schools. 

o i) Community involvement-Some school Heads and teachers reported that the 

community has welcomed the introduction of Read Malawi Program in schools. 

j) Teacher support-In some schools and zones the teachers reported that head teachers 

and Primary Education Advisors supervise them in class. In some zones the PEAs carried out 

follow-up training workshops before this second term began. 

K) Teachers ' commendation-Teachers commended the Guided Reading books that they 

were well written, short and interesting. 
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I) Collaboration among teachers-In some schools, teachers were collaborating with 

each other during scheming, planning of lesson plans and creation of print-rich environments. 

m) Instructional strategy-In many schools teachers displayed and read to the learners 

the reading strategy they were going to use when reading the book. In some instances, we 

observed the teachers using the strategies with learners. 

Community mobilization. A program that draws from the expertise inside the community 

is a program that will succeed. For the community component, our team drew from expertise and 

experiences in implementing community-based and mobilizing programs in Malawi as part of 

our implementation model. CRECCOM conducted the majority of this work through 

community-mobilization. The goal of this component of the model was to strengthen community 

involvement and participation towards promotion of a reading culture. Community based 

activities within the model included (a) Theatre for Development; (b) awareness/sensitization 

meetings; (c) Mother Groups; (d) volunteer assistants; (e) Role Modeling; and (f) school 

incentive packages to name a few. Across both years of their participation, CRECCOM reached 

over 390,000 people through their community mobilization efforts. Below is a description of 

their efforts over the two years of their participation in the Read Malawi study: 

Pilot schools. Primarily, the objective of the community mobilization component during 

the pilot phase of the project was to provide community mobilization skills to government 

extension staff, community leaders, Mother Group members and community-based assistant 

teachers. These groups received trainings to sharpen their skills to lead community campaign that 

would stimulate community initiatives geared towards supporting community-based literacy 

activities. The groups facilitated activities that focused on sensitizing and mobilizing parents and 

communities on the importance of enforcing a culture of reading through sustainable 
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community-based structures and care of developed reading materials for lengthy usage and 

creating an enabling environment at both school and home that can motivate learners (both boys 

and girls) to read. 

In summary. through the assistance ofCRECCOM, communities enacted bylaws 

intended to ensure regular attendance of school. These same communities advocated for early 

enrollment in school by parents. The communities improved record management about school 

attendance. Village chiefs established village-based reading centres run by volunteer assistant 

teachers. Mother groups stimulated income to support less privileged children through 

overseeing income-generating activities. These same groups engaged in door-to-door campaigns 

to tell parents of the importance of giving girl children time at home to complete their 

homework. Finally, through the assistance ofCRECCOM, there was improved mainstreaming 

and improved coordination between school management officials and community members in 

ensuring the safety of program books. During the pilot phase of the program, CRECCOM 

reached over 13,00 I people. 

Community Mobilization and National Roll-out. During the national rollout of the Read 

Malawi program, CRECCOM's role was to sensitize and mobilize communities towards literacy 

and a reading culture and hence lined a number of participatory methodologies. CRECCOM 

reached over 380,000 people through their various methodologies and activities. 

In summary, CRECCOM harnessed agency in community stakeholders as change agents 

towards a reading culture and literacy. These change agents included village heads, mother group 

members, SMC/PT A members, volunteer literacy assistants and teachers. The communities 

established over 1,700 reading centres throughout the country reaching over 72,000 learners, 
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most of who were in the first three grades. In short, the assistance ofCRECCOM in the 

endeavors of the Read Malawi program was immeasurable. 

Successes 

Through our collaborative efforts, teachers, schools and communities successfully 

implemented the Read Malawi program. This was evident across the various monitoring site 

visits our team conducted. We saw school-wide, classroom and learner based evidence of 

implementation. 

For example, time tables in the schools showed dedicated time to Read Malawi. Trained 

teachers had trained other teachers at their school; in some cases, the PEAs assisted in cluster 

training, which allowed teachers to share successes and challenges. Head Teachers were visiting 

classrooms and providing feedback to teachers. Head Teachers and their teachers met to share 

their school successes and strategize on the challenges experienced at the school. Head Teachers 

reported what they "saw" teaching differently because of interacting with the monitoring teams. 

Head Teachers and teachers monitored the books (there were registers and locked areas for 

safety of books). Finally, we have evidence that CRECCOM adequately sensitized the 

community regarding Read Malawi and the importance of a reading culture. 

o We also documented lowered absenteeism in the schools because children wanted to 

come and hear the stories. Print was beginning to show up in classrooms. Finally, teachers 

reported that learners enjoyed the books (animal stories were popular) and teachers reported that 

learners were starting read better than they ever had before. 

Challenges/Lessons Learned 

In Malawi, books (especially children's books) are very difficult to find and very 

expensive to buy. As if this is not an adequate concern, when the books are in the hands of 
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children they do not last long because of issues surrounding their care. This is because some 

children fold the books and put them in pockets of their pants carelessly. Others sit on the books. 

It is in light of this that the Read Malawi program had planned to produce books that would last 

long when they are in the hands of children. However, we anticipated the challenge of if the 

learners would know to take care of books. We especially anticipated this in schools that were 

very rural and where children had to travel long distances to school. 

As a solution to this problem, the program advised all the schools to cover the books with 

transparent plastic materials. We also advised teachers to make sure learners washed their hands 

before they touched the books and to hold them with great care. Finally, we enacted a song (This 

is how we care for books, sung to the tune This is how we wash our hands) to help children and 

teachers remember how to care for books. 

Besides the challenge handling books with great care, the other challenge was how 

schools were going to care of the books. Often books are lost or termites eat them. As a solution 

to this challenge, head teachers and teachers were trained on how to keep a record of the books 

they received and how to track the books when the teachers take them to class and when the 

learners borrow the books to take home. We also trained the teachers and head teachers on how 

to store the books safely so that termites, wind or rain does not destroy them. 

In order for the teachers to know how to use the books in class, we needed to train them 

thoroughly. However, the challenge was that there were many teachers, across the country that 

needed training within the limited period. In addition, the program had to train head teachers and 

PEAs so that they were able to monitor and support their teachers. Teacher trainers, also, needed 

training so that they include the program in their pre-service training courses. There were a very 

small number of development team members who could train all the teachers confounded the 
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issue. In order to overcome this challenge, the program prepared the Read Malawi Training 

Manual and the Read Malawi Delegate's Notes. These documents detailed and exemplified the 

instructional design of the program. In addition, the program prepared training videos for 

additional information and to serve, as examples of the ways in teachers would deliver the Read 

Malawi lessons. Thereafter, the program decided to use a cascade model of training all the 

teachers, head teachers, primary education advisors and teacher trainers. Consequently, we 

identified primary school teachers, head teachers and PEAs from the pilot district in Zomba and 

given extra training. They assisted us in the national rollout training. This National Core Training 

team trained the Primary Education Advisors and teacher trainers at three centers, one in the 

North, South and Center. The Primary Education Advisors then trained standard one, two and 

three teachers and their heads in their zones. 

Large class size in standards I, 2 and 3 in Malawi was the other challenge that the Read 

Malawi program faced during implementation. It was very common to find 200-300 learners 

packed in one little room under one teacher. Understaffing in some schools especially in the rural 

areas compounded this problem. As a result, some standards I, 2 and 3 teachers had to teach 

another class in the school in addition to their class. This posed a challenge to Read Malawi, as 

the program required more contact hours between the teacher and her learners in order to 

scaffold them properly. As a solution to this challenge, the program devised an instructional 

strategy in which the learners learned in small groups. Using this strategy the teacher would 

teach a small group at a time for a specified period of time before taking on another group. This 

strategy immensely assisted in improving class management in classes in which disorder and 

chaos were the daily norm. 
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The other challenge related to large class sizes was shortage of books. Before the 

program started, most classes had no books for learners except probably one copy, which the 

teacher read for the learners to repeat after him. In addition, there were no print rich 

environments in the classes. Classroom walls were empty and there was literally nothing in it 

that could describe that some learning was taking place except for a blackboard. This was a 

challenge as the main goal of the program was to improve a culture of reading among learners. 

As a strategy to this challenge, the program developed and printed one hundred and eighty titles 

of books and their accompanying teachers' guides, two alphabet books and one overview guide. 

Schools received twenty copies of each title and copies of the alphabet books and posters and 

Project Wet posters. Furthermore, training covered all teachers in the program on how to create 

and use print rich environments in their classrooms including word walls. This greatly changed 

the geography of standards 1, 2 and 3 classrooms in Malawi and helped to create a culture of 

reading in Malawi. 

After the teachers were trained, there was need to monitor how they were implementing 

the program and support them in areas where they were meeting challenges. The issue for the 

team was the sheer number of teachers trained across the country. As a solution to this challenge, 

guidelines for monitoring implementation of the Read Malawi program were prepared. In 

addition, we provided special training for head teachers and PEAs on how to monitor 

implementation of the program in their schools and zones respectively. 

Another area that was a potential challenge to the successful implementation of Read 

Malawi was the level of societal ownership and support of the education of their children. The 

Read Malawi team, through ongoing conversations with key implementing partners identified 
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o 

6.0 RESEARCH 

As part of our ongoing commitment to provide research-based practices to teachers and 

children in developing communities, the Read Malawi program was also committed to studying 

and documenting the effectiveness of the program . As a result, the research team consisted of 

international educational research experts at the University of Texas at San Antonio (USA), the 

University of Texas at Austin (USA), the University of California at Berkeley (USA), the 

Malawi Institute of Education (Malawi) and the Tecnol6gico de Monterrey (Mexico). We 

developed a number of instruments as part of this research study. First, we present the 

instruments and then we describe each of the studies in the following section. Full studies are 

available at www.utsa.edu/readmalawi . 

Instruments Developed. 

Across our international research team, we revised existing instruments and developed 

new ones to meet the specific needs of the programme. The figure below lists each instrument 

and provides a brief description of each instrument. 

Figure 14. Research Instruments Revised and Developed fo r Read Malawi 

Intended to Measure Research Instrument 
Learner Assessment Learner literacy achievement in both Chichewa 

and English (Standards 1,2 and 3) 
Learner Interviews 

Observations of Teaching and Teaching 
Environment Protocol 

Perceptions Survey 

The University of Texas at San Antonio 

Literacy practices of learners at home and at 
school (Standards 1,2 and 3 in Chichewa only) 
Instructional practices of primary teachers 
(including environmental and engagement in 
Active Teaching pedagogy) 
Teachers' and Head Teachers' perceptions 
about their learners' capacities, their own 
language and pedagogical skills. and the 
overall culture of the schools in which they 
work 
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Collaboration Matters! 

In this study, colleagues in the Read Malawi program (MIE and UTSA) explored the 

nature of our collaborative development, implementation and research work (Sailors, Chilora, 

Kaambankadzanja, Mapondera, & Hoffman, 2012). We situate our work within a frame that 

challenges those of us who engage in international development work-the work of William 

Easterly. In his seminal work, Easterly (2006) argues that most aid efforts have failed because 

they attempted to address massive problems with massive solutions that never seem to 

work. Easterly contends those he calls "Planners" dominate the aid world. "Planners" are 

development organizations and agencies that think on a large scale and speak with confidence 

about solutions to the problems they have identified. Easterly suggests aid workers should act as 

"Searchers" rather than Planners. Searchers are those who think on a small scale about highly 

contextualized challenges and typically speak in tenns of strategic problem solving and 

collaboration. We used this frame to examine the practices across our teams as a way of 

understanding why our intervention was so successful, as documented in many of our other 

studies. We discovered five themes with which we can attribute our success. In short, our 

international team worked well together because we (a) shared a common focus, (b) were 

compatible, (c) had a capacity and propensity for learning with and from each other, (d) 

demonstrated commitment to our work, and (e) collectively and creatively faced our challenges 

together. The most important insights we have gained from this study are that collaboration does 

matter. We can say that through our experience we have learned that development efforts must 

value local expertise. Who is the author of locally developed stories? Who tells their stories? It 

must also adapt to local contexts. How do you approach the teaching of literacy with a class of 

150 first grade children? How do you approach good instruction without compromising the basic 
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principles of good literacy instruction? Quality reading materials do matter and so does quality 

teaching. Finally, it becomes important that individuals within organizations and institutions seek 

to work together to solve problems and challenges, so a culture of readers and writers can 

develop. 

Measuring Growth Over Time in Years 1 and 2 

We undertook an analysis of growth in learner achievement over time as a complement to 

a previous analysis comparing the performance of three key groups of participants (the Zomba 

project groutr-ZP, the Zomba late entry groutr-ZLE, and the National Sample-NS) at the end 

of the Project in Year 2. The focus of this analysis is comparing the same group of learners (for 

the National Sample-NS) or the same group of schools (for the Zomba project and Late Entry 

schools-ZP and ZLE) across points in time. Fundamentally, we wanted to know how much 

growth each cohort of learners experienced over the period of time in which they participated in 

the project. Our research team administered post-tests to the ZP, the ZLE and NS sample in 20 II 

and 2012. During the two testing data collection periods in 20 II and 2012, teachers collected 

achievement, demographic, and questionnaire data from their learners. Leamer literacy 

achievement was assessed in both Chichewa (Standards 1,2, and 3) and English (only for 

Standards 2 and 3). Growth analyses suggest that all three groups-ZP, ZLE and NS-made 

significant growth from pre- to posttest within the first school year of participation. Cohort 

analyses revealed some evidence supporting a relative advantage for the Project: even though 

there were few differences in Standard I, there were more differences favoring the Project in 

Standard 2, and even more in Standard 3. The consistent message across all of these analyses is 

that all groups improved over time, and, where differences between groups emerged, they tended 

to favor the Project group. 
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Results for Learner Outcomes for the Year 2 National Study of Read Malawi 

The purpose of this Year 2 analysis was to identify whether the implementation of the 

project over 13 months across 2 years promoted superior achievement in comparison to schools 

that experienced the project for 9 months. During the two testing data collection period in 20 II 

and 2012, teachers collected achievement, demographic, and questionnaire data from their 

learners. Leamer literacy achievement was assessed in both Chichewa (Standards 1,2, and 3) 

and English (only for Standards 2 and 3). We conducted regression analyses to determine 

whether there was an impact of the intervention on the learner achievement variables. Overall, 

the results from the posttest 2012 suggest that 13 months of the program led to some 

achievement advantages over 9 months in the program for standards I and 3 but to significant 

disadvantages for Standard 2. These inconsistent findings across the standards defy simple 

interpretation, such as better implementation in some schools than others; after all, all three 

standards were present in aJ1 schools, so any implementation imbalances should have affected all 

three standards similarly. Even so, on balance, there is reason to be optimistic about the 

components of this intervention as a model for emulation in Malawi and other African countries 

with similar demographics, educational infrastructure needs and performance profiles. 

Literacy Coaching in Read Malawi: Supporting Change in Teaching Practices 

In this study, the focus was on the directive coaching of teachers as a support for 

implementation and capacity building in the Malawi educational system (Sailors, Hoffman, 

Pearson, Shin, McClung, Shin, & Chilora, 2013). This randomized control trial focused on the 

effectiveness of directive coaching as a mechanism of professional development on the 

instructional reading practices of primary school teachers. There were two treatment groups in 

the Phase I trial: I) schools receiving books, training and coaching and 2) a delayed control 
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group of schools (scheduled to receive the intervention in Phase 2) that was under a "teaching as 

usual" condition. These findings suggest that the Read Malawi Program (with embedded 

coaching for teachers) was successful in promoting the conditions for success (teacher attitudes 

and perceptions) and in leading to changes in teacher practices. These findings suggest that the 

implementation of a directive model of coaching was an important source of support in 

implementing changes. These are important findings in consideration of the scope of the Read 

Malawi Program, including the short amount of time for implementation, the degree of change 

required on the part of the teachers (in terms of literacy practices) and the differences in the 

model for implementation applied with a focus on directive coaching (in contrast to typical 'one-

shot' training models that rely on cascade support for change). 

Read Malawi National Sample: Changes in Teachers' Practices 

This report explored the extent to which teaching practices and teacher attitudes and 

beliefs changed across the academic year of 20 11-20 12 in the Read Malawi national dataset. The 

data come from teachers and observers who participated in the Read Malawi program, and 

include the 2012 pre-test and 2012 post-test data from the national sample. Measures consisted 

of a teacher questionnaire, classroom observations and target coaching variables (classroom visit, 

teacher feedback, workshops, PEA visits, planning, teacher training model). The teachers' 

questionnaires and observation variables were regressed on the target coaching variables. The 

results show that all target-coaching variables have consistently significant effects on text variety 

and classroom visits tend to affect teachers' active teaching. The direct model of coaching 

significantly influenced teacher attitudes and beliefs. In addition, teacher feedback induced a 

significantly positive result of almost all teacher questionnaire variables across the academic year 

of2011-2012. 
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Classroom Predictors of Learner Achievement 

This study explored the extent to which teaching practices and teacher attitudes and 

beliefs related to academic achievement in the Read Malawi national dataset. The data collected 

came from teachers, observers and learners who participated in the Read Malawi program, as 

well as the 2012 post-test data from the national sample. Measures consisted of learner 

outcomes, a teacher questionnaire and classroom observations. The academic achievement 

variables were regressed on the teacher observation and questionnaire composite variables. At 

the standard 1 level teachers' beliefs about their linguistic capabilities significantly related to 

learner outcomes. At the standard two, the number of learners observed with their hands on print 

was related to learner achievement. At the standard three, there were no notable relationships 

between classroom-level variables and learner achievement. 

The Cost Effectiveness of a Complementary Reading Program on Reading Achievement 

The purpose of this study was to provide evidence related to the cost effectiveness of the 

Read Malawi program (Sailors & Flores, under review). We used the effectiveness data from the 

pilot study. We created a cost effectiveness ratio and a relative cost-effective ratio of the 

innovation and compared it to the business as usual model. We used monitoring data to 

detennine implementation levels of teachers (ratings based on a scale of 1-3, with the lowest 

score indicating an unacceptable implementation level and the highest score, an optimal level). 

Of noteworthy importance, our findings also suggest that after only a four-month intervention, 

learners in classrooms where teachers were implementing at the highest levels outperfonned 

learners in classrooms where teachers were implementing at lesser levels on multiple measures 

of reading achievement. Similarly, implementation levels appeared to make a difference in 

teacher practices as well; there were marked differences in practices when looking at the 
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implementation levels of treatment teachers. Our cost effectiveness ratios associated with learner 

outcomes when nested within teachers' implementation levels were insightful as compared to the 

cost effectiveness ratios of business as usual. Our analysis indicated "optimal" implementation of 

the program would yield an intervention that is nearly three times less the cost (than traditional 

instruction) for the improvement in Chichewa by learners in standard one. 

We also demonstrated that "expected" implementation of the program would yield an 

intervention that is nearly six times less the cost for the improvement in overall English by 

standard two learners. Similarly, "optimal" implementation of the program would yield an 

intervention that is nearly 64 times less the cost for the improvement in overall Chichewa by 

standard three learners. Finally, our analysis indicted that "optimal" implementation of the 

program by classrooms teachers would yield an intervention that is nearly 155 times less the cost 

for the improvement in overall English performance by standard three learners. Clearly, the 

program under discussion is a more cost effective way of raising literacy levels of young and 

beginning readers and implementation levels of teachers makes a difference in the outcomes of 

learners. These findings that address implementation levels are insightful. Presumably, most 

interventions in education focus on "what works." Our findings indicate that "what works" may 

be misleading as a question. Rather, a focus on "what works, for whom," "under what 

conditions" and "at what cost" may be a more interesting set of questions. 

Cost Benefit Analysis of Read Malawi Program 

In order to estimate the cost and benefit of the Read Malawi program, we gathered data 

on the prevailing unit costs and age-earnings profiles of primary education graduates in Malawi. 

Particularly, we gathered earning profiles of learners with low (standards I to 4) and high 

(standards 5-8) primary education using secondary data from the World Bank. We also gathered 
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data on total enrollment in primary schools using EMIS data. We compared the gross benefits of 

completing primary school with the costs of educational interventions related to improving 

enrollment rates. Our estimates point out to a range of 4.6 to 15.5 percent change in enrollment 

rates in implementing Read Malawi classrooms. In applying the discounted method for all costs 

and benefits, the results suggest a positive unitary net benefit of $1 08.20. I n other words, the 

estimated benefit-cost ratio (i.e. the factor by which the benefits exceed the costs) was 

approximately 1.22. This means that for $1 spent on the program, we could expect a monetary 

gain of $1.22. An additional measure that also indicates the attractiveness of the intervention 

project is the internal rate of return (lRR). The IRR estimation of the project is close to 35 

percent, which is higher than the interest rate in Malawi (13%) at the time of this study. Finally, 

under conservative scenarios of reductions in dropout rates of two, five and ten percent (based on 

changes of enrollment data at treatment schools), aggregate net benefits to the government of 

Malawi (in educational expenditures) would range in savings between $5.48 million and $30.35 

million (with a median scenario of$1 5.17 million in savings). Furthermore, the total cost savings 

to the federal governments would represent approximately 3.5, 9.7 and 19.4 percent of the total 

amount of expenditure in primary education, respectively. In summary, there are serious reasons 

to believe that the money spent on resourcing schools and training teachers, administrators and 

communities has short- and long-term benefits to education and society in general. 

Implementing a School-Wide Reading Program in Malawi: A Case Study of Change 

We employed a case study approach to investigate the ways in one school in rural 

Malawi was able to implement at seemingly higher levels than other schools in its area (Sailors, 

Wilson, Villarreal, Hoffman, Peterson & Chilora, 2013). Five themes emerged from our analysis, 

including (a) the school and community worked in unison with each other and, (b) as a result of 
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training, saw an increased capacity (c) while holding each other accountable for the 

implementation of the program. Additionally, (d) the books appeared to be at the center of the 

innovation in the school even though the school (e) faced ongoing challenges. These findings 

indicate that the community may have been the significant reason why this school was success in 

their implementation of the program. 

International Adult Education in Third-Space Practice and Capacity Building 

The purpose of this study was to document and describe the capacity building during the 

first phase of the Read Malawi program (development) (Coryell, Sailors, Shin & Nelson, 2013). 

Different researchers define capacity building within development aid programs in different 

ways, but our review of the literature centered on education-oriented programs indicated that 

capacity building is the transformation, enhancement or an increase in skills, knowledge, 

practices or human and financial resources. In this study, we conducted interviews and focus 

groups with 74 participants including authors, teachers, illustrators, school and district 

administrators, teachers' training college lecturers and administrators, a community development 

NGO staff, government officials, and project coordinators, and finance, research, training, and 

monitoring teams from Malawi. We used descriptive statistics and cluster analysis to explore the 

relationships between codes. Our analyses indicated that capacity can begin to develop in the 

earliest stages ofa large program and that valuable information about capacity building 

processes should be captured so as to react, shift, and/or modify the program and program 

processes in real time. 

Community Based Support for Implementation of a Complementary Reading Program 

In this study, we soughtto demonstrate how the local model of community mobilization 

related to the implementation of a reading intervention aimed at increasing reading achievement 
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of young children. We collected data immediately following the implementation of the 

community mobilization component, rating each community on the measures most directly 

related to the program. We rated the communities on how well they implemented community 

interventions focused on improving the literacy achievement oflearners (especially girls) and 

how well they strengthened school management support systems. We also rated the functionality 

of the Mother Group, SMC/PTA and of the Village Head in each of the participating 

communities. We used these ratings as variables in an analysis that sought to determine to what 

degree the community mobilization had been implemented in each of the communities, and what 

role (if any) the mobilization of the community played in the achievement of learners at the 

treatment schools. 

Our preliminary analysis illustrates those aspects oflearner achievement in which the 

community may have contributed. For example, there appears to be strong correlations between 

the mean scores of reading achievement in both Chichewa and English for standard two learners 

and the community mobilization of their community around the intervention. Our second set of 

analysis explored the specific aspects of the community mobilization that may have explained 

the achievement of learners in program schools. Our findings yielded interesting results. For 

example, patterns across literacy achievement (as indicated by gains on reading and writing 

measures) oflearners seemed to be most influenced by the efforts of the community to improve 

the management of the school (as those efforts related to literacy) for standard one (on measures 

of achievement in Chichewa) and three learners (on measures of achievement in Chichewa and 

English). Additionally, efforts of the community to improve the literacy education of girls 

appeared to influence the outcomes of girls in standard three on measures of achievement in both 

Chichewa and English. These findings indicate that mobilizing communities around holistic 
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literacy refonn efforts do have an effect on the literacy achievement of young readers and writers 

and are an integral part of any holistic literacy refonn effort in Malawi. 

Head Teacher Report 

The purpose of this study was to detennine what impact head teachers of Read Malawi 

schools had on the implementation of the program and, in general, to explore ways in which head 

teachers affect teaching practices and teachers' values and beliefs about teaching and learning in 

Zomba, Malawi. A sample of head teachers and teachers was used to collect data regarding head 

teacher characteristics, experience, activity ratings and areas of need. We used regression 

analyses to address the relationships between the head teacher characteristics and teacher 

observation and questionnaire variables. Findings indicate that head teachers can provide 

valuable insights into Malawian schools' strengths and needs. When head teachers take an active 

role in the classroom by supporting teachers, demonstrating short lessons and building 

relationships with learners, there is a positive outcome on teaching. 

Accomplishments, Successes and Challenges of the Read Malawi Program 

This paper identifies the processes, successes and challenges of the Read Malawi 

program. The first component addressed is the learning materials. Through collaborative efforts, 

the tri-national development team successfully designed over 5,000,000 published and printed 

materials. We describe the capacity developed at a number of different levels through various 

workshops. Challenges included helping teachers to recognize themselves as authors, 

international challenges associated with differing cultures and logistical issues. The next 

component addressed is the program implementation that includes teaching training, school-

based support and community-based support. Through collaborative efforts and various 

monitoring site visits, it was evident that teachers successfully implemented the program. The 
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challenges faced during this process included a delay in deliverables, proper book storage and 

misunderstandings between various methodologies the teachers were learning. The final 

component addressed in this paper is the feasibility of the program. After data collection and 

analysis we found that the intervention showed measure of success with teachers' attitudes. In 

addition, it was found that learners in schools were the program was implemented were engaged 

more with text by their classroom teachers. Challenges faced during this process include a delay 

in data collection, teacher and learner attrition and communication. 

Findings suggest that a program, such as Read Malawi, that focuses on high quality 

materials, adequate training of teachers and the proper support of the school administration and 

their community may be effective in improving the attitudes and instruction of teachers of early 

grade reading instruction. The program was a learning experience for all involved and the 

progress made was due to the dedication and commitment of all team members. 
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Success Story #1: Field testing: An essential part of authorship of learning materials 
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~T~!I~ I MALAWI 
Snapshot: Field-testing: An essential part of authorship of learning 
materials 
Field-testing revolutionizes 
material development process 

~ 

Mrs. Aida Kaslya. a standard 1 teacher at 
a school in Zomba conducting a field pre· 
testing of a book. The feedback generated 
from here will be given to the author as 
part of the process 

"Believe it or not, field testing is 
the hallmark of this whole 
project because if wrong 
material was produced the 
whole project would be in vain. 
It's like pilot project. It does not 
matter how long you have 
authored books, I have learned 
one lesson; the material must 
be tested by the authors before 
actual printing." 

-Henri Chllora, a former Principal 
Curriculum Specialist in Malawi 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials . Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington, DC 20523- 1000 
htlp:llstories.usaid.gov 

The USAID's impact on early grade reading through the Read 
Malawi program is phenomenal and can be attributed to many 
factors ranging from a thorough process of developing learning 
materials to the utilization of such learning materials. But, if truth 
were told, the systematic authorship of reading materials produced 
for the Read Malawi programme has won many plaudits. When 
asked to coordinate the production of literacy material to be used 
at primary schools and reading centres, Mr. Henri Chilora, former 
Principal Curriculum Specialist in Malawi, never imagined what a 
huge difference the field testing of those materials would make. 
" It has revolutionized the production of reading material for 
young and beginning readers," he says. 

Mr. Chilora coordinated various aspects such as 
conceptualization, desk topping, proofreading, editing, 
monitoring illustrations and finalizing all the books before they 
were sent for printing. So, he read all the books. All the books 
were done in both English and Chichewa. One step he had not 
anticipated was the idea of the authors having to take the books to 
the intended readers [the children] for evaluation in what was 
called 'Field Testing'. The idea, he says, was to ensure reading 
materials were developed for the intended audience. Two authors 
took each book to local children so that one observed the reactions 
of the children while the other facilitated the field-testing. The 
books were tested to see if the children could read the words, 
understand the structure of the story and discuss the images. The 
authors gathered data and then made appropriate changes to their 
books. 

Asked if the trouble was necessary, Chilora says: "Believe it or 
not, field testing was the hallmark of this whole project because if 
wrong materials were produced the whole project would be in 
vain. It does not matter how long you have authored books, I have 
learned one lesson: the material must be tested by the authors 
before actual printing." Chilora described the experience as an eye 
opener! 

"Get it from me, authorship of learning materials for children 
leads to quality materials when a process for development is 
followed," says Mr. Chilora. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, mist .sailors@utsa.edu. 



Success Story #2: Quality books through field-testing 
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Snapshot: Quality books through field-testing 
Teachers learn to test mate
rials during the development 
process 

Reading time: a cross-section of 
Standard 3 class at Mponda 
Primary School -Zomba 
captured during one of their 
library reading session 

"It is not the quantity of 
books but the quality of 
the books that matters! 

- Mr. John Wesley Mwenyeheri, a 
teacher from Domasi Primary School in 
Zomba, Malawi. 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U,S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Washington. DC 20523- 1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

MALA WI'S EDUCATION is riddled with many challenges that 
have led to poor pupil access, retention and achievement in class. 
The Education Management Information System 2007 report 
indicated that 22.6% of repeaters in the first four standards and 
many learners are unable to read and write by standard 3. Many 
reasons have been cited and one of them being lack of reading 
materials leading to poor reading culture. In the past, the 
Government of Malawi and many other stakeholders have 
responded by stocking the schools with some books for the 
learners to use but still not much improvement seems to have been 
made. 

However, a new dawn seems to have engulfed Malawi when the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), 
through the Read Malawi Program made a breakthrough by 
supplying many reading books in schools. Even so, one of the 
teachers Mr. John Wesley Mwenyeheri from Domasi Primary 
School that is situated 20 kms from Zomba, the old capital of 
Malawi says, "It is not the quantity of books but the quality of the 
books that matters!" He further explained that the process that 
Read Malawi followed during production of reading materials was 
very commendable. "The authors of those books you see there on 
the shelf came to our school to pre-test the materials before 
printing them. They asked the average learners to read the drafted 
materials while teachers together with the authors observed and 
listened to the learners' reactions and suggestions. After the 
session we sat down to discuss the reactions and the suggestions 
and mapped the way forward. The input from this "Field Testing" 
has assisted in coming up with materials that have pictures and 
stories to arouse interest in many learners to read. Apart from that 
the "Field Testing" also provided the opportunity to the teachers 
to participate in developing the teaching instruction materials that 
are being utilized for these Read Malawi books." 

Thanks to USAID through Read Malawi, more than 90% learners 
are able to read and write by standard 3 at Mponda and Domasi 
primary schools where Read Malawi program is being 
implemented. Parents too have seen the fruits of these quality 
materials. One parent from Mponda Primary School Mr. Oscar 
Kumala remarked, "Good commodities advertise themselves and 
schools that provide good quality education do not need any 
advertisement!" 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, misty.sailors@utsa.edu. 



Success Story #3: Computer labs aid preservice teachers' learning 
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SNAPSHOT 
Computer labs aid pre-service teachers' learning 

Chlkhoza-Phlrl. e.plalnlng how the 
computer lab has Improved the teaching 
and learning at college. 

'7he Internet is the biggest 
resource of information; 
knowing how to use it has 
meant pre-service teachers 
have all information at the tip 
of their fingers. The ICT lab 
USAID set up here has hugely 
impacted the learning of these 
teacher students." 

Vessium Chikhoza-Phiri. a lecturer at 
Lilongwe Teacher Training College who is also 

an ICT Committee Chairman 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAIO) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington. DC 20523-1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

TERTIARY EDUCATION is meant to be for wide reading 
and research and yet, a lack of computer technology and 
access to the Internet renders the best intentions void. Add to 
this a lack of computer knowledge by students and you have 
a huge challenge facing the country of Malawi. At Lilongwe 
Teachers Training College (TIC), for example, 70 to 75 
percent of pre-service teachers come straight from secondary 
schools with no computer knowledge. Typically these 
students cannot use the technology for research let alone for 
typing their class assignments. Because of the lack of access 
to technology at the TIC, when they graduate, they are no 
better off than when they first arrived. 

All this has changed thanks to the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID), which initiated the 
Read Malawi program. This program resourced two TICs as 
part of its development process so teachers could access 
technology. The chairman of the ICT Committee at LTTC 
Vessium Chikhoza-Phiri, says the pre-service teachers now 
walking off the campus well equipped with computer 
knowledge to take on life's challenges. To show off their 
computer skills, the college's Writers Club members use 
Microsoft Word to type their articles on the computer and 
print them on their own. Previously the articles would have 
been done on longhand. Excel is one of the prominent 
packages on the computers and the students design their 
study timetables, schemes, lesson plans, class registers and 
progress reports using it. And, because they also learn to use 
the Internet, students can use search engines to look for 
information thereby aiding their learning and widening their 
scope of understanding. 

"The Internet is the biggest resource of information; 
knowing how to use it has meant pre-service teachers have 
all information at the tip of their fingers. The ICT lab that 
USAID set up here has hugely impacted the learning of these 
teacher students," explained Chikhoza-Phiri. He wishes that 
most primary schools had computers so that the teachers 
could continue utilizing their newly acquired technological 
skills when they go out after graduating! 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi 
program, please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact 
Dr. Misty Sailors, mist .sailors@utsa.edu 



Success Story #4: Resourcing Teacher Training Colleges dispels myths 
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CASE STUDY 
Resourcing Teacher Training Colleges dispels myth 

Chikhoza-Phiri, busy at work teaching 
pre-service teachers how to use the 21st 

century technology 

'7he curriculum at our 
college has taken real life 
turn now. We can go step by 
step when training student 
teachers in computer lessons. 
These students will thus be 
confident to teach ICT 
lessons when they graduate 
from here." 

-Mary Florence Makamu-Mzama, the ICT 
Committee Vice Chairperson at Lilongwe 
nc. 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington. DC 20523-1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

While the government of Malawi recognizes the role that ICT 
could play in the development process, there was very little 
Teacher Training Colleges (TTCs) could offer to prepare student 
teachers to effectively pass on the knowledge once posted to 
primary schools. Students remain skeptical about the benefits of 
ICT and many teachers are overwhelmed teaching ICT lessons. 
The Malawi curriculum called for the teaching of ICT and 
teachers were expected to teach ICT even though many of them 
had never touched a computer. 

This was the situation of most pre-service teachers before the 
arrival of Read Malawi program funded by the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAID). Dramatic 
changes have occurred since USAID (through the Read Malawi 
program), which resourced Blantyre and Li longwe TTCs with 
computer labs. The Malawi program pioneered the development 
ofICT at the two TICs. The curriculum at the two TICs was 
contextualized to take into account the availability of computers 
and computer labs. Mrs. Nzama, who is also a lecturer at 
Lilongwe TTC, stated that the computer lessons have made the 
student teachers to be critical thinkers, effective communicators 
and collaborators. 

Another lecturer, Mr. Vessiun Chikhoza-Phiri, added, "When 
training the student teachers we emphasize that the teachers must 
follow the curriculum which aims at producing learners that are 
critical thinkers, good communicators and collaborators. This skill 
can only be passed on to the learners if the student teachers 
themselves can demonstrate such!" The environment at Lilongwe 
TIC is not only conducive to imparting such skills but has also 
made the pre-service teachers to be confident in teaching, skillful 
in searching for information on the Internet, and ability to develop 
teaching and learning materials including registers, progress 
reports and print examinations. 

"It is high time to mobilize various stakeholders to participate, 
support and widen the use ofICT in TTCs and primary schools in 
Malawi," stated Mr. Ackim Ngunguni, the Intel teacher. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, m isty.sailors@utsa.edu 
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CASE STUDY 
Classmate computers excite learners 

Real life-changing ma
chines for a modern 
learner! 

Above (L): Chisomo Mwazozo, 
(standard 8) doing what he knows 
best during one oftheir computer 
lessons 

'7echnology like computers is a 
must in today's life. The sooner 
we learn the computer at 
young age, the better .•. we will 
get used to it and be at the 
same pace with our peers in the 
developed world. " 

Praise Gogoda, a 12-year old standard 8 gir1 
at Ulongwe TIC Demonstration School 
explains how the computers have changed 
her life 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 
Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington. DC 20523· 1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

DESPITE MAKING PRIMARY education in Malawi free over a 
decade and a half ago in an effort to make basic literacy education 
accessible to all, education in Malawi has continued to suffer 
setbacks. There are too few qualified teachers, inadequate 
classrooms and writing materials. For a nation whose national 
budget struggles to source basic exercise books for its children, it 
goes without saying that making technologies such as computers 
available to learners is a farfetched dream. And yet, how life 
changing such a development would be to Malawian children! 

One just has to visit Lilongwe Demonstration Primary School 
(LOPS) and see how introducing children to modem technologies 
can impact their learning. USAID through the Read Malawi 
Project, supplied laptop computers to the two demonstration 
schools and the benefits are crystal clear for all to see: 

"I now know how a computer works. I can write notes using it and 
save my documents. The computer is a very interesting machine, 
when I write my composition; it alerts me when my spelling is 
wrong by underlining the word with a red line. The computer 
lessons also help us to learn in groups and teach one another. At 
times the computer makes you think critically when drawing 
shapes, coloring," says Chisomo Mwazozo, a standard 8 learner at 
LOPS. 

The 15 year-old had never used a computer until two years ago 
when USAID introduced the classmates. He now sets in his chair, 
flaps the machine open and in no time he is punching on the 
keyboard. 

"I want to be a surgeon so I can help my own people," Chisomo 
says busy on his computer. 

The learners have the chance to visit the lab every Friday for two 
hours of lessons. While in standard six they had ICT lessons under 
Social Studies, those lessons were only in theory. With the 
laptops, learners are doing the practical aspect, thanks to the US 
government. His classmate, Praise Gogoda, explained how the 
computers have changed her life: "It is a fantastic machine. It is 
faster than a pen. I want to become an accountant like my father 
and the teacher tells me it can calculate figures as well." Recently, 
under the supervision of her teacher, she used the computer to 
type standard five examinations for the school and print them. 

For more infonnation on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, misty.sailors@utsa.edu. 
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Systematic utilization of data collection instruments ... 
... a gateway to organization 
and program success 

Madalo Samati, a Director of Programmes from 

CRECCOM, one of the Read Malawi 

implementing partners. 

'7he data we obtained using our 
assessment tools revealed that over 
half of the learners, some in standards 
two and three could not even read 
alphabet before this USAID 
innovation. We therefore had to start 
/rom scratch and this required special 
attention. We promptly provided 
training on how to ensure there was a 
close link between volunteer literacy 
instructor and school." 

-Madalo Samati, Zomba, Malawi 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in Malawi 
with locally written and culturally 
appropriate reading materials. 
Teacher training and community 
mobilization also played an important 
role in the program. 
Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington. DC 20523-1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

MY NAME IS Madalo Samati, a director of programs for 
CRECCOM, one of the implementing collaborators in an 
innovative United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID) program: Read Malawi. One of our duties was to monitor 
and evaluate communities' involvement in issues of literacy. For 
example, if learners brought complementary books home, how did 
the communities help take care of them [the books] and make sure 
that the learners used them properly? How did the school 
committees ensure that the books are secure? To what extent were 
the books covered with right materials such as plastic paper so that 
they are well protected from water and tear? 

To do this we developed community monitoring and 
implementation tools. I must state it outright that the systematic 
use of these instruments for data collection does indeed provide an 
opportunity for organizational self-reflection. We were using focus 
group discussions and through this assessment, a number of issues 
emerged that required our attention. There was an issue of 
insufficient books in the reading centers. 

As a result, we sensitized the groups to solicit supplementary 
books. We also took all our old newspapers and distributed to the 
centers to satisfy literacy needs. Mtemambalame Primary School 
in Lilongwe took the advice and is now enjoying the fruits as it 
received some supplementary books from some organization in 
Lilongwe City. The other issue we discovered through the 
systematic tool was that some communities urgently needed to 
ensure that reading centres have structures as the rainy season 
approaches. Some use church buildings while others have 
constructed temporal shelters. We also learnt that many learners 
were not attending the reading centers and the community 
introduced recreational activities as an innovative way of attracting 
more learners to the centre. All this was as a result of the 
assessments we carried out in the course of project 
implementation. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.lltsa.edllireadmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, mist .sailors a utsa.edll. 
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In-country book printing has far-reaching benefits 

(Right) Rosina Chlmombo, a bookbinder 
employed as a result of the project 

"It was a big challenge. We 
had never done this before 
despite Ilaving tl,e capacity in 
terms of appropriate machines 
and tee/m%gy, but we pulled 
it off." 

Mr. Lombola, Sales and Marketing 
Manager of Kris Offset in Blantyre 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington, DC 20523- 1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

FOR MANY YEARS development agencies working in 
Malawi have had to contract the production of huge 
consignments of their publications such as school text and 
exercise books to out-country printers such as South Africa, 
India and Malaysia. This was to the detriment of the local 
printing industry; foreign printers grabbed all the contracts 

even where locals had the requisite capacity. 

USAlD's Read Malawi program contracted a local 
printer to produce 877,833 school children textbooks and 
learning materials; kit and pack over 5 million teaching and 
learning materials produced by another printer in South 
Africa; and deliver the whole lot to government warehouses 
across the country. This was to probably be the biggest project 
ever to be entrusted to a local printer. Although officials from 
Texas were in full control in meeting required standards and 
meeting deadline, the printing process was closely monitored 
by the Malawi Institute of Education based about 90 
ki lometers from the printer. 

The printer had to hire new hands - 60 workers of whom 10 
percent were women - to make sure those issues of gender 
were considered as learnt during capacity building training . . 

The company is now reinvesting in state-of-the-art printing 
machines in readiness for similar jobs. The in-country printing 
also created jobs and the classic example is one of the women 
bookbinders employed as a result of the project - 30 year-old 
Rosina Chimombo. "I have been able to take care of my three 
children," she says. 

By printing locally, it was easy for implementing partners in 
Zomba to monitor, pre-test the books and ensure the ultimate 
quality. Because the local printer knows his country, he was 
able to deliver the books on time to right sites where a foreign 
printer would have problems. Now the local printer is geared 
for more challenging jobs now that he has gained experience 
and built on digital technology and human resource. 

For more infonnation on this story or the Read Malawi 
program, please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact 
Dr. Misty Sailors, misty .sailors (, utsa.edu. 
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CASE STUDY 
High quality literacy materials -a sense of purpose 

.... to Promote a reading 
culture in Malawi schools 

"These books are really 
helpful as they have brought 
me and my friends to where 
we are now. Most of us in 
this class can read and write 
except for a few friends. " 
Above (R): lucy Chamgwadlra. and friend: Std. 3 
learners at Mponda Primary School in Zomba 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 

Lucy is one among the many students in Standard 3 who delight 
in a new USAID innovation to improve the reading culture at 
Mponda Primary School in Malawi. Mponda like most schools 
had very little or no reading culture among its learners. Several 
factors attributed to this problem including inadequate quality 
literacy materials and less effective teaching methods. As a 
result, learners get up to Std. 3 or 4 without acquiring any 

i significant reading skills. 
l 
'\;-
~ However, following the introduction of a US AID-funded literacy 
! program campaign the situation has dramatically improved. 
H USAID, through the Read Malawi initiative administered several 
~ g' high quality literacy materials in terms of books, posters and 
.ll" 
N ~ charts in order to promote a reading culture among learners. I I These are story-based books, which arouse interest in learners. 

The approach allows learners to identifY a story title of each 
book with its powerful graphic cover illustration. 

Every Tuesday teachers at Mponda School provide an 
opportunity for the learners to borrow books from their library 
for a period of seven days. This has enabled many pupils in 
junior classes to have more time with the books at home where 
their guardians can also assist them. Lucy had this to say, "When 
am at home I read aloud before my brothers whereas at school 
we read in groups. Apart from these supplementary books. I can 
also to read other class books and the Bible . .. 

But how do the teachers assess the learners' ability in reading? 
At the end of each reading session, which normally lasts for 120 
minutes, the teacher gives the learners an exercise to read aloud, 
answer questions and write them. To those with problems, the 
teacher assists them with special remedial action. Lucy's class 
has over 80 learners who have come through this USAID 
program. 95% have mustered reading leaving the 5% still under 
remedial action. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, misty.sailors@utsa.edu. 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington. DC 20523-1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 
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Case study: High quality books improve literacy in 
learners 
Books help young children 
become readers 

Alexander Masamba. (standard 2) at home 
reading a book borrowed from their class 
library -Zomba (CAP Primary School -Malawi 

'7he USAID-/unded Read Malawi 
campaign has contributed a lot 
to learners' reading skills. Right 
now I have a class 0/ over 120 
and 60-70% o/these are able to 
read especially 'Chichewa' 
books." 

Mrs J Jawali, a standard 2 teacher at Zomba 
(CAP Primary School explaining how the books 
have impacted on learners in her class 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Washington. DC 20523- 1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

I WAS UNABLE to read before the introduction of these books to 
our class!" exclaimed an enthused 8-year old Alexander 
Masamba, a standard 2 learner in the southeastern region of 
Malawi. 

Over 70% learners in junior and infant classes face challenges in 
adapting both accelerated reading and numeracy skills. It is and 
has been a common sight for such challenges in many schools, 
which have been attributed to various reasons, ranging from 
inadequate teaching and learning materials through low-learner 
attitude to poor teacher service delivery. 

However, since the inception of the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID) program through Read 
Malawi campaign in 20 I 0 the situation at Zomba Primary School 
Bhas improved. The program introduced both quality reading 
resources and capacity building for teachers. 

Mrs. J. Jawali, a standard 2 teacher, attended a training workshop 
under the Read Malawi program, which helped her to acquire 
more teaching skills on reading. 

As expected by many, learners in school where the books were 
placed could not read until after being intensively exposed to the 
program books. Most of the learners found these books very 
interesting and helpful: Some say because of their illustrations 
they were able to vividly recall and understand the stories more. 
Others say the techniques used by their teacher are easier to 
follow. Others say that the "word wall" (introduced through the 
Read Malawi program) allow the children to match given words 
on the wall against those they see in their books. Overall, the 
pictures in the books seem to playa critical role as they create 
human interest in the books. In tum, the learners recall the words 
that they now can read and write. 

Asked what he would want to see in them, ifmore books were to 
be printed, Alexander was quick to say, "People herding cattle and 
goats ... because I like their stories! And also another one 
illustrating more boys doing household chores like; cooking 
nsirna, clearing the surrounding and playing games!" 

Alexander is one among many learners who have shown great 
strides in the improvement of their reading skills. Under the Read 
Malawi program, learners at over 1,000 primary schools in the 
country are learning to read! 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, misty.sailors@utsa.edu. 
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BEFORE & AFTER 
Teaching how to read: now more effective than before 

... as USAID program teaches new 
instructional ~ 
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BEFORE: "Surely, for a long lime the 
approaches of gelling learners to know 
how 10 read have not been very effec
tive. Everybody seems to be doing it 
his or her own way. " 

Mrs Annie Pbiri, a standard 3 teacher 
in Zomba, Malawi. 

AFTER: A learner now engaged in 
'word wall activity. She easily points 
out to a word on the word wall. 

The Read Malawi program was an interna
tional research program (sponsored by the 
USAID) that flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and culturally 
appropriate reading materials. Teacher 
training and community mobilization also 
played an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington. DC 20523-1000 
htlp:/lstories.usaid.gov 

VERY OFTEN FACTS and figures have it that teachers in 
Malawi employ somewhat old and ineffective teaching techniques 
acquired either from college or in-service. "Everybody seems to be 
doing it his or her own way despite going through numerous train
ings on literacy development programs," lamented Mrs. Annie 
Phiri, a Standard 3 teacher at Mponda Primary School in Zomba. 
Phiri also cited lack of sharing notes among teachers after train
ings. The situation on the ground is that there are a good number of 
methodologies on literacy development as evidenced from Mponda 
and the surrounding schools. But still the learners struggled to 
achieve better results in reading until recently. 

However, Phiri now cherishes her long awaited dream -to see 
learners acquire accelerated reading skills. She owes it all to a 3-
year US AID-funded program which targeted a few schools includ
ing hers, aiming at improving reading and teaching skills in learn
ers and teachers respectively. The program also provided over 
4,000 books of different titles for learners along with their instruc
tional materials for teachers. Mrs. Phiri and some teachers from 
Mponda School attended the training hosted by the Malawi Insti
tute of Education. The aim of the training was to drill and equip 
these teachers with new teaching methodologies and thereafter 
train their colleagues. 

The program's trainings continue to bear fruits: teachers can teach 
effectively using the acquired instructions and liaise amongst 
themselves unlike before; while among the learners, the books are 
establishing a reading culture through their interesting stories. Phiri 
now has a cohort of89 learners: previously 1 in 3 could not read 
but now everyone can read. Unlike any other reigning instructional 
practices on the ground, the read aloud approach is by far proving 
a success in learner accelerated reading skills. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty Sailors, 
misty .sailors@utsa.edu. 
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Snapshot: Empowering communities 
... to take up education re
sponsibility through Read 
Malawi 

Havala Mother Group performs 
during a sensitization meeting 

We will continue sensitizing parents 
on ensuring early enrolment and make 
good use of after-school time. Wefeel 
blessed because the program has also 
included community-based assistant 
teachers who are also conducting 
reading sessions at the school. 

Juliet Juma, Mother Group member, 
Tchete Village, Malawi 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Washington, DC 20523-1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

So much is expected of a woman amongst the Lhomwe and Yao 
tribes. Routine household management and childcare belong 
solely to her as her culture argues that children belong to the 
mother. This traditional set-up accords men a rare excuse to pay 
little attention to childcare, including their child's educational 
opportunities. It is therefore a norm for only women to labour for 
the children, such as ensuring their child attends school. Juliet 
Juma of Komiha Village - a primary school dropout - further 
added that such responsibility heavily pressures women who are 
expected to divide their time to ensure their children's education. 
No wonder when Juma's two teenage daughters chose to drop out 
of school, she could not stand in their way. 

To challenge this problem, USAID-supported Read Malawi has 
supported an establishment of community mobilization based 
Mother Groups at Havala School. These Mother Groups aim to 
enlighten masses and campaign for community support towards 
enhancing reading culture among lower-class children. One 
group, comprising of 10 women representative from all 10 
villages surrounding the school, has embarked on a massive 
campaign for educational rights for children, including collective 
effort towards improving basic literacy in lower-class children. 

According to group member Juliet Juma from Tchete Village in 
the area, the group first wants to see children in class and 
advocate for improved interest from parents. "We felt privileged 
to represent our communities," says Juma, Other groups support 
these efforts including village heads, youth drama clubs and 
volunteer assistant teachers. The groups are coordinating efforts to 
ensure school-age children attend school, and are accorded more 
time to practice reading while at home. 

During the new school calendar holiday, Havala Mother Group 
went around six villages to campaign for increased community 
support towards their children's education. Through community 
sensitization meetings and door-to-door advocacy, the group has 
reached out to 513 people, including girls who dropped out of 
school to re-enroll. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, misty.sailors@utsa.edu. 
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Snapshot: More than just a drama group: Extend
ing to child-tracking services 

Austin Makhanga (carrying the 
group's work records) posing with 
member of the Ticheze drama 

It is also exciting that our Group 
Vii/age headman Komiha and his 
subjects have agreed that any 
unnecessary absenteeism especially 
those forced by parents should attract 
afine ofMK200 ($I.2). Sofarone 
family has paid the fine. 

Austin Makhanga, a shoe cobbler at 
the Matiya Market 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Washington. DC 20523-1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

Market days are branded money days in the countryside in 
Malawi. Sometimes, parents do not send children to school; 
rather, they send them to the market. The Matiya Market, between 
St. Paul's and Havala primary schools in Malawi is one such 
market where you will often find many school children on a 
school day. According to the Primary School Education Advisor 
for the area, Nehru Banda, household labor is distributed among 
all members of the home including children. "However some 
children lack basic items like soap bars and wish to find for 
themselves hence miss classes." 

In order to solve abscondment of classes during market days, 
Ticheze Drama Group trained under the USAID-sponsored 
program, Read Malawi, has extended to setting up a child tracking 
initiative. According to the group leader Austin Makhanga, a shoe 
cobbler at the market, the community agreed that the village 
should have a structure that would make sure that school-age 
children were not interrupted in their education on market days. 
They assigned a monitoring committee to check the presence of 
students at the market. 

Mr. Austin Makhanga is responsible for monitoring children who 
visit market places during school hours. Besides that, three 
families have invited him to talk personally to their children who 
run away from school. "We are excited that people know us not 
only as a drama group, but now we are getting support from 
community leaders and market officials which is so encouraging," 
concluded Makhanga. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edulreadmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, mis<:..t~=,-,-==== 
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CASE STUDY 
Making the most of after school time to read! 

7" 

Volunteer assistant teacher Rebecca 
Dzalani reads with Talandira 
Matias 

"1 like the sessions because they 
are interactive. and 1 am working 
hard so that 1 should always be 
the first one to raise a hand to 
read out to our class . .. 

Talandira, Standard 3 learner 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also 
played an important role in the 
program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.s. Agency for Intemational Development 
Washington. DC 20523-1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

In the past, 10-year-old Talandira Matias felt uncomfortable in 
class when her teacher demanded she read aloud. Talandira 
struggled to read even a Chichewa word, though she is in 
Standard 3 at Nangweka Primary School. The large size of her 
classes further reduced her chances of contact with her teachers. 
But one th ing is for sure: Talandira does not want to be like her 
two sisters, who quit primary school for marriage. 

Thanks to USAI D-sponsored Read Malawi program, children 
like Talandira have a chance to make the best possible use of 
complementary readers in schools. Read Malawi engaged 
community-based volunteer assistant teachers to help children 
who struggle with vocabulary. One such vol unteer is Rebecca 
Dzalani, 23, a mother of two who shares the same village with 
Talandira. "Aunt Rebecca" is passionate about helping other 
children in the village. 

On Tuesdays and Thursdays, Rebecca walks IS-minutes to the 
village head's place to tutor children in literacy skills. Talandira 
and fellow Standard 1 to 3 pupils at Nangweka School now have 
a chance to improve on their reading skills, and boost their 
confidence in class. 

According to Rebecca, Real Malawi is putting forward two 
strong messages: 1) Learning outside classrooms can also make 
a difference in a child's education and 2) Parents need to show 
interest in monitoring their children's performance, especially 
reading ability amongst early grade children. Rebecca finds 
interacting with children quite exciting, saying, "I want to see 
them go beyond fetching firewood for their households and go 
further with education. Tomorrow, one of them will come to 
thank their BIG SISTER." Apart from facilitating the reading 
centre, she is also the custodian of Read Malawi books at the 
village level. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, misty.sailors@utsa.edu. 
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CASE STUDY 
I am more than an initiation counselor ... 
... in the Read Malawi program 

Acid Tawanga, a male 
initiation counselor 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also 
played an important role in the 
program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington, DC 20523- 1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

I became a Nakanga (male initiation counselor) in early 1980. 
For many years, I have initiated boys - most of them between 
the ages of eight and 10. During school time, I had problems 
with school age children because my activities used to clash 
with their school calendar. I had little to care about because my 
job was to initiate them, and what happened with their education 
was not my concern. 

But today, I am proud that my community wants me to be more 
than a male initiation counselor. They want me to help children 
perform well in class, too. When I was identified during a 
sensitization meeting to help, it was a gesture I could not turn 
down. Being an assistant teacher gives me a chance to extend 
help to about 40 pupils from our village that are enrolled at 
Chilipa Primary school. My village has almost 150 households 
and parents appreciate what I have done. I could not ask for 
more. During our meetings, with the approval of the village 
head, initiation counselors in the area were informed of the 
school calendar in order to ensure that all initiation activities are 
concluded in time. Once school closed, I immediately organized 
my initiation camp to make sure that my initiates had at least 
four weeks of resting. 

The USAID-sponsored Read Malawi program enhanced 
coordination between school governing structures and 
community members. The training they gave further enlightened 
us on areas that often impede on our children's education; it was 
an eye opening experience. I hope we keep it alive; otherwise, 
there is no one to do it for us. Excitingly, I am proud that I can 
make a better contribution to my community that has power to 
change many lives in the future. I am so excited that the passion 
within me can do a better job. Thanks to Read Malawi for 
energizing us. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, mist .sailors a ,lltsa.edll. 
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Snapshot: Reaching out to the less fortunate 

Members of the St. Paul's Mother 
group selling snacks at the school 

We believe that we can do small things 
that can make a big difference in poor 
children's education. We have 
embarked on some income generating 
initiatives so that children like Ethel 
will benefit. 

Getrude Gawani, a member of the St. 
Paul's Mother Group 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U,S. Agency for Intemational Development 
Washington. DC 20523-1000 
http://stories.usaid,gov 

Ethel Zinenani Gowelo, 12, became a double orphan at the age of 
6, a situation that forced her to stay with her single grandparent at 
Nakholo Village. As a school-going teenager, basic inadequacies 
at home like lack of decent clothes or uniform condemned her to 
frequent absenteeism that later reflect her poor performance at 
school. After finding it difficult in class, the decision to find an 
employment as a housemaid came to her mind. She dropped out 
of school towards the end of2010-2011 without writing final term 
examinations. She is not the only school-age child in the area 
denied of a fundamental right of education due to circumstances 
beyond their control. But for her, a positive story is emerging due 
to a school-based Mother Group established under Read Malawi, 
a USAID-sponsored project. 

According to Getrude Gawani, a secondary school graduate and a 
member ofSt. Paul's Mother Group, each member in the group 
was assigned to produce a list of school-aged children, both in and 
out of school. It was during their door-to-door campaign that 
Ethel was identified as a child with interest in school but lacked 
support. 

Having children like Ethel back in school is one thing and 
ensuring their stay in class is another. "We have spared two days 
a week, Tuesday and Thursday for sales. We come here to sell 
snacks made from dry small fish. So far we have raised MK3000, 
which we intend buy uniform for Ethel and reach out to others 
with school items and laundry items," explained Gertrude, a 
member of the group that comprise representation from ten 
villages surrounding the school 

Ethel is not the only one encouraged to return and enroll. Other 
six children from three villages have enrolled at St. Paul ' s 
Primary School due to efforts of Mother Group. For Ethel 
Zinenani Gowelo, it is a good second chance. "I am happy that 
there are now people who can help me with small things including 
moral support," she concluded. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, misty.sailors@utsa.edu. 
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USAID MALAWI 
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

CASE STUDY 
A star will shine 

Mandaaliponse reading a Read 
Malawi book in front of his 
friends at the Vii/age Reading 
Center 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAID) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington, DC 20523-1000 
http://stones.usald.gov 

Mandaaliponse Kasweka is an II-year-old boy who unlike his 
age mates elsewhere is still in Standard 3 at Mtemambalame 
Primary School. Mandaaliponse comes from a rural community 
just outside of Lilongwe. He lives approximately 4km from his 
school. Because this is a farming area, many of the children his 
age stop going to school when the fields are green. 
Mandaaponse is one such child; since he stopped going to 
school, he was just wandered around the village and never 
thought of going back to school. 

But life changed for Mandaaponse when the USAID-sponsored 
Read Malawi project introduced a Village Reading Center in his 
village. Because the centre is just almost 100 metres from his 
home, Mandaaliponse enrolled. "/ couldn 't see any reason of not 
coming to the centre since its very close to our house, " he said. 

Mandaaliponse struggled to read the Read Malawi's Standard I 
books when he joined the center. However he showed interest in 
learning to read from the beginning as he could almost every 
day borrow a book to take home. With time, Mandaaliponse 
started outshining his friends as he could now read without 
problems. 

The community is very proud of the reading centers, too. "The 
Vii/age Reading Centers have rescued our lost heroes," said 
Bex Zibuma, head teacher of Mtemambalame Primary School. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, mist .sailors utsa.edu. 
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CASE STUDY 
Teaching the Teacher 

Primary school teacher 
improves literacy 
instruction with help 
from Read Malawi! 

Annie Chipoya has been able to 
improve her literacy practices 
and provide her pupils with 
better instruction. 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAIO) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington, DC 20523-1000 
htlp:llstories.usaid.gov 

Annie Chipoya, a 46-year old mother of three children, is a 
standard 1 teacher at Havala Primary School in rural Malawi. 
Annie has been teaching for twenty years. This year she had 257 
learners in her class and has only received an intervention in the 
prevention of HI V, AIDS, and the girl child. She taught her 
learners basic literacy skills using instructional strategies that 
largely focused on getting the learners to memorize or chant 
letters and syllables without recognizing them. Annie also used 
the teaching in small groups approach with PCAR books but the 
group work was chaotic, especially when learners completed 
their work while she was busy with another group. In addition, 
motivating and sustaining the learners' interest was a big 
problem. As a result dropout rates in her class were very high 
because some learners had no idea why they were at school 
while others got bored with what they were doing in class. 

In 2010, the USAID-sponsored Read Malawi program came to 
her school. As a result, Annie began to attend intervention 
courses for the first time in her 18-year teaching career. She was 
able to learn about effective classroom literacy practices and the 
use of multiple books in early grade literacy development, 
which included guided reading and read aloud books. After 
attending each course Annie immediately put into practice the 
skills she learned. 

Annie now boasts to have learned a variety of effective early 
grade literacy strategies that include use of word decoding, 
comprehension strategies, and creation of print-rich literacy 
environments, especially the word wall. These tools have helped 
to arrest both absentee and dropout rates in her class. The 
majority of her learners are now not only able to read and write, 
but also to describe themes and character development in 
storybooks. Annie has now established herself as effective early 
grade literacy CPO facilitator for her fellow teachers and PEAs 
in Malawi. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.utsa.edulreadmalawi or contact Dr. Misty 
Sailors, mist .sailors({i)utsa.edu. 
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USAID MALAWI 
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

CASE STUDY 
A Messiah in the Making 

Young boy teaches his 
mother to read using 
USAID materials 

David Isaac is at the top of his standard 
3 class and loves the books from Read 
Malawi! 

The Read Malawi program was an 
international research program 
(sponsored by the USAIO) that 
flooded primary classrooms in 
Malawi with locally written and 
culturally appropriate reading 
materials. Teacher training and 
community mobilization also played 
an important role in the program. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency fo r International Development 
Washington, DC 20523-1000 
http://stones.usaid.gov 

David, the last born in a family of four boys and two girls, has just 
completed grade 3 at Havala primary school in Zomba Rural district. 
All of his brothers and one of his sisters dropped out of school at 
grade 3 and got married. His other sister also left school at grade 5 
but stays at home. David's father is semi-literate while his mother is 
illiterate and both work as subsistence farmers who grow maize, 
millet, cassava, and rice for food as well as for sale. David complains 
that this year his family has not grown enough crops due to erratic 
rains. The little food that they did grow is already gone so his family 
now must buy food for the day when his father can gather enough 
money. 

The USAID sponsored Read Malawi program developed and 
distributed over 5 million books in over 1000 schools across Malawi. 
For David, learning does not end when the school day ends. Everyday 
David takes a Read Malawi book home. He attributes his success to 
his standard I teacher, Madam Chipoya, whom was trained under 
Read Malawi and laid a firm foundation in him for reading, writing 
and having a love of books. as well as his standard 3 teacher, Mr 
George Laison, for the untiring support that he gave to him and his 
colleagues in class. 

Despite the many challenges that David faces at home, his 
performance at school is phenomenal. After making a literacy 
breakthrough in grade 2 David has been taking position one in his 
class. He is able to read Chichewa books of both his grade level and 
higher. When he gets home he eats, takes a short break, and does his 
homework. Ifhe is not assigned any homework, David takes a Read 
Malawi storybook and reads it to his mother who has now fallen in 
love with the books especially, 'Who stole the radio' and 'A trip to the 
village' . David also uses these books to teach his mother how to read 
and write with hopes that by the time he gets to standard 6 his mother 
will be literate. 

David intends to complete his primary education, go secondary 
school, and then to college. After college David plans to become a 
soldier and sees himself as the one who will uplift his family by 
building a decent house for his parents and develop his village. 

For more information on this story or the Read Malawi program, 
please visit www.lI~a.edll/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty Sailors, 
misty .sailors ( utsa.edll. 
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Snapshot: Denver school utilizes Ithuba book~ 
Middle school utilizes 
Ithuba reader to fill 
cultural relevance gap. 

Photo: Students at Merrill Middle School 
enjoying the Ithuba readers 

IIStudents who enjoyed 
the Ithuba readers have 
already made plans to 
bring them to the 
elementary school 
classrooms to read to 
younger students. 11 

-Amy Bringedahl, Principal, Merrill 

Middle School 

The Ithuba Writing Project was 
an international attempt 
(sponsored by the USAIO) to 
flood elementary classrooms in 
South Africa with locally written 
and culturally appropriate 
reading materials. 

Telling Our Story 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
Washington, DC 20523-1000 
http://stories.usaid.gov 

Merrill Middle School is privileged to be one of the most ethnically 
and linguistically diverse communities in the Denver Public Schools. 
The Merrill community of learners represented almost 40 different 
countries and cultures in the 2011-2012 school year. A sampling of 
the countries represented at Merrill this past year includes Somalia, 
Kenya, Sudan, Mauritania, D.R. Congo, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Mexico, EI 
Salvador, Peru, Vietnam, Nepal, China, Indonesia, Libya, Saudi 
Arabia, Iraq, Yemen, Myanmar (Burma), Russia, Turkey, and the 
Marshall Islands. 

One of the greatest challenges at Merrill is providing enough 
educational materials with richly diverse cultural roots. Denver 
teachers strive to demonstrate care, interest in and respect for students 
and their communities and cultures. The Ithuba readers enriched the 
classroom libraries this year and helped teachers create an inclusive 
cultural climate in our sixth grade English Language Development 
classes. Approximately 55 students enjoyed Ithuba readers; of those 
readers, 3 were Somali Bantu students. 

Most of Merrill's Somali Bantu students have lived in Denver for 6-8 
years. In most cases, their fam il ies arrived in Denver from Kakuma 
Refugee Camp in Kenya, and they arrived with nothing but the 
clothes on their backs. It is clear from home visits and discussions 
with caseworkers and community volunteers that the Somali Bantu 
children in Denver lacked access to educational materials that 
reference their cultural traditions. Ithuba readers helped to fill that 
gap. All of the sixth graders enjoyed the stories. Our Somali Bantu 
students were proud to have them in the classroom. 

In the upcoming year, teachers anticipate kindergarten, first and 
second grade students sharing the Merritt campus. Students who 
enjoyed the Ithuba readers have already made plans to bring them 
into the elementary school classrooms to read to younger students. 

For more information on this story or the Ithuba Writing Project, 
please visit www.utsa.edu/readmalawi or contact Dr. Misty Sailors, 
misty.sailors C ,utsa.edu. 
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9.0 LEARNING MATERIALS DEVELOPED AND PRINTED 

Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
1000C Kumaliza ndi Kalulu (Kumaliza and the hare) 3 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1272 

1001C Ana osamvera (Children without ears) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1272 

1001E Children without ears 3 Moral Devt English 25,581 1272 

1002C Mazira Atha (No more eggs) 1 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,609 1272 

1002E No more eggs 2 Moral Devt English 25,553 1272 

1002E LP No more eggs 2 Moral Devt English 103 31 

1002E SN No more eggs 2 Moral Devt English 325 31 

1002E SN No more eggs 2 Moral Devt English 46 31 
AUDIO 

1003C Lidali tsiku lopambana (What a great day!) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 25,581 1272 

1003C LP Lidali tsiku lopambana (What a great day!) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

1003C SN Lidali tsiku lopambana (What a great day!) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 

1003C SN Lidali tsiku lopambana (What a great day!) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 
.AUDIO ; 

1004C Munda wa chiyembekezo (The garden of hope) 1 Health Chichewa 25,581 1272 
I 

Promotion 

1007C Tsika mumtengo (Come down from that mango 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1272 
tree) 

1009C Bekete aphunzirapo phunziro (Bekete learns a 3 Social Devt Chichewa 25,581 1272 

lesson) 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
lOO9C Bekete aphunzirapo phunziro (Bekete learns a 3 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 

lesson) 

1009C LP Bekete aphunzirapo phunziro (Bekete learns a 3 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

lesson) 

1009C SN Bekete aphunzirapophunziro (Bekete learns a 3 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 
I 

AUDIO lesson) 
I 

1010C Achule adandaula (Frogs Complain at Last) 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1010E Frogs Complain at Last 3 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 

101lC Kamdothi (Kamdothi, the Clay Girl) I Social Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 ! 

1012C Kamba wanzeru (The wise tortoise) I Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1013C Mdzaona athandiza abale ake (The blind lead) I Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1013C LP Mdzaona athandiza abale ake (The blind lead) I Moral Devt Chichewa 103 31 

1013C SN Mdzaona athandiza abale ake (The blind lead) I Moral Devt Chichewa 325 31 

1013C SN Mdzaona athandiza abale ake (The blind lead) I Moral Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO 

I013CB Mdzaona athandiza abale ake (The blind lead) I Moral Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

1014C Chifukwa chomwe Kamba ali ndi chigamba 3 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

chokhakhala (How Tortoise Got a Rough Shell) 

1014C LP Chifukwa chomwe Kamba ali ndi chigamba 3 Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 

'---
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
chokhakhala (How Tortoise Got a Rough Shell) 

IOl4C SN Chifukwa chomwe Kamba ali ndi chigamba 3 Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 
chokhakhala (How Tortoise Got a Rough Shell) 

IOl4C SN Chifukwa chomwe Kamba ali ndi chigamba 3 Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO chokhakhala (How Tortoise Got a Rough Shell) 

IOl5C Mbala ipezapo phunziro (The thiefs lesson) 3 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1016C Talimba, galu wokhulupirika (Tali mba, the 2 Social Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 
faithful dog) 

IOl6E Talimba, the faithful dog 3 Social Devt English 25,581 1278 

1016E LP Talimba, the faithful dog 3 Social Devt English 103 31 

1016E SN Talimba, the faithful dog 3 Social Devt English 325 31 

IOl6E SN Talimba, the faithful dog 3 Social Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 

IOl7C Chapusa ateteza munda (Chapusa saves the I Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

fann) 
I 

IOl7CB Chapusa ateteza munda (Chapusa saves the I Personal Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

fann) 

1018C Chisoni apeza phunziro (Chisoni's Lesson) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 
I 

IOl8E Chisoni's Lesson 3 Moral Devt English 25,581 1278 
I 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
1019C Chifupa galu wanga (Chifupa and naughty dog) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,576 1278 

1019E Chifupa and naughty dog 3 Moral Devt English 25,586 1278 

1019E LP Chifupa and naughty dog 3 Moral Devt English 103 31 

1019E SN Chifupa and naughty dog 3 Moral Devt English 325 31 

1019ESN Chifupa and naughty dog 3 Moral Devt English 46 31 
AUDIO 

1020C Nkhalango ya mizimu (Forest of spirits) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1023C Masewero atsopano (A new game) 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1023E Anew game 3 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 

1024C Dalitso ndi mbava zakuba mbuzi (Dalitso and 2 Social Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 
the goat thieves) 

1024C LP Dalitso ndi mbava zakuba mbuzi (Dalitso and 2 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 
the goat thieves) 

1024C SN Dalitso ndi mbava zakuba mbuzi (Dalitso and 2 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 
the goat thieves) 

1024C SN Dalitso ndi mbava zakuba mbuzi (Dalitso and 2 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO the goat thieves) 

- - -- --- ---
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 

1024E Dalitso and the goat thieves 3 Social Devt English 25,581 1278 

1025C Chenjerani (Beware) 3 Physical Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1027C Maloto a zaluso (The dreamweavers) 3 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 25,581 1278 
ip and World 

1029C Adzatenge Munda ndani? (Who will get the 1 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

farm?) 

1030C Zagwa ndi mwana wake (Zagwa and his son) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,580 1278 

1031C Ubwenzi weniweni (Best Friends) 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1031E Best Friends 3 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 

1031E LP Best Friends 3 Personal Devt English 103 31 

1031E SN Best Friends 3 Personal Devt English 325 31 

1031E SN Best Friends 3 Personal Devt English 46 31 

I032C Chidiso mumtolomo (The eye in the bundle) 3 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1033C Mpikisano wothamanga (The great race of 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

Chitenga) 

1033C LP Mpikisano wothamanga (The great race of 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 103 31 

Chitenga) 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
I033C SN Mpikisano wothamanga (The great race of 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 325 31 

Chitenga) 

1033C SN Mpikisano wothamanga (The great race of 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO Chitenga) 

I033CB Mpikisano wothamanga (The great race of 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

Chitenga) 

1033E The great race of Chit eng a 2 Physical Devt English 25,581 1278 

I033EB The great race of Chitenga 2 Physical Devt English 1,282 1272 

I034C Mlenje ndi Fisi (The hunter and the hyena) 3 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

I035C Msika wofunikira (The special market) 1 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

I035E The special market 2 Moral Devt English 25,581 1278 

1035EB The special market 2 Moral Devt English 1,282 1272 

lO36C Chimwemwe amanenetsa (Chimwemwe was 1 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 25,581 1278 

right after all) ip and World 

I037C Kalulu ndi Fisi (Hare and hyena) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1037C LP Kalulu ndi Fisi (Hare and hyena) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 

I037C SN Kalulu ndi Fisi (Hare and hyena) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 

I037C SN Kalulu ndi Fisi (Hare and hyena) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO 

lO37E Hare and hyena 2 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 
--
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
1037E LP Hare and hyena 2 Personal Devt English 103 31 

1037E SN Hare and hyena 2 Personal Devt English 325 31 

1037E SN Hare and hyena 2 Personal Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 

1038C Uli bwino mmene ulilimu (Perfect the Way I 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

am) 

1038C LP Uli bwino mmene ulilimu (Perfect the Way I 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 

am) 

1038C SN Vii bwino mmene ulilimu (Perfect the Way I 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 

am) 

1038C SN Vii bwino mmene ulilimu (Perfect the Way I 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO am) 

1038E Perfect the Way I am 3 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 

1039C Nkhuku ndi mphamba (The hen and the eagle) 3 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1040C Tisungeni aphunzira kuphika (Tisungeni Learns 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

to Cook) 

1040C LP Tisungeni aphunzira kuphika (Tisungeni Learns 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 

to Cook) 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
I040C SN Tisungeni aphunzira kuphika (Tisungeni Learns 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 

to Cook) 

I040C SN Tisungeni aphunzira kuphika (Tisungeni Learns 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO to Cook) 

\o41C Ulendo wa kunyanja ya Malawi (Visit to Lake 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 
Malawi) 

I041E Visit to Lake Malawi 3 Moral Devt English 25,581 1278 

\o41E LP Visit to Lake Malawi 3 Moral Devt English \03 31 

\o41E SN Visit to Lake Malawi 3 Moral Devt English 325 31 

I041E SN Visit to Lake Malawi 3 Moral Devt English 46 3 
AUDIO 

I042C Nzeru za Chimango (The wisdom of Chi mango) 3 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 25,581 1278 
ip and World 

I043C Undiwuze momwe ndidapezera dzina langa I Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 
(Tell me how I got my name) 

I043CB Undiwuze momwe ndidapezera dzina langa I Personal Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 
(Tell me how I got my name) 

I 

I043E Tell me how I got my name 2 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 • 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
1043EB Tell me how I got my name 2 Personal Devt English 1,282 1272 

1045C Njingayi ndi yayani? (The bicycle mystery) 1 Health Chichewa 25,581 1278 

Promotion 

1045E The bicycle mystery 2 Health English 25,581 1278 
Promotion 

1046C Kalulu, Mvuu ndi Njovu (Hare, hippo and 1 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 ! 

elephant) I 

1046CB Kalulu, Mvuu ndi Njovu (Hare, hippo and 1 Moral Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 
elephant) 

1047C Abwenzi atsopano (New friends) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1047C LP Abwenzi atsopano (New friends) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 103 31 

1047C SN Abwenzi atsopano (New friends) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 325 31 

1047C SN Abwenzi atsopano (New friends) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO 

1047E New friends 3 Moral Devt English 25,581 1278 

1048C Mlimi woiwalaiwala (The forgetful farmer) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1048CB Mlimi woiwalaiwala (The forgetful farmer) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

1048E The forgetful farmer 2 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
1048EB The forgetful farmer 2 Personal Devt English 1,282 1272 

1049C Amwayi anzathu (The lucky ones) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1049C LP Amwayi anzathu (The lucky ones) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 103 31 

1049C SN Amwayi anzathu (The lucky ones) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 325 31 

1049C SN Amwayi anzathu (The lucky ones) 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO 

1049E The lucky ones 3 Moral Devt English 25,581 1278 

1050C Mtengo wa madzi (Tree of water) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1050C LP Mtengo wa madzi (Tree of water) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

1050C SN Mtengo wa madzi (Tree of water) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 

1050C SN Mtengo wa madzi (Tree of water) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO 

1052C Khumbo ndi Chiwala (Khumbo and the 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

grasshopper) 

1052C LP Khumbo ndi Chiwala (Khumbo and the 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 

grasshopper) 

1052C SN Khumbo ndi Chiwala (Khumbo and the 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 

grasshopper) 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
1052C SN Khumbo ndi Chiwala (Khumbo and the 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO grasshopper) 

1052E Khumbo and the grasshopper 3 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 

1053C Tadala athetsa mkangano (Tadala saves the day) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1053C LP Tadala athetsa mkangano (Tadala saves the day) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 

I053C SN Tadala athetsa mkangano (Tadala saves the day) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 

I 

I 

1053C SN Tadala athetsa mkangano (Tadala saves the day) I Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO 

1053CB Tadala athetsa mkangano (Tadala saves the day) I Personal Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 
I 

j 

1053E Tadala saves the day 2 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 i 

I 

1054C Adaba wailesi ndani? (Who stole the radio?) 3 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

1055C Angagwire Kalulu ndani? (Who will catch the I Social Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

hare?) _ 

'----
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
I055CB Angagwire Kalulu ndani? (Who will catch the I Social Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

hare?) _ 

I055E Who will catch the hare? 2 Social Devt English 25,581 1278 

I055EB Who will catch the hare? 2 Social Devt English 1,282 1272 

2000C Ulendo wa ku Chipoka (Our trip to Chipoka) I Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

2000C LP Ulendo wa ku Chipoka (Our trip to Chipoka) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

2000C SN Ulendo wa ku Chipoka (Our trip to Chipoka) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 

2000C SN Ulendo wa ku Chipoka (Our trip to Chipoka) I Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO 

200lC Purisila atanganidwa (Priscilla's busy day) I Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

2002C Anna ndi mchimwene wake (Anna's baby 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
brother) 

2003C Banja lathu (My family) I Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

2003CB Banja lathu (My family) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

2003E My family 2 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

2003EB My family 2 Social Devt English 1,282 1272 

2005C Nthawi ya m'mawa (Morning time) I Health Chichewa 25,584 1278 
Promotion 

.-
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 

2005CB Nthawi ya m'mawa (Morning time) 1 Health Chichewa 1,282 1272 
Promotion 

2006C Mphaka pa mphasa (The cat on the mat) 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

2006CB Mphaka pa mphasa (The cat on the mat) 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

2006E The cat on the mat 2 Physical Devt English 25,584 1278 

2006EB The cat on the mat 2 Physical Devt English 1,282 1272 

2008C Nthano ya tiyi (A story with tea) 1 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 25,584 1278 
ip and World 

2008C LP Nthano ya tiyi (A story with tea) 1 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 103 31 
ip and World 

2008C SN Nthano ya tiyi (A story with tea) 1 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 325 31 
ip and World 

2008C SN Nthano ya tiyi (A story with tea) 1 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 46 31 i 

AUDIO ip and World I 

I 

2010C Ziwalo zathu zisanu (Our five senses) 3 Health Chichewa 25,584 1278 I 

Promotion i 

2010C LP Ziwalo zathu zisanu (Our five senses) 3 Health Chichewa 103 31 
Promotion 

2010C SN Ziwalo zathu zisanu (Our five senses) 3 Health Chichewa 325 31 
Promotion 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
2010C SN Ziwalo zathu zisanu (Our five senses) 3 Health Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO Promotion 
2011C Kodi atsikana angachite chiyani? (What can 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 I 

girls do?) I 

I 

2011C LP Kodi atsikana angachite chiyani? (What can I Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 
girls do?) 

2011C SN Kodi atsikana angachite chiyani? (What can 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 
girls do?) 

~ 

2011C SN Kodi atsikana angachite chiyani? (What can 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 I 

AUDIO girls do?) 

2011CB Kodi atsikana angachite chiyani? (What can 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 
girls do?) 

2011E What can girls do? 2 Personal Devt English 25,584 1278 

2012C Tafuu! Tafuu! (Munch! Munch!) 1 Health Chichewa 25,584 1278 
Promotion 

2012CB Tafuu! Tafuu! (Munch! Munch!) 1 Health Chichewa 1,282 1272 
Promotion 

2012E Munch! Munch! 2 Health English 25,584 1278 
Promotion 

2012EB Munch! Munch! 2 Health English 1,282 1272 
Promotion 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 

Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 
REC'D 

2013C Tiphike ndiwo za masamba (We will make 1 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

garden stew) 

2013E We will make garden stew 2 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

2014C Selina ndi Pelina (Selina and Pelina) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

2014C LP Selina ndi Pelina (Selina and Pelina) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 

2014C SN Selina ndi Pelina (Selina and Pelina) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 

2014C SN Selina ndi Pelina (Selina and Pelina) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO 

2014CB Selina ndi Pelina (Selina and Pelina) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

2015C Amayi amayiwala, ana amathandiza (Mothers 3 Health Chichewa 25,584 1278 

forget, children help) Promotion 

2015C LP Amayi amayiwala, ana amathandiza (Mothers 3 Health Chichewa 103 31 

forget, children help) Promotion 

2015C SN Amayi amayiwala, ana amathandiza (Mothers 3 Health Chichewa 325 31 

forget, children help) Promotion 

2015C SN Amayi amayiwala, ana amathandiza (Mothers 3 Health Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO forget, children help) Promotion 
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REC'D 
2018C Chikondi apita kuchipatala (Chikondi's hospital 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

visit) 

2018E Chikondi's hospital visit 3 Moral Devt English 25,584 1278 

2018E LP Chikondi's hospital visit 3 Moral Devt English \03 31 

2018E SN Chikondi's hospital visit 3 Moral Devt English 325 31 

2018E SN Chikondi's hospital visit 3 Moral Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 

2019C Tsiku lopambana kwa abwenzi a pamtima 3 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

(Special days for special friends) 
I 

i 

i 
I 

2019C SN Tsiku lopambana kwa abwenzi a pamtima 3 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 
(Special days for special friends) 

2019C SN Tsiku lopambana kwa abwenzi a pamtima 3 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 I 

I 

AUDIO (Special days for special friends) ! 

I 

2020C Siphiwe ndi Pikado (Siphiwe and Pikado) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

2021C lemusi aphunzira mganda (James learns 2 Physical Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
Mganda) 
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REC'D 
2021E James learns Mganda 3 Physical Devt English 25,584 1278 

2023C Laina ndi sewero la pamtima pake (Laina and 3 Physical Devt Chichewa 25.584 1278 
her favorite game) 

2024C Mayamiko (Mayamiko) 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

2024C LP Mayamiko (Mayamiko) 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 

2024C SN Mayamiko (Mayamiko) 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 

2024C SN Mayamiko (Mayamiko) 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO 

2024E Mayamiko 3 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 

2025C Mazunzo ndi Chifuniro (Manzunzu and 1 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
Chifuniro) 

2025CB Mazunzo ndi Chifuniro (Manzunzu and 1 Moral Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 
Chifuniro) 

2026C Galu ndi mphaka wa Apatsa (Apatsa's dog and 3 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
cat) 

I 

I 

2027C Piyo afuna ntchito (Piyo wants a job) 2 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 25,584 1278 
ip and World 
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Book ## Title Grade Subject Language ## ## 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
2027C LP Piyo afuna ntchito (Piyo wants a job) 2 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 103 31 

ip and World 

2027C SN Piyo afuna ntchito (Piyo wants ajob) 2 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 325 31 
ip and World 

2027C SN Piyo afuna ntchito (Piyo wants a job) 2 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO ip and World 

2027E Piyo wants a job 3 Entrepreneursh English 25,584 1278 
ip and World 

2029C Tadala adamwetulira (Tadala smiled) 3 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

2030C Ana awiri afunafuna zipatso (The fruits and two 3 Health Chichewa 25,584 1278 
children) Promotion 

2030C LP Ana awiri afunafuna zipatso (The fruits and two 3 Health Chichewa 103 31 
children) Promotion 

2030C SN Ana awiri afunafuna zipatso (The fruits and two 3 Health Chichewa 325 31 
children) Promotion 

2030C SN Ana awiri afunafuna zipatso (The fruits and two 3 Health Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO children) Promotion 

2031C Andereya ndi Keti (Andrew and Keti) 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
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Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
2031E Andrew and Keti 2 Personal Devt English 25,584 1278 

i 

2031E SN Andrew and Keti 2 Personal Devt English 325 31 

2031E SN Andrew and Keti 2 Personal Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 

2032C Bakali amagwira ntchito molimbika (Bakali 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

works hard) 

2032E Bakali the football player 3 Personal Devt English 25,584 1278 

2034C Kusamalira Mayi Malawi (Caring for Mother 2 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

Malawi) 

2034E Caring for Mother Malawi 2 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

2035C Abwenzi abwino (Good friends) 2 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

2035E Good friends 3 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

2035E LP Good friends 3 Social Devt English 103 31 

2035E SN Good friends 3 Social Devt English 325 31 

2035E SN Good friends 3 Social Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 

2036C Chikondwerero cha chaka chatsopano (The 2 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

New Year's celebration) 

'-----
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Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
2036C LP Chikondwerero cha chaka chatsopano (The 2 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

New Year's celebration) 

2036C SN Chikondwerero cha chaka chatsopano (The 2 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 
New Year's celebration) 

2036C SN Chikondwerero cha chaka chatsopano (The 2 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO New Year's celebration) 

2036E The New Year's Celebration 3 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

2038C Ndimakonda sukulu (I like school) I Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 I 

2038CB Ndimakonda sukulu (I like school) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 
! 

2041C Ana atatu ndi nsato (Three children and the 3 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
! 

python) 

2042C Chifukwa chomwe galu amathangitsa mbuzi 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

(Why dogs chase goats) 

2042E Why dogs chase goats 2 Moral Devt English 25,584 1278 

2043C Galimoto yaing'ono (The little car) 3 Entrepreneursh Chichewa 25,584 1278 

ip and World 
L- _____ '-----~- -----
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
2044C Mphaka ndi Mbewa (Cat and Mouse) 3 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

3000C Ndikadzakula (When I grow up) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

300lC Wombani m'manja (Clap! Clap! Clap!) 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

300lC LP Wombani m'manja (Clap! Clap! Clap!) I Physical Devt Chichewa 103 31 

300lC SN Wombani m'manja (Clap! Clap! Clap!) 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 325 31 

300lC SN Wombani m'manja (Clap! Clap! Clap!) I Physical Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO 

300lCB Wombani m'manja (Clap! Clap! Clap!) 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

300lE Clap! Clap! Clap! 2 Physical Devt English 25,584 1278 

300lEB Clap! Clap! Clap! 2 Physical Devt English 1,282 1272 

3002C Yankho katswiri wa mpira (Yankho and the 3 Physical Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
footballs) 

3003C Thandi ndi mtsuko (Thandi and the clay pot) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

3003C LP Thandi ndi mtsuko (Thandi and the clay pot) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
3003C SN Thandi ndi mtsuko (Thandi and the clay pot) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 

3003C SN Thandi ndi mtsuko (Thandi and the clay pot) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO 

3004C Galuyu ndi wayani? (Whose dog is this?) 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

3004E Whose dog is this? 3 Personal Devt English 25,584 1278 

3004E LP Whose dog is this? 3 Personal Devt English 103 31 

3004E SN Whose dog is this? 3 Personal Devt English 325 31 

3004E SN Whose dog is this? 3 Personal Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 

3005C Kodi ndiwe owoneka bwanji? (What shape are 1 Social Devt Chichewa 25,581 1278 

you?) 

3005C LP Kodi ndiwe owoneka bwanji? (What shape are 1 Social Devt Chichewa \03 31 
you?) 

3005C SN Kodi ndiwe owoneka bwanji? (What shape are 1 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 
you?) 

3005C SN Kodi ndiwe owoneka bwanji? (What shape are 1 Social Devt Chichewa 46 30 
AUDIO you?) 

----
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REC'D 
3005E What shape are you? 2 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

3005E LP What shape are you? 2 Social Devt English 103 31 

3005E SN What shape are you? 2 Social Devt English 325 31 

3005E SN What shape are you? 2 Social Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 

3006C Chimanga: Kuchokera kumunda kufika 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
m'mbale (Maize: From plant to plate) 

3006C LP Chimanga: Kuchokera kumunda kufika 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 103 31 
m'mbale (Maize: From plant to plate) 

3006C SN Chimanga: Kuchokera kumunda kufika 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 325 31 
m'mbale (Maize: From plant to plate) 

I 

i 

3006C SN Chimanga: Kuchokera kumunda kufika I Physical Devt Chichewa 46 30 
I AUDIO m'mbale (Maize: From plant to plate) 
, 

3006E Maize: From plant to plate 2 Physical Devt English 25,584 1278 

3007C Kubzala mitengo (Go! Go! Grow!) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

3007C LP Kubzala mitengo (Go! Go! Grow!) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 
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REC'D 
3007C SN Kubzala mitengo (Go! Go! Grow!) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 

3007C SN Kubzala mitengo (Go! Go! Grow!) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO 

3007E Go! Go! Grow! 2 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

3007E LP Go! Go! Grow! 2 Social Devt English 103 31 

3007E SN Go! Go! Grow! 2 Social Devt English 325 31 

3007E SN Go! Go! Grow! 2 Social Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 

3008C Nkhani ya nkhuku (Flap together: A story for 1 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

chickens) 

3008E Flap together: A story for chickens 2 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

3008E LP Flap together: A story for chickens 2 Social Devt English 103 31 

3008E SN Flap together: A story for chickens 2 Social Devt English 325 31 

3008E SN Flap together: A story for chickens 2 Social Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 

3009C Mbalame za m'Malawi (Birds of Malawi) 2 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

3009E Birds of Malawi 3 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

3009E LP Birds of Malawi 3 Social Devt English 103 31 

3009E SN Birds of Malawi 3 Social Devt English 325 31 

3009E SN Birds of Malawi 3 Social Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 
--------
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REC'D 
3010C Njuchi zodabwitsa, chiswe chodabwitsa 2 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

(Amazing ants and bees) 

3010C LP Njuchi zodabwitsa, chiswe chodabwitsa 2 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 
(Amazing ants and bees) 

3010C SN Njuchi zodabwitsa, chiswe chodabwitsa 2 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 
(Amazing ants and bees) 

30lOC SN Njuchi zodabwitsa, chiswe chodabwitsa 2 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO (Amazing ants and bees) 

3010E Amazing ants and bees 3 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

301lC Tchete, Njoka ndi Kadzidzi (Lovebird, Snake, 2 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
and Owl) 

I 

301lE Lovebird, Snake, and Owl 3 Moral Devt English 25,584 1278 

3012C Vimbuza: gule wochizira matenda (Vimbuza: 3 Physical Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
the way to getting well) 

3014C Madzi ndi moyo (Water is life!) I Health Chichewa 25,584 1278 
Promotion 

-- - --
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REC'D 
3014C LP Madzi ndi moyo (Water is life!) 1 Health Chichewa 103 31 

Promotion 

3014C SN Madzi ndi moyo (Water is life!) 1 Health Chichewa 325 31 

Promotion 

3014C SN Madzi ndi moyo (Water is life!) 1 Health Chichewa 46 31 
I 

AUDIO Promotion 

3014E Water is life! 2 Health English 25,584 1278 

Promotion 

3014E LP Water is life! 2 Health English 103 31 

Promotion I 

3014E SN Water is life! 2 Health English 325 31 

Promotion 

3014E SN Water is life! 2 Health English 46 31 

AUDIO Promotion 

3015C Kodi anzanga ndi ati? (Who are my friends?) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

3015C LP Kodi anzanga ndi ati? (Who are my friends?) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

3015C SN Kodi anzanga ndi ati? (Who are my friends?) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 

3015C SN Kodi anzanga ndi ati? (Who are my friends?) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO 

3015E Who are my friends? 2 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

3016C Madzi ndi odabwitsa (Water is so wonderful) 1 Health Chichewa 25,584 1278 

Promotion 
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REC'D 
3016E Water is so wonderful 2 Health English 25,584 1278 

Promotion 

3016E LP Water is so wonderful 2 Health English 103 31 
Promotion 

3016E SN Water is so wonderful 2 Health English 325 31 
Promotion 

3016E SN Water is so wonderful 2 Health English 46 31 
AUDIO Promotion 

3018C Chinsinsi cha maluwa (Secrets of flowers) I Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

3019C Ndine ndiwo zamasamba (I am a vegetable) I Physical Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

3020C Mazira am'tchire (Eggs in the bush) 3 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

3021C Lonjezo ndi Thandizo atsala ku nyumba 3 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
(Lonjezo and Thandizo stay home) I 

3022C Nyumba ya kumudzi (A village house) I Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

3022CB Nyumba ya kumudzi (A village house) I Social Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

3023C Tiyeni tiwerenge nkhunda (Let's count doves) I Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

3025C Mphatso asankha (Mphatso's choices) 1 Health Chichewa 25,584 1278 

- -- - - -- -----
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Book ## Title Grade Subject Language ## ## 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
Promotion 

3025E Mphatso's choices 2 Health English 25,584 1278 
Promotion 

3025EB Mphatso's choices 2 Health English 1,282 1272 
Promotion 

4000C Mphuno ya agogo (Agogo's Nose) I Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

4000E Agogo's Nose 2 Social Devt English 25,581 1278 

400lC Chikondwerero cha nyama za m'nkhalango (The 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 25,540 1272 
wildlife festival) 

400lC LP Chikondwerero cha nyama za m'nkhalango (The 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 103 30 
wildlife festival) 

400lC SN Chikondwerero cha nyama za m'nkhalango (The 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 
wildlife festival) 

400lC SN Chikondwerero cha nyama za m'nkhalango (The 2 Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO wildlife festival) 

400IE The wildlife festival 3 Personal Devt English 25,581 1278 

4002C Mphuno za nyama (Animal noses) I Physical Devt Chichewa 25,582 1278 

5000C Wamphamvu koposa ndani? (Who is stronger?) I Personal Devt Chichewa 25,582 1278 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 

5000C LP Wamphamvu koposa ndani? (Who is stronger?) I Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 

5000C SN Wamphamvu koposa ndani? (Who is stronger?) I Personal Devt Chichewa 325 31 

5000C SN Wamphamvu koposa ndani? (Who is stronger?) I Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO 

5000E Who is stronger? 2 Personal Devt English 25,582 1278 

5000E LP Who is stronger? 2 Personal Devt English 103 31 

5000E SN Who is stronger? 2 Personal Devt English 325 31 

5000E SN Who is stronger? 2 Personal Devt English 46 31 

AUDIO 

500lC Tchete ndi anzake (Tchete and his friends) I Social Devt Chichewa 25.636 1278 

500lC LP Tchete ndi anzake (Tchete and his friends) I Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

500lC SN Tchete ndi anzake (Tchete and his friends) I Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 I 

, 

I 

500lC SN Tchete ndi anzake (Tchete and his friends) I Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 
I 

AUDIO , 

I 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS, 

I 

REC'D 
SOOIE Tchete and his friends 2 Social Devt English 2S,S84 1272 

SOO2C Thokozani ndi mango (Thokozani and the 3 Social Devt Chichewa 2S,S81 1278 

mango story) 
I 

S002C LP Thokozani ndi mango (Thokozani and the 3 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

mango story) 
I 
! 

S002C SN Thokozani ndi mango (Thokozani and the 3 Social Devt Chichewa 32S 31 

mango story) I 
I 

S002C SN Thokozani ndi mango (Thokozani and the 3 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 
I AUDIO mango story) 

SOO3C Njere zachilendo (The mystery seeds) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 2S,S84 1278 
I 
I 

S003C LP Njere zachilendo (The mystery seeds) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 103 31 

I 

S003C SN Njere zachilendo (The mystery seeds) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 32S 31 

I 

S003C SN Njere zachilendo (The mystery seeds) 1 Personal Devt Chichewa 46 31 
I 

AUDIO 
I 

SOO3E The mystery seeds 2 Personal Devt English 2S,S84 1278 
I 

S003E LP The mystery seeds 2 Personal Devt English 103 31 

S003E SN The mystery seeds 2 Personal Devt English 32S 31 

- - - - - - - '--- -
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
5003E SN The mystery seeds 2 Personal Devt English 46 31 
AUDIO 

5004C Dalo agwira wakuba (Dalo catches a thief) 2 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

5004C LP Dalo agwira wakuba (Dalo catches a thief) 2 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

5004C SN Dalo agwira wakuba (Dalo catches a thief) 2 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 

5004C SN Dalo agwira wakuba (Dalo catches a thief) 2 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO 

5004E Dalo catches a thief 3 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

5005C Sindidziwa (I don't know how to hold a hoe) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

5005C LP Sindidziwa (I don't know how to hold a hoe) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

5005C SN Sindidziwa (I don't know how to hold a hoe) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 

5005C SN Sindidziwa (I don't know how to hold a hoe) 1 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 

AUDIO 

5005E I don't know how to hold a hoe 2 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

5006C Wetani ndi mbuzi (Wetani and the goats) 1 Moral Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 
5006CB Wetani ndi mbuzi (Wetani and the goats) I Moral Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

5008C Ulendo wa kumudzi (A trip to the village) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

5008C LP Ulendo wa kumudzi (A trip to the village) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 103 31 

5008C SN Ulendo wa kumudzi (A trip to the village) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 325 31 

5008C SN Ulendo wa kumudzi (A trip to the village) 3 Social Devt Chichewa 46 31 
AUDIO 

5009C Konda Mayi Malawi (Love Mother Malawi) I Moral Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

5009E Love Mother Malawi 2 Moral Devt English 25,584 1278 

5009E LP Love Mother Malawi 2 Moral Devt English 103 31 
5009E SN Love Mother Malawi 2 Moral Devt English 325 31 
5009E SN Love Mother Malawi 2 Moral Devt English 46 31 
AUDIO 

501lC Ndikufinitsitsa mango! (I really want a mango!) 2 Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

501lE I really want a mango! 3 Social Devt English 25,584 1278 

5015C Kadzidzi (Owl) I Moral Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

5016C Mbuzi ndi anzake (Goat and his friends) 1 Physical Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 

5016E Goat and his friends 2 Physical Devt English 25,584 1278 

5017C Tsiku loyamba kukhala ku sukulu (Chikondi's I Social Devt Chichewa 25,584 1278 
first day of school) 
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Book # Title Grade Subject Language # # 
Level PRINTED SCHOOLS 

REC'D 

5017CB Tsiku loyamba kukhala ku sukulu (Chikondi's 1 Social Devt Chichewa 1,282 1272 

first day of school) 

6000C Werenga Malawi! Abakha mpaka Zala - - Chichewa 153,039 1278 

6000E Read Malawi! Ant to Zebra - - English 102,119 1278 
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10.0 TEACHING MATERIALS DEVELOPED AND PRINTED 

# 
# SCHOOLS 

CONNECTIONS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM Language PRINT 
REC'D 

ED 
Children's' first experiences at school. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Time of day (morning) and The use of water. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of education. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of family. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of collaboration and community service. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Focus on occurrences in the village and caring for special things. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of working and playing together. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Gender roles and leadership skills for females. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Animals and their eating habits. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The uniqueness of family members. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Children plant seeds and grow their own fruit. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Decision making skills. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Farm setting and products from farms. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Characters in each book engage in a variety of daily tasks. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of friendship. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of collaboration. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The interaction between people and their environment. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Cooking and food. Chichewa 3916 1272 
I mportance of natural resources. Chichewa 3916 1272 

! 

Planning and problem solving. Chichewa 3916 1272 
, 

J 
Importance of natural resources. Chichewa 3916 1272 ! 

Focus on nature and animal adaptation. Chichewa 3916 1272 , 

, 

Focus on the plant life cycle of maize. Chichewa 3916 1272 
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The importance of community and leadership for problem solving. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of problem solving skills. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Going on a journey and Perseverance. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of education and Importance of preparing for the future. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of respecting nature. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of community engagement. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of collaboration. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Recognizing learners' out-of-school interests to increase in-school 

Chichewa 3916 1272 
involvement. 

The importance of honesty. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of , giving back' or contributing to family/community. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Children learn about insects. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of demonstrating patience. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Special relationships between children and their pets. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Acknowledgement of ability despite physical disability and The 

Chichewa 3916 1272 
importance offorgiveness. 

Perseverance toward a set goal. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Characters who take risks in life-threatening situations. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Information about birds. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Pet dogs that protect their owners from thieves. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Self-awareness and Self-esteem Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of the environment. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of friendship. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Perseverance and determination. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of responsibility. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of protecting trees. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Listening and Learning from the knowledge of others. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of culture/cultural beliefs in problem solving. Chichewa 3916 1272 
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Perseverance and Pursuit of special talents. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of responsibility. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Problem solving and Protecting the environment. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Going on a journey/valuing of different settings. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of forgiveness. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Problem solving. Chichewa 3916 1272 
The importance of fruitlhealthy eating. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Describe bodily features of the characters in each story (human and 

Chichewa 3916 1272 
animal). 

Importance of the environment. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of honesty. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Appreciation of others' beliefs, status, or position in society. Chichewa 3916 1272 
Importance of being responsible. English 3916 1272 
Decision making skills. English 3916 1272 
Focus on different animals and the food they eat. English 3916 1272 
Leadership skills. English 3916 1272 
Family life and family traditions. English 3916 1272 
Importance offriendship. English 3916 1272 
Children plant seeds and grow their own fruit. English 3916 1272 , 

Capabilities and strengths of girls. English 3916 1272 
Physical differences don't matter and The value offriendship. English 3916 1272 
Characters celebrating birthdays. English 3916 1272 
The life cycle of a maize plant as characters grow maize. English 3916 1272 
Importance of community and leadership when solving problems. English 3916 1272 
Environmental awareness. English 3916 1272 
Environmental awareness. English 3916 1272 
The importance of collaboration in reaching a goal. English 3916 1272 
Recognizing learners' out-of-school interests to increase in-school English 3916 1272 
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involvement. 

Importance of honesty. English 3916 1272 
Importance of "giving back" to your family or community. English 3916 1272 
Children learn about insects. English 3916 1272 
Cultural traditions. English 3916 1272 
Special relationships between children and their pets. English 3916 1272 
Overcoming challenges. English 3916 1272 
Determinations and persistence in accomplishing goals. English 3916 1272 
Characters who take risks in life-threatening situations. English 3916 1272 
Stories about birds and conservation. English 3916 1272 
Pet dogs that protect their owners from thieves. English 3916 1272 
Self-awareness and Self-esteem. English 3916 1272 
Standing up for your beliefs and Environmental awareness English 3916 1272 
The importance offriendship English 3916 1272 
Perseverance and determination. English 3916 1272 
OVERVIEW GUIDE English 10,567 1272 
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11.0 SCHOOLS THAT RECEIVED MATERIALS 

TDC Site Name School Site 
Balang'ombe Balang'ombe, Mnkhupa, Therezi 

Bangwe Naizi, Bangwe Catholic, Chisombezi 

Bembeke Bembeke Roman Catholic, Magaleta, Muonekera, St. Joseph's Demonstration School, St. Joseph's Teacher 
Training College 

Bolero Bolero, Kawaza, Chirambo 

Boma Dowal,Dowa2,Kongwel 

Boma Ntchisi L.E.A., Kalema, Mpherere 

Boma Nkhotakota L.E.A., St. Paul's, Nkhotakota CCAP 

Boma Chapanama, Kamuzu, Bua 

Boma Chikhwawa RC, Mitole LEA, Dyeratu LEA 

Boma Balaka LEA, Bazale, Ngwangwa 

Boma Likwenu, Machinga LEA, Gawanani 

Boma St. Augustine 3, Mpondas, St. Augustine 1 

Bulala Bulala, Bolomombwe, Lwankhozi 

Bumba Bumba, St. Denis, Rumphi Catholic 

Bunyenga Bunyenga, Malonda, Chimatu 

Bwengu Bwengu, Chitokoto, Mtendere 

Chadabwa Chadabwa, Mpemba, Mlodzenzi 

Chaima Chaima, Nyaza, Mtoso 

Chamama Chamama, Chimbowe, Katope 

Chambe Pasani, Chiwambo, Nkanda 

Chankhandwe Chankhandwe, Mlombwa, Kanolo 

Chankhanga Kasungu L.E.A., Chankhanga, Chithiba, Kasungu Teacher Training College, Kasungu Demonstration 

School 

Chankhozi Linyangwa, Chidongo, Chakhozi 



-
Chankhungu Chankhungu, Mpangweni, St. Mathias 

Chembera Chembera, Bvumo, M'bawa 

Chibavi Chibavi, Kaviwale, Kanthete 

Chibwata Changalu, Chibwata, Kasatsi 

Chibweya Chibweya, Ndendere, Kambadzo 

Chididi Chididi, Chi a, Chamalala 

Chidoole Chi doole, Kanjedza, Chizumbi 

Chifunga Chifunga I, Chifunga 2, Ntayanyemba 

Chigudu Chigudu, Maiwe, Mtenthera 

Chigumukire Chigumukire, Kachanga, Andiseni 

Chihame 1 Chihame 1, Bungano, Mgodi 

Chihame 2 Chihame 2, Kawalazi, Kenani 

Chikala Chi kala, Nsala, Senjere 

Chikanga Chikanga, Ngala, Mphesi 

Chikangawa Chikangawa, Wozi, Mangatanga 

Chikho Chikho, Kasakula, Namdzomba 

Chikololere Chikololere, Takumana, Ngowi 

Chikonde Chikonde, Kaponda, Kamoto 

Chikonde Mikolongo, Thabwa, Mfera 

Chikweo Chisese, Chikweo, Nampeya 

Chikwina Chikwina, Thanula, Chipunga 

Chilanga Chilanga, Linga, Mpatawamilonde 

Chilipa Chilipa, Guta, Nansambo 

Chilomoni Lumbira, Chilomoni LEA, Chilomoni Catholic I 

Chimbende Chimbende, Sungusya, Chiutsa 

Chimbuli Bowe, Chimbuli, Chimkoka 

Chimteka Chimteka, Chioko, Chimteka 11 . 

Chimungu Chambidzi, Chimungu, Mtsilo i 
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Chimutu Nankhaka, Chimutu, Chatuwa 
Chimwala Chimwala. Kausi, Nasite 
Chimwalira Chimwalira. St. Pius, Mtimaoyera 

Chimwangalu Chimwangalu, Chimphalika, Mchenga 

Ching'oma Ching'oma, Maula. Mdyaka 

Ching'ombe Mnjolo, Takumana. Mchitanjiru 

Chinkhutu Kafutwe, Mtemambalame, Kadamkuma 

Chinthembwe Chinthembwe, Kalira I, Mpamila 

Chipelela Chipelera. Malowa, Mapala 
Chipoka Chipoka 1, Msauka, Ngodzi 
Chisenga Chisenga, Malawa, Kayilizi 

Chitakale Mulanje LEA, Lauderdale, Njedza 

Chitala Chitala, Msaza. Katitima 

Chitundu Chitundu, Mlozi, Mtemwende 

Chiwindo Chiwindo, Mlale, Lemero 

Chiwoko Chiwoko, Chilinde, Kawale 

Chombe Chombe, Nkhwali, Limphasa 

Chowo Chowo, Chimbalanga, Thuma 

Dolo Dolo, Mbiya, Khoko 

Dzenza Dzenza. Chambu, Malembe 

Dzoole Chibweza. Dzoole, Nalikonda 
Edingeni Edingeni, Mwitha. Muinge 

Ekwendeni Ekwendeni CCAP, Ngazi, St. Michaels 

Emfeni Emfeni, Perete, Njewe 

Engucwini Emanyaleni, Chankhanga, Engucwini 

Enukweni Enukweni, Holera, St. Monica 

Ephangweni Ephangweni, Embangweni, Mbawa 

Euthini Euthini, Mzambazi, Kapiri 
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Fatima Fatima Boys, M'bwavi, Fatima Girls 

Futsa Futsa, Mwembezi, Tchetsa 

Ganya Ganya, Zaunda, Kampanje 

Goliati Goliati, Chisoka, Chimvu 

Gumbu Gumbu, Ntcheu RC, Ndeka 

Hangalawe Khwawa, Hangalawe, Chakolombe 

Ighembe Kasantha, Ighembe, Kibwe 

I1engo I1engo, Ibuzga, Ipenza 

Iponga Nganai, Iponga, Mayoka 

Ipyana Karonga CCAP, Ipyana Primary, Mwenelondo, Karonga TTC, Karonga Demonstration School 

Kabena Kabena, Kamimba, Mlewezi 

Kabiza Kabiza, Liwaladzi, Majiga 

Kabuthu Kabuthu, Mchoka, Kanyambwe 

Kabwinja Kabwinja, Magantha, Nambamba 

Kachere Kachere, Chiomba, Kazandu 

Kafukule Kafukule, Mphimbi, Fuzyani 

Kafulu Kafulu, Biwi, Khumula 

Kakoma Kakoma, Vimvi, Mbwemba 

Kalambo Lundu, Kanyongolo, Tetera 

Kalolo Kalolo, Lisasadzi, Thondolo 

Kalolo Kalolo, Mphandula, Kafinya 

Kalonga Kadakumba, Kalonga, Nthulu 

Kalowe Kalowe, Nthalire LEA, Chinthi 

Kalulu Kalulu, Pitala, Takondwa 

Kambilonjo Kambilonjo, Chikudza, Satema 

Kamphenga Chimpenimduku, Kamphenga, Milole : 

Kamsonga Kamsonga, Chipwapwata, Kadayera 

Kamwendo Kamwendo Model, Kakoma II, Mlonyeni I 
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Kanjedza Kanjedza, Kanjamwana, Ulongwe 

Kanjuchi Kanjuchi, Mkoma, Chasefu 

Kankao Kankao, Mfulanjovu, Malopa 

Kanongola Kanongola, Chawira, Nchepa 

Kanyenda Kanyenda, Dwangwa, Chipanga 

Kapalamula Kapalamula, Pamdule, Ntsunduliza 

Kaphatenga Kaphatenga, Kambwiri, Makande 

Kaphuta Kaphuta, Kazengo, Mzimba LEA 

Kapiri Kapiri, Nthema, Msupadzi 

Kapirinkhonde Kapirinkhonde, Mwenje, Kamphyongo 

Kapita Kanyerere, Kapita, Thonje 

Kapoka Kapoka, Tondola, Kanyenjere 

Kapoli Kapoli, Mongo, Manyenyezi 

Kasangadzi Kasangazi, Liudzi, Chiondo 

Kasasanya Kasasanya, Chamkango, Bowe 

Kasenjere Mapanga, Kasenjere, Kholomani 

Kaseye Kaseye, Chinunkha, Yamba 

Kasinje Kasinje, Khola, Mpatsa 

Kasipa Kasipa, Chakaka, Phakwe 

Kasitu Kasitu, Dwambazi, Chimugonda 

Kasiya Kasiya, Kasonjola, Tonde 

Katalima Chinguwi, Chiwira, Katalima 

Katelera Katelera, Chapita, Lifidzi 

Katete Kamterwe, Kamalambo, Katete Girls 

Katewe Katewe, Chidewere, Kabwazi 

Katoto Katoto, Mchenga Utuwa, Kauwa 

Katowo Katowo, Kabulufu, Lumpahwawa 

Kavizinde Kambala, Kavizinde, Thawe 
'------ ---
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Kavuzi Kavuzi, Lwamatonga, Nkhokoma 

Kawale Kawale, Chitipa Model, Nachiwe 

Kayoyo Kayoyo, Mtsiro, Mtuwanjovu I 

Kazyozyo Kazyozyo, Chitsulo, Puye 

Khombwe Khombwe, Chimembe, Maliya 

Khongoloni Mitekete, Khongoloni, Namanjerema 

Khonjeni Khonjeni, Mitengo, Mmethiwa 

Konzere Konzere, Rabu, Mambala 

Ligowe Ligowe, Mkwilira, Mankhwala 

Likangala St. Joseph's Boys, St. Joseph's Girls, Bwaila 

Limbe Kanjedza, Misesa, Limbe, Blantyre TIC, Kapeni Demonstration 

Limbuli Siloni, Mitawa, Gambula 

Lirangwe Lilangwe, Ng'onga, Nthawira 

Litchenza Litchenza, Khoromana, Mulirankhwali 

Livunzu Bodza, Livunzu, Nangale 

Lizulu Lizulu, Nkhumbwe, Kaonda 

Lozi Lozi, Mnduluka, Chombo 

Ludzi Ludzi Boys, Ludzi Girls, Mdzomba 

Lughesyo Lughesyo, Mughese, Iponjola 

Lunzu Lunzu, Mtenjera, Maoni 

Lupaso Lupaso, Kasoba, Chinsewe 

Lutchenza Lutchenza, Gunda, Mwitele 

Luviri Luviri, Vulundiya, Kaulusi 

Luwerezi Luwerezi, Mwanche, Kavinkhama 

Luwuchi Luwuchi, Chiweta, Chombe 

Madisi Chikwawe, Madisi, Mtanila 

Madziabango Madziabango, Nankhufi, Ntayamwana 

Magomelo Magomero, Chidedza, M'gawi 1 
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Mahobe Mahobe, Karopa, Chiguza 

Majaliro Majaliro, Chisumbu, St. Annie's 

Majiga Majiga, Kapudzama, Kambuyana 

Makanda Makanda, Chiwaliwali, Gwangwa 

Makota Makota, Kanyenda, Windu 

Malavi Malavi, Kanje, S1. Thereza 

Malembo Malembo, Kawalika, Kazumba 

Malepera Malepera, Mizozi, Kaziwa 

Malikha Malikha, Chimwasongwe, Mataka 

Malingunde Malingunde, Mphunzi, Kachule 

Malombe Malombe, Namaswa, Nalikolo 

Malomo Malomo, Mthawira, M'mbomba 

Mankhamba Mankhamba, Mtakataka, Msekeni 

Mapalera Mapalera, Thabwani, Mzongwe 

Masambanjati Masambanjati, Chikumba, Mulolo 

Masongola Majuni, Ndengu, Ntiya 

Matapira Matapira, Dzundi, Mphangula 

Matenje Matenje, Kanjuwile, Chilanga 

Mathambi Chimwaza, Mpala, St. Elena 

Mazamba Mazamba, Kang'oma, Chakupompha 

Mbewe Tomali, Satodwa, Lengwe 

Mchemani Maloanyama, Mchemani, Kanthonga 

Mchengawedi Domasi Government, Domasi Demonstration, Malemia 

Mchere Mchere, Matundu, Magoma 

Mdeka Mdeka, Namwiri, Namitsitsi 

Mdzobwe Mdzobwe, Chambwe, Chatsala 

Meru Meru, Kayanike, Mubanga 

~igowi Migowi, Chingazi, Namphende 
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Mikundi Mikundi, Kalombo, Kadamsana 

Mitundu Mitundu, Milonde, Mlale 

Mkaika Matamangwe, Chibothera, Mkaika 

Mkanda Mkanda, Lameke, Nambela 

Mkukula Mkukula, Lumbadzi, Chinkhuti 

Mlonda Mlonda, Bangula, Chirimba 

Mmanga Ferry, Mmanga, Naliswe 

Molere Molere. Thava, Nyodola 

Monkeybay Monkey Bay, St. Louise, Namazizi 

Mountain View Mountain View, Kalimbuka, Nyambalo 

Mpalo Mpalo, Mawiri L.E.A., Phangwa 

Mpasa Mpasa, Chinjika, Mwanga 

Mpatsa Mpatsa, Mguda, Mgoza 

Mphande Mphande, Tsenga, Dzeyo 

Mphinji Mphinji, Mbandanga, Nachipere 

Mphompha Mphompha, Kasenga, Usowoya 

Mp iii pili Mpilipili, Chimbiya, Nangungu 

Mpingu Mpingu, Gome, Mtuwakale 

Mpombe Ntalala, Mpiranjala, Ekhama 

Mponda Mponda, Police Primary, Zomba CCAP 

Mponela Mphimbi, Mponela 1, Mponela 11 

Msalula Msalula, Kaputu, Chimweta 

Mtende Mtende, Mchingasanya, St. Annie's 

Mthandiza Mtandiza, Linthipe, Dzenza 

Mudi Mudi, Namisu, Chilala 

Mulenga Mulenga, Njale, Chilengo 

Mulima Chikapa, Mphepozinai, Muluma 

Mulomba Chimbiri, Ufa, Nachitukula 
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Mvera Mbira, Mkhalanjoka, Mvera FP 

Mvunguti Mvunguti, Kabwabwa, Kalambo, Lilongwe Teacher Training College, Lilongwe Demonstration School 

Mwazisi Mwazisi, Kamphenda, Kayola 

Mwenitete Mwenitete, Ntchowo, Kakoma 

Mzokoto Mzokoto, Mkombezi, Chinyolo 

MzuzuCCAP CCAP, St. Peters, Lunyangwa 

Namandanje Namandanje, Mansanje, Ntapwa 

Namasika Malundani, Mpiri, Nainunje 

Nambiro Nambiro, Mbmbembe, Nalingula 

Namisi Namisi, Boola, Kamundi 

Namitambo Masenjere, Namitambo, Chingoma 

Namiwawa Namiwawa, Chiphoola, Thabwani 

Nankumba Nankumba, Chisawani, Mtemaumo 

Nansato Nansato, Nankhulumbo, Thyolo 

Naotcha Naotcha, Ntonda, Nancholi 

Nathenje Mwatibu, Mchuchu, Nathenje 

Nazombe Nazombe, Michesi, Luwani 

Nchalo St. Mathew's, Makanga, Sekeni 

Ndirande Blantyre Girls, Nyambadwe, Henry Henderson Institute (HHI) 

Ndunde Ndunde LEA, Ndunde CCAP, Nankhundi 

Ng'ombe Zyalambe Ng'ombe, Katozi, Zyalambe 

Ngabu Makande, Changadeya, Madugu 

Ngokwe Ngokwe, Mayera, Nkapalira 2 

Ngolowindo Ngolowindo, Mikute, Mafco 

Njerengwa Njerengwa, Kapenda, Musyembele 

Njewa Chitedze, Njewa, Muzu 

Njuyu Njuyu, Mkana, Champhamba 

Nkhamenya Nkhamenya, Mkanda, Nthembwe 
- -------
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Nkhande Nkhande, Lirangwe, Chikanga 

Nkhando Nkhando, Kayuni, Wiliro 

Nkhangwa Nkhangwa, Chizimu, Kafola 

Nkholongo Nkholongo, Lupaso, Doroba 

Nkhoma Nkhoma, Mtanda, Mkhosi 

Nkhulambe Nkhulambe, Makhwawani, Thambe 

Nkhumano Nkhumano, Wenya, Kankhusya 

Nsanama Mgodi, Maweha, Joho 

Nsenjere Nsenjere, Mwala, Nabisi 

Nsipe Nsipe, Bula, Linengwe 

Nsondole Nsondole, Nmisangu, Namgweka 

Ntaja Matope, Nanyumbu, Michongwe 

Ntambanyama Ntambanyama, Nchenga, Nagwengwere 

Ntonda Ntonda, Primiti Boys, Primiti Girls 

Ntungulutsi Ntungulutsi, Ntanangala, Milale 

Nyachilenga Nyachilenga, Marka, Nkapako 

Nyamadzere Kapalakonje, Dinde, Nsanje Catholic 

Nyungwe Nyungwe, Ukanga, Wobwe 

Nyungwe Nyungwe, Gologota, Samikwa 

Phalula Buke, Thawale, Chikola 

Phoka Phoka, Junju, Livingstonia 

Pimbiri Matsimbe, Chimwala 1, Msinja 

Pinda Pinda, Chikuta, Kachuzu 

Providence Industrial Providence Industrial Mission (PIM), Mbowe, Mafe 
Mission 

Puteya Puteya, Mchilima, Chikala 

Ruarwe Ruarwe, Nkhoso, Bunga 

Santhe Santhe, Chipoza, Kawata 
- -
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Senga Chakhala, Chiundira, Senga Model 

Senzani Senzani, Matale, Mambuma 

Sharpvalley Sharpvalley, Bwanje, Kalande 

Sokola Sokola, Kasumbi, Mwandambo 

Songani Songani, Matiti, Mwanje 

Sopani Sopani, Kanjendere, Kanthona 

South Lunzu Namilango, South Lunzu, Mthawira 

St. Anthony St. Anthony Boys, St. Anthony Girls, Thondwe 

St. Augustine St. Augustine, Viyere, Area I B 

St. Joseph St. Joseph, Miwawe, Milimo 

St. Maria Gorrette St. Maria Gorrette, Kalambwe, Chikale 

St. Martin's St. Martin's, Khuluvi, Namiyala 

St. Michael's St. Michael's, Chingala, Lisawo 

St. Michael's St. Michels, Makumba, Mikundi 

St. Paul's St. Paul's, Havara, Namatamba 

St. Peters St. Peters, Y ofu, Nkhwanzi 

St. Theresa Liwonde, Mtubwi, Namisundu, Mombe (Machinga Demonstration), Machinga TIC 

Suza Suza, Chilinda, Chipanga 

Swang'oma Phaloni, Makuwa, Dindi 

Thambani Tsupe, Kaponyatola, Muwale 

Thavite Thavite, Chiluwa 2, Chionjeza 

Thawale Thawale, Chiunjiza, Mkazomba 

Thekerani Thekerani, Nsabwe, Mwabvi 

Thema Thema I, Thema 2, Mlambe LEA 

Thete Thete, Mwakwamphande, Mtendele 

Thuchila Chingoli, Mtendere, Mchenga I 

Tsangano Tsangano, Kabango JP, Chilenga JP 

Ulongwe Ulongwe Model, Ngolowera, Mulanje CCAP 
I 
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Ulongwe Ulongwe I, Ulongwe 2, St. Andrews 

Unyolo Chizani, Unyolo, Kabiza 

Usisya Usisya, Nthembo, Nkhutu 

Utale Utale I, Nkalizi, Mtondo 

Walemera Walemera, Msenjere, Khonde 

Waliranji Waliranji, Chinyata, Choumba 

Wimbe Mtunthama, Mbonekera, Tchesa 

Yam be Yam be, Nakondwa, Njenga 

Zingwangwa Chimwankhunda, Zingwangwa, St. Pius Boys 

Zolozolo Zolozolo, Chiputula, Mganthila 
- - -- --
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